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Abstract

Although entanglement is a well studied property in the context of quantum systems,
the ability to measure it in Monte Carlo methods is relatively new. Through measures
of the Rényi entanglement entropy and mutual information one is able to examine and
characterize criticality, pinpoint phase transitions, and probe universality. We describe
the most basic algorithms for calculating these quantities in straightforward Monte Carlo
methods and state of the art techniques used in high performance computing. This de-
scription emphasizes the core principal of these measurements and allows one to both build
an intuition for these quantities and how they are useful in numerical studies.

Using the Rényi entanglement entropy we demonstrate the ability to detect thermal
phase transitions in the Ising model and XY model without use of an order parameter.
The scaling near the critical point also shows signatures identifying the universality class of
the model. Improved methods are explored using extended ensemble techniques that can
increase calculation efficiency, and show good agreement with the standard approach. We
explore the “ratio trick” at finite temperature and use it to explore the quantum critical
fan of the one dimensional transverse field Ising model, showing agreement with finite
temperature and finite size scaling from field theory. This same technique is used at zero
temperature to explore the geometric dependence of the entanglement entropy and examine
the universal scaling functions in the two dimensional transverse field Ising model. All of
this shows the multitude of ways in which the study of the Rényi entanglement entropy can
be efficiently and practically used in conventional and exotic condensed matter systems,
and should serve as a reference for those wishing to use it as a tool.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Why are we interested in the study of entanglement in condensed matter systems? For
those outside of this bubble of research, this question is not often anwsered in a satisfying
way. Although explained better below, the short answer is that the Rényi entanglement
entropy offers a measurement that allows one to positively classify phases that were previ-
ously only determined to exist through a process of elimination. In the design and study
of these entanglement measures a large number of alternative novel applications have been
found, equally interesting as their original purpose. Though we do not specifically ad-
dress the type of measurements needed to identify these aforementioned elusive phases,
the framework discussed in this thesis is sufficient for designing such numerical studies,
and outlines the fundamental nature and characteristics of these new measurements in the
context of classical and quantum Monte Carlo.

Although the Landau paradigm of phases and phase transitions has enjoyed decades of
success [1, 2], there are quantum phases of matter that defy this classification. The earliest
examples of such phases are the fractional quantum Hall states, each fractionally filling
a well defined state but many of them sharing symmetries, and instead characterized by
a topological order [3, 4]. Many exotic states of matter that break the Landau paradigm
have been found since, a large class of them known as the quantum spin liquids. An idea
has emerged in the study of spin liquids: although these systems cannot be classified by
an order parameter, the characteristics of entanglement within the phase can be used to
distinguish and identify them [5, 6]. With this idea in hand, theoretical calculations of
the entanglement entropy followed, leading to algorithms for a broad range of numerical
techniques, most recently applied to Monte Carlo approaches.

Fundamentally, the entanglement entropy should be viewed as a resource in the same
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A

A
A A

Square Strip
Figure 1.1: The basic region geometry studied in numerical calculations of the Rényi
entanglement entropies. The strip region allows probing zero temperature shape func-
tions (Ch. 6) and thermal phase transition (Ch. 3) while the square regions lets us access
universal terms associated with corners (Ch. 6).

way that the two-point correlation function can be used to classify and quantify char-
acteristics of a system. For instance, the exponential decay of the two-point correlation
function generally signals that one is in a gapped or trivial phase, whereas a crossover
to algebraic decay can herald criticality or scale invariance. In this way, the two-point
correlation function can be used to understand both phases and phase transitions. On the
other hand, the entanglement entropy is capable of encoding much more information than
the correlation function. Since the entanglement entropy requires a region to be defined,
it is possible that there are contributions to it that depend on the topology of the region
[7]. It is in part the ability to isolate and measure these topological contributions that
make the entanglement entropy far more versatile than simple correlation functions.

In addition to the topological dependence, the constant part of the Rényi entanglement
entropy (REE) of trivial regions can detect the existence of a classical thermally ordered
phase. Fig. 1.1 shows the types of region shapes we use in the examination of the REE for
these transitions. In this case, the scaling of the constant part of the REE changes sign
through the transition [8]. This behaviour suggests that the REE is useful for both exotic
non-Landau phases of matter as well as conventional phases and phase transitions.

Finally, the nature of criticality itself can be probed by examining the REE. In critical
systems, the scaling of the REE has universal properties. For example, in one dimension

2



the scaling takes the form [9, 10]

Sα =
c

3η

(
1 +

1

α

)
log
[ηL
πa

sin
πx

L

]
, (1.1)

where η = 1 for periodic boundary conditions and η = 2 for open boundary conditions, α is
the Rényi index, L is the total system size, a the lattice spacing and x the size of the region.
The only important part of the above is that the coefficient c, the central charge, can be
extracted by examining the finite size scaling of the model. This coefficient c defines
the central charge of the conformal field theory, and in one dimension this completely
quantifies the universality class that the system belongs to. In higher dimensions work
is just beginning to quantify and examine this type of scaling (see Ch. 6), and hopefully
these methods will become part of the standard procedure for characterizing criticality.
The difficulty is that analytical and numerical techniques for one dimensional system are
either impossible in higher dimensions or scale in such a way that they are impractical. By
using a Monte Carlo approach we are able to generate accurate results in two dimensions
over a large range of system sizes and parameters.

The Rényi entanglement entropy represents a natural extension of correlation functions,
with the ability to capture a much wider range of behaviour than two-point correlation
functions can. With the rapid progress of numerical techniques there will soon be a library
of known results to compare against, each of them capturing different subtle behaviour
and characteristics of many-body systems. Improvements in technique mean calculating
these quantities is becoming increasingly feasible, and conceptual advances improve our
understanding of the sources of universal behaviour. The first hints of experimental re-
alization are being worked on [11, 12, 13], and as these methods gain popularity further
implementations will be realized. From this point of view, the REE represents a new fun-
damental paradigm in viewing collective behaviour, and through it our understanding of
both standard and exotic phases will be unified in a common language.

1.1 Rényi and von Neumann, entanglement and en-

tropy

We have discussed the exciting possibilities that measurement of the Rényi entanglement
entropy might allow, but here we will discuss what this quantity is, both mathematically
and conceptually. A more rigorous discussion can be found in Ch. 3, but we will repeat the
salient concepts here while discussing some simple examples that might lend some insight
to this quantity.
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Mathematically, the REE is defined as

S(A)α =
1

1− α ln Tr
[
ραA
]
, (1.2)

where α is the Rényi index, in the limα → 1 we recover the von Neumann entropy, and
ρA is the reduced density matrix for some region A (see Fig. 1.1). If region A were the
full system, this would simply be called the Rényi entropy (or von Neumann entropy), but
when A is some subsystem we add the word “entanglement”. Entanglement here refers to
the sum of all correlations and mixing between region A and the remaining system.

To understand this naming scheme, and more so what this quantity actually is, we can
examine some exactly solvable systems. First we will compare using the Rényi entropy
and the REE on pure quantum state and a classical state. We will take the example in
which these two differ, two sites coupled by an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg term

H = ~S1 · ~S2 (1.3)

where ~S can be interpreted as either quantum operators or classical vectors. Assuming
spin-1/2 in the quantum case, these two interpretations give us two groundstates

|ψcl〉 = |◦•〉 (1.4)

|ψq〉 =
1√
2

(
|◦•〉 − |•◦〉

)
, (1.5)

where we use the filled and empty circle to represent spin down or spin up in the z-direction
or z-basis. As each of these are pure states, their total entropy is zero (Rényi and von
Neumann) but tracing out the first spin we get something different

TrS1 |ψcl〉 〈ψcl| = |•〉 〈•| (1.6)

TrS1 |ψq〉 〈ψq| =
1

2

(
|•〉 〈•|+ |◦〉 〈◦|

)
(1.7)

calculating the Rényi or von Neumann entropy of these reduced density matrices gives us
zero in the classical case and ln(2) in the quantum case. The quantum wavefunction is
a quantum entangled state (here using entanglement in the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen or
Schrödinger sense), and the REE is able to detect this, justifying the addition of the word
“entanglement” in Rényi entanglement entropy.

The ambiguity comes in when, instead of considering simply a classical state, we con-
sider the full classical thermal density matrix. We will take it in the limit of zero temper-
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ature, and in that case (for the same model as above) it can be written as

ρ =


0 0 0 0
0 1/2 0 0
0 0 1/2 0
0 0 0 0

 , (1.8)

where the rows (or columns) of this matrix define the different states |◦◦〉, |◦•〉, |•◦〉, |••〉,
respectively. The difference between this and the above classical case is that this density
matrix has a non-zero total Rényi entropy, equal to ln(2). By tracing out the states of S1

we get the same reduced density matrix as the quantum case above, and when calculating
the REE we again get ln(2).

This construction shows the fundamental potential for multiple interpretations. When
looking at wavefunctions, entanglement refers to the quantity inherent to a state, but in
numerical simulation studied in this thesis we sample the full density matrix, whether
at finite or zero temperature. In this language, entanglement simply describes a more
generalized quantification of correlations, whether they are quantum or classical in origin.
From this perspective, purely classical systems often have a measurable REE, and it is
through examining this quantity that we can learn about these systems as well as quantum
systems.

Throughout this thesis we will refer to the REE in regards to both quantum and clas-
sical systems, but this is in light of the definition above rather than the more common use
of the word entanglement in quantum systems. Fundamentally, this thermal entanglement
cannot be easily distinguished from the quantum kind, and most attempts to separate the
two in thermal quantum systems requires the full analytic solution. In addition, the REE
can be interesting at finite temperature, displaying universal behaviour of its own that is
as rich as the zero temperature behaviour (see Ch. 5) of quantum systems. For this reason
we use this broad definition.

1.2 Spin liquids

The original motivation for studying entanglement in condensed matter was as a diagnostic
tool for characterizing phases that defy the typical Landau paradigm [6]. Specifically,
by looking at the Rényi entanglement entropy of regions with different genus, something
requiring at least two dimensions, we can define a part of the Rényi entropy that probes the
topological character of a groundstate called the topological entanglement entropy [14, 15].
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More importantly, these topological probes can act as a positive indicator of certain types
of quantum spin liquids [7]. Quantum spin liquids [16] are notoriously difficult to detect,
characterized by a lack of all conventional order and unconventional correlations. For
example, in some recent work studying the existence of quantum spin liquids [17] an
exhaustive elimination of conventional order parameters was used as one of the arguments
for a quantum spin liquid along with the scaling of the single-particle gap. Scaling these
quantities was extremely difficult, as demonstrated by the fact that later work suggested
differing results [18], but only by using significantly larger computational resources on one
of the worlds top supercomputers.

The topological signature of quantum spin liquids provides an alternate method of
characterizing these phases numerically. By examining this topological entanglement en-
tropy as a function of temperature we can examine when the model enters the constrained
phase, and numerical results match theoretical expectations [7]. To measure the topo-
logical entanglement entropy requires a careful subtraction of various Rényi entropies [7].
The finite size effects and subtraction requires high accuracy and efficient Monte Carlo
methods, a further motivation for exploration of more efficient or alternate algorithmic
approaches.

1.3 Phase transitions

Another major reason for studying the entanglement entropy and mutual information, a
quantity constructed by differences of Rényi entropies, is for its ability to detect phase
transitions. The mutual information, Iα, is defined as (more thoroughly in Ch. 3)

Iα(A,B) =Sα(A)− Sα(A|B) (1.9)

Iα(A,B) =Sα(A) + Sα(B)− Sα(A ∪B), (1.10)

a symmetrized quantity made by taking a difference of Rényi entanglement entropies.
Sα(A|B) is the conditional entropy of region A on region B, while the region A∪B is the
region defined as the union between region A and region B. For this definition to work, A
and B must be distinct regions, or degrees of freedom, with no overlap. By looking near
phase transitions, we find that when scaling the mutual information by boundary length
the values cross at the critical temperature [8, 19]. This is quite promising, as measuring
the mutual information in classical or quantum Monte Carlo only requires two things:
the ability to measure energy and the construction of a modified simulation. Energy is
almost always available, and fundamental to typical Monte Carlo sampling. The modified
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simulation is easy to implement, with the fundamental implementation details discussed
in Ch. 3.

This is mutual information is novel as not only does it not require measuring the
order parameter of the transition, but furthermore it does not even require knowledge
of what the order parameter is! One benefit of such a measure is immediately obvious;
when examining whether a new system undergoes a transition, this method can be used
without consideration of the type of ordering. Of course such a claim is very tantalizing,
and it becomes tempting to examine difficult systems such as the quantum spin liquid or
even classical spin glass using this method. That being said, without a comprehensive
theory and practical demonstration, any result on a controversial system will itself be
controversial, so the development of base cases and theoretical background is necessary
before these interesting problems can be analyzed.

An analytically complete understanding of this crossing behaviour would be a large
step forward, but for the moment we are left with numerical evidence of the crossings
over a variety of transitions. It is the hope that further numerical work might constrain
any theories looking at these crossings. In addition, by examining many different well
understood systems we hope that the common element of the physics can be discerned.

Along side the detection of phase transitions, there are suggestions that the REE and
mutual information can be used to detect the universality class of phase transitions and
critical phases.

1.4 Universality

One of the major concepts motivating this work is the study and characterization of
universality. In condensed matter systems universality is usually discussed in the context of
continuous phase transitions. These transitions are characterized by a diverging correlation
length. More interestingly, continuous phase transitions can usually be characterized by a
set of values known as the critical exponents. These exponents describe how the system
diverges near criticality, and most importantly can be estimated in theory and measured
in experiment. The reason these exponents are so important is that they are robust–
they typically only depend on general qualities, like the dimension of the system and the
symmetry of the Hamiltonian and order parameter. What this means is that there are
a large set of irrelevant perturbations, operators that, when added to the Hamiltonian,
might change details like the critical temperature or a prefactor in the susceptibility, but
leave many properties intact.

7



Conversely, the existence of universal quantities means that we have powerful tools for
detecting what class a model is within. Many of the critical exponents are related mathe-
matically, meaning that measuring a small set of them can give us the rest of them. For
simple thermal phase transitions we can usually find the critical temperature by examining
an order parameter either in experiment or numerically. By measuring the scaling of spe-
cific heat, susceptibility, or the order parameter we can determine some of the exponents.
Thorough reviews [20] of critical phenomenon and renormalization-group theory show how
extensive and broad reaching concepts of universality apply.

If we define the reduced temperature

t =
T − Tc
Tc

, (1.11)

where Tc is the critical temperature, then the usual scaling relations define the critical
exponents as

χ ∝t−γ (1.12)

ξ ∝t−ν (1.13)

C ∝t−α (1.14)

M ∝(−t)β, (1.15)

where the quantities are the susceptibility, the correlation length, the specific heat and
the order parameter magnitude, respectively. With these defined, we can compare these
coefficients for two prototypical models, the three dimensional Ising model and the three
dimensional Heisenberg model and their respective critical points.

Table 1.1 shows the difference for some of the critical exponents between two universal-
ity classes using a variety of theoretical approaches as well as experimental systems. The
consistency between the different methods is remarkable, yet using these critical exponents
to differentiate between universality classes is still a non-trivial task, especially in experi-
ment where not all measurements are easily possible or part of a complex system must be
isolated and measured in a background of other effects. Nevertheless, critical behaviour
remains an important tool for classifying systems and predicting behaviour.

1.5 Entanglement and universality

The concept of using quantum phenomenon to make a computing device is very old [30],
but its popularity has only grown with age, and in the last few years we have seen the re-
lease and benchmarking of devices [31]. This interest has focused on condensed matter for
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Model γ ν α β
3D Ising (HTE)[21] 1.2373(2) 0.63012(16) 0.1096(5) 0.32653(10)
3D Ising (MC)[22] 1.2366(15) 0.6297(5) 0.1109(15) 0.3262(4)
3D Ising (FT)[23] 1.2403(8) 0.6303(8) 0.1091(24) 0.3257(5)

3D Ising (Exp) 1.14(5)[24] 0.62(3)[24] 1.10(3)[25] 0.341(2)[26]
3D Heisenberg (HTE)[27] 1.406(3) 0.716(2) 0.3710(13)
3D Heisenberg (MC)[28] 1.3957(22) 0.7113(11) 0.3691(1)
3D Heisenberg (FT)[23] 1.3882(10) 0.7062(7) 0.3655(5)
3D Heisenberg (Exp)[29] 1.39(5) 0.36(7)

Table 1.1: A comparison of the critical exponents for the 3D Ising universality class
and the 3D Heisenberg universality class measured in high temperature expansion (HTE),
Monte Carlo (MC), field theory (FT), and experiment (Exp). In the case of the 3D Ising
model the liquid-vapour transition is used for the experimental data, while for the 3D
Heisenberg model the system La0.95Ca0.05MaO3 was measured. Some of the scaling results
are generated using the relationships γ = (2 − η)ν, 2 − α = 3ν, β = ν(1 + η)/2, and
βδ = β + γ.

two reasons: condensed matter systems might hold the answer to realizing the fundamen-
tal building blocks of a quantum computer [32, 33], and understanding some condensed
matter systems might be one of the interesting problems that a quantum computer can
tackle [34]. The topic of computation in the context of condensed matter systems has lead
to an overlap of the classical computational and algorithms community with the condensed
matter community, and with that overlap many of the concepts of information and com-
munication theory have been examined more widely as they apply to condensed matter
systems. Although entanglement is a fundamental concept in any quantum system, the
concept of entanglement as a resource or fundamental characterization of a system was
likely influenced by the information theory community.

Examining entanglement, there are well known examples in which it can be used as a
universal measure. Specifically, in one dimensional systems bipartitioned into two regions
the entanglement entropy either saturates to a constant or scales in some non-trivial way
with the region size. For most systems the entanglement saturates, embodying the concept
that degrees of freedom in one region of a system only give a fixed amount of information
about the complementary region, regardless of the system size. This behaviour is typical for
gapped systems, but can be violated for gapless systems with conformal invariance. That
the entanglement entropy of a groundstate typically scales with the size of the interface
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between a region and the remaining system is known as the area law [35, 36], and in one
dimension the violations carry interesting universal behaviour. The area law is a statement
that for the groundstate wavefunction of a local Hamiltonian the leading order term in the
entanglement entropy of a region scales with the size of the boundary of that region.

Given a boundary of size `, the entanglement is said to satisfy the area law if it takes
the form

S = a`+ · · · (1.16)

where a is some constant and “· · · ” represents terms proportional to LD−2 and smaller,
where D is the dimension of the system. If the leading order term is larger than a term
proportional to the bundary length, such as ` log(`), then the system is said to violate the
area law. In one and two dimensional gapped and gapless systems, shown in Fig. 1.2, we
expect the following scaling

1D gapped S =a (1.17)

1D gapless S =a log `+ γ(x/L) (1.18)

2D gapped S =a`+ · · · (1.19)

2D gapless S =a`+ γ(x/Lx, Ly/Lx) + · · · (1.20)

where a is a constant, ` is the size of the boundary and gamma is a shape function which
in general may exist for gapless functions. These forms derive naturally from an assumed
type of gapped or gapless system, specifically those shown in Fig. 1.2, and we expect that
any subtle differences will only occur in smaller subleading terms.

In one dimensional systems the coefficient of the area law violating term can be related
to the central charge of the associated conformal field theory. If a model is known to
be described by a conformal field theory, there are powerful predictive tools to calculate
universal properties of a subsystem. With this concept in mind, the measurement and
scaling of the entanglement entropy becomes an interesting diagnostic tool in its own right
in the same way that conventional order parameters tell us something about a system.

The success of universality in one dimension naturally suggests that we attempt to
examine what universal quantities might exist in higher dimensions. Fig. 1.2 shows a cat-
egorization of states in one and two dimensions, gapped and gapless, and the scaling we
expect of the entropy in each case. In the one and two dimensions, it is the γ function,
the subleading term, that contains universal properties1. This γ is unrelated to the crit-
ical exponent γ used to describe phase transitions, and is merely an unfortunate case of

1In one dimensions this term can be lumped with the leading term.
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Gapless (scale invariant) Gapped

1D

2D

S = a`+ γ(x/Lx, Ly/Lx) + · · · S = a`+ · · ·

S = a log(x) + γ(x/L) S = a

Figure 1.2: The general scaling form of the entanglement entropy in one and two dimen-
sional gapped and gapless systems. Our prototypical gapped system is a valence bond
solid, characterized by short range singlets. In this picture it is easy to see where the
area law scaling comes from–the number of singlets cut is always proportional to the area
between the two regions, in both one and two dimensions. The gapless systems assumes
scale invariance, that is that contributions to the entanglement occur at every scale of the
system, and each scale is related by some scaling factor, in this case by a factor of two. In
one and two dimension the number of scales is proportional to log2(x), where x is the size
of the region. The one dimensional picture adds a contribution for every scale, leading to
the logarithmic violation of the area law. In two dimensions the length of the interface also
halves at every scale, and when summing all the contributions the sum does not violate
the area law. In both gapless cases the subleading term γ may contain universal parts
that help identify the universality class of the system.
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S = a`+ γ(x/Lx, y/Ly) + nca(π/2) log(`) + · · ·

Figure 1.3: The origin of the subleading logarithmic contribution to the area law in two
dimensional systems with corners. Examining the square region, the contribution from
the edges does not violate the area law, following the argument in Fig. 1.2. However,
the number of corners at each scale is fixed (four in this case). If we assume a constant
contribution from the corners at every scale, then the argument follows the one dimensional
case, and a log2(`) contribution can be realized from the corners. In this case it is not
an area law violation, and this logarithmic correction is smaller than the leading area law
term.
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overloaded notation. Even though scale invariance leads to a log scaling of the entropy
in one dimensional critical or gapless systems, the same argument does not lead to a log
correction in two dimensions. The type of scale invariance we are assuming comes from a
renormalization group perspective, and assumes that by scaling the system by some factor
(typically denoted b) we return to a renormalized Hamiltonian with the same parameters.
Thi renormalized Hamiltonian is calculated by integrating out some of the interactions to
arrive at new effective degrees of freedom with new effective interactions, and if this new
effective Hamiltonian looks the same as the original Hamiltonian, we are said to be at a
fixed point. If we examine Fig. 1.2, in one dimensions this means that for a region of size x
we can halve it log2(x) times, where for x = 8 this means there are three scales at which we
can count entanglement. Using the idea of scale invariance these scale contribute equally,
and we immediately get that the entanglement scales as the logarithm of the region size.
The difference in two dimensions is that the size of the boundary is also scaled at every
step. Looking at the figure again, the first step contributes ` (the length of the bound-
ary), while the second step contributes `/2, then `/4. Although there are log2(`) steps in
this procedure, the contribution from each step diminishes. Summing all the terms in the
two dimensional case results in a contribution proportional to `, and so even with scale
invariance the area law remains unviolated in two dimensions.

The other geometry of interest is that of a square patch embedded in a two dimensional
system, as shown in Fig. 1.3. The edges of the square contribute an area law whether the
system is gapped or gapless, but the corners are special. With scale invariance, the number
of corners at each scale is constant, and so this constant is multiplied by the number of
steps in scaling procedure. This means that even though there is no log violation to the
area law in two dimensions, corners can result in a subleading logarithmic term in the
entanglement entropy. This examination of two dimensional systems is examined more
closely in Ch. 6.

In two dimensional (periodic or open) systems we can examine the analogue of the one
dimensional entanglement entropy by bipartitioning the system along a line, as shown in
Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.1. For the Heisenberg model numerical results [37] show that such a ge-
ometry captures a subleading logarithmic term related to Goldstone modes [38], but finding
a universal coefficient in two dimensions related to the entropy remains an open problem.
Numerical schemes such as exact diagonalization always have access to the entanglement
entropy, Rényi or von Neumann, and in methods such as density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) [39, 40, 41] the entanglement scaling is in some sense a condition for the
procedure working efficiently. These methods both shine in one dimensional systems, with
DMRG able to approach two dimensional system by studying long cylindrical systems and
scaling the width, and make connections between theoretical results and numerical models
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for one dimensional systems [42].

Methods for calculating the Rényi entropy and mutual information in quantum Mote
Carlo [43] and classical Monte Carlo [8] are now available for a variety of systems. With the
introduction of these methods studying larger two dimensional systems and approaching
the thermodynamic limit in a more typical fashion is possible. For that reason, charac-
terizations of these methods on known models is an important step to understand their
accuracy and limitations in practice. These fundamental studies help push algorithmic
development, such as the ratio trick (see Ch. 5), comparable to methods such as the Wolff
algorithm [44] and the speedup it gives to systems like the Ising model. As these methods
are still relatively new, adapting efficient techniques and examining their performance for
this type of simulation is a current topic, and a large part of this thesis is devoted to
exploring improvements of this type. It is our hope that these methods become ubiqui-
tous as entropy and information measures become a fundamental measure in Monte Carlo
methods.

1.6 Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. Ch. 2 discusses the quantum transverse field Ising
model. It assumes no particular knowledge of Monte Carlo, but a working knowledge of
classical Monte Carlo is helpful. This model will be our prototypical “quantum Monte
Carlo” used to describe all of the algorithmic development. Many of the algorithmic
developments are specialized for this model, but the concepts described are done so in a
general way, so adaptation to other quantum Monte Carlo methods should be possible.
We also discuss the interpretation of the phase transitions in the context of the D + 1
representation. Both the classical phase transition along the line of zero transverse field
and the quantum phase transition are realized as percolation transitions in the D + 1
simulation cell, and each of these may realize universal physics.

Ch. 3 discusses the most fundamental methods for calculating the Rényi entanglement
entropy and mutual information. It is discussed in the context of classical and quantum
Monte Carlo, with examples to help keep concepts concrete. The concepts discussed
here underpin all the more advanced algorithms. Here we demonstrate the ability of the
mutual information to capture claisscal phase transitions without knowledge of an order
parameter, as well as capturing the scaling relevant to the universality class of the phase
transition.

Ch. 4 discussed an alternate method of calculating the Rényi entanglement entropy
and mutual information without using thermodynamic integration. This method was
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explored as a way of avoiding the temperature discretization necessary with the naive
approach, and a minimal sample code is provided in the appendix. We are successful in
reproducing the results from the integration approach in Ch. 3, but further advancements
have made this approach suboptimal in some cases. Improvements are suggested should
further improvements of this algorithm be pursued. The Wang-Landau approach is also
used to detect thermal phase transitions, and motivates an alternate derivation of concepts
like the ratio trick, crucial to the next two chapters.

Ch. 5 details the “ratio trick” for finite temperature classical and quantum Monte
Carlo. This is probably the most fundamentally important algorithmic development for
practically measuring the Rényi entanglement entropy. Several methods are detailed along
with functional code for classical models in the appendix. Improving on the methods in
this section has the most potential for improving the speed and accuracy of simulation.
Using this method we explore the thermal Rényi entanglement entropy and show universal
collapse for both finite size and finite temperature for the c = 0.5 universality class of the
transverse field Ising model in one dimension. This matches predictions from analytical
work, and shows how thermal results can be used to capture universal characteristics.

Ch. 6 discussed the modifications of the algorithm needed for the zero temperature
projector quantum Monte Carlo. This is useful in the study of systems at a zero temper-
ature quantum critical point, where many of the universal concepts discussed above take
place. The ratio trick in Ch. 5 naturally extends to the zero temperature case with only
minor modification. Accessing zero temperature results in two dimensions in an unbiased
way allows us the first glimpse at universal scaling functions for two dimensional systems,
and comparison to a quantum Lifshitz free field theory show remarkable agreement when
compared to simply extended one dimensional results. We also extract the corner term
associated with a subleading logarithmic contribution and compare this to results from
non-interacting theories and other numerical approaches.

Finally, Ch. 7 concludes the thesis while discussing open problems that will hopefully
be addressed soon. In addition, avenues for further algorithmic progress are discussed in
a broader context.

1.7 Terminology

With any technical work there is necessary jargon, and although terms will be introduced
as they are needed, this section will serve as an index of the most often used terms and
acronyms. In addition, the overlap of different fields, condensed matter and quantum
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information, for instance, mean that some terms may have slightly different standard
definitions. Here we will outline what is meant when referring to each of these terms (in
the context of this thesis).

Mutual information (MI) Described in Eq. (3.5), this is a quantity typically used when
examining thermal systems, constructed by taking a sum and difference of different
Rényi entanglement entropies. It is constructed in such a way that bulk contributions
from each region are cancelled, and the remaining contribution only quantifies the
information each region has about the other. This quantity also has an index α that
specifies which Rényi entanglement entropy is being used to construct the mutual
information.

Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) When discussing techniques used in this thesis, it al-
most always refers to stochastic series expansion methods, both T > 0 methods and
T = 0 methods. Outside of this document, there are a wide range of quantum Monte
Carlo methods, including variational wave function, diffusion, world line, and many
others.

Rényi entanglement entropy (REE) Described in detail from Eq. (3.1) and earlier in
Sec. 1.1, the Rényi entanglement entropy describes the amount of (Rényi) entropy
contained in some region, typically of a subsystem. Despite being called entan-
glement entropy, we use this term to describe the both the quantum and thermal
contributions. This term can be calculated in classical systems in which there is
no quantum contribution, as the definition only requires the existence of a density
matrix. The index α is typically used to denote the Rényi index, and in the case of
α = 1 the Rényi entanglement entropy is equal to the von Neumann entanglement
entropy.

Simulation cell The representation of the classical or quantum simulation, and more
specifically the representation that is convenient for numerical simulation. In a clas-
sical simulation, the simulation cell consists of a particular spin configuration. This
spin configuration is updated by Monte Carlo moves and evolves with time. In quan-
tum Monte Carlo the simulation cell consists of a configuration as a set of operators,
and this entire object is updated.

Stochastic series expansion (SSE) A type of quantum Monte Carlo, described from
Eq. (2.7) onwards [45, 46, 47], in which one simulates a D-dimensional Hamiltonian
as a D + 1-dimensional system. Able to simulate a wide range of systems, typically
scaling with the size of the system and inverse temperature. Still vulnerable to the
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sign problem, but has no problem with geometric frustration in the diagonal terms
of the Hamiltonian.

Transverse field Ising model (TFIM) The most general form written in Eq. (2.4),
the transverse field Ising model can be thought of as the quantum analogue to the
classical Ising model. Despite it’s simplicity, there are aspects of this model that are
still unknown, such as the exact (geometry dependent) scaling of the entanglement
entropy in two dimensions.
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Chapter 2

Quantum Monte Carlo for the
transverse field Ising model

In this section we will generally introduce quantum Monte Carlo and then delve into the
algorithm used for most of the subsequent chapters–the stochastic series expansion method,
or SSE. We will discuss the mathematical framework and practical implementation for the
standard algorithm, with specific extensions or modifications being discussed in Ch. 5
and 6.

In addition we will discuss some insights into the thermal and quantum phase transi-
tions. In the language of the simulation these points manifest as percolation transitions in
the simulation cell, and there are suggestions that universality can be measured directly
in this language as well.

2.1 Introduction to quantum Monte Carlo

Quantum Monte Carlo is a broadly used term describing a wide array of methods, but
they share some common elements. They all make use of a random process (typically
pseudo-random number generation [48]) to help them sample something that is like a sum
or do some type of non-exact optimization. For instance, using a Monte Carlo method to
do high dimensional integration is a common application [49]. For the sums, if we have an
equation of the form

E =

∑
iWiEi∑
iWi

, (2.1)
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it is possible iterate over all terms i and do the direct sum to get the answer. Monte Carlo
techniques take the approach that spend more time examining contributions to the sum
where the value of Wi is large, and sample the terms i with probability proportional to
Wi. In the case of optimization, Monte Carlo is a way of biasing a random walk through
an exponentially large configuration space to try to find a minimum while satisfying two
important Monte Carlo concepts, ergodicity and balance. This biasing is done in an
identical way to the sampling of the sums mentioned previously. For a typical thermal
system, these weights would be the Boltzmann weights, or Wi = e−βEi . A more detailed
reading on the concepts of Monte Carlo can be found be looking into Markov chain Monte
Carlo [50, 51] and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [52], both of which underpin much
of current Monte Carlo philosophy.

The concepts of ergodicity and balance are fundamental to Monte Carlo methods, and
any successful simulation implements these in some form or another. Ergodicity refers
for the property that a simulation is able to reach all possible configurations. For an
Ising model, this would mean the simulation should be able to reach all possible spin
configuration via some set of updates. If we imagine any particular spin configuration,
then we can explicitly calculate the probability of a set of moves that take us to any other
state, and there is a non-zero probability that such a chain of moves will occur. In this way
single spin updates are ergodic for the Ising model, although they may not necessarily be
efficient. On the topic of ergodicity, it is sometimes said that a simulation loses ergodicity
at low temperature. When this is said it means that there are states that are relevant to
sample that typically will not be sampled, for instance the two polarized states of the Ising
model at low temperature. For a large enough system single spin updates will choose a
particular polarization and typically not sample the opposite polarization state, even for
extremely long simulations. In this sense, ergodicity refers to the ability of a simulation
to reach all important configurations in a reasonable amount of time, although what is
reasonable changes depending on the application and resources available.

The second necessary component of a simulation is that is satisfies balance. Mathe-
matically, balance is the statement about the transition probabilities, requiring that

Wi =
∑
j

WjPj→i, (2.2)

where Wi is the weight of a state (such as the Boltzmann weight), and Pj→i is the prob-
ability of transitioning from state j to state i, and includes the case of j = i. Generally
speaking, the weights of a system are inherent to it, while the transition probabilities are
something the person designing the Monte Carlo can fine tune. To put it in other words,
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the probability of transitioning to any state, for a long enough Markov chain, is propor-
tional to the weight of that state. Very typically, the stronger constraint, detailed balance,
is satisfied instead of just balance. Detailed balance is formulated as

WiPi→j = WjPj→i, (2.3)

and automatically satisfies balance by construction. It can often be easier to implement
due to the symmetry of the constraint, but there are cases where implementing balance
can be more efficient than using detailed balance.

What distinguishes quantum Monte Carlo from classical Monte Carlo at a practical
level, in a non-rigorous definition, is that quantum Monte Carlo addresses the class of
Hamiltonians for which the diagonalizing basis is not known or not convenient to work in.
In the transverse field Ising model, we have a Hamiltonian of the form

H =
∑
〈ij〉

Jijσ
z
i σ

z
j +

∑
i

hiσ
x
i , (2.4)

with 〈· · · 〉 representing the sum over all nearest neighbours of the lattice. For simplicity,
we will generally examine the case of uniform coupling, Jij = J , and uniform transverse
field, hi = h. In the limit of h = 0 this model reduces to the classical Ising model, and the
above Hamiltonian is diagonal, that is

〈ψi|H |ψj〉 = 0 if i 6= j, (2.5)

in the spin basis states. For a diagonal Hamiltonian one can use the above mentioned
methods easily since the weight of a state assuming a Boltzmann distribution, Wi = e−βH ,
is well defined and easy to calculate. When the Hamiltonian has off-diagonal elements,
formally the weights must be written as

〈Ψi| e−βH |Ψj〉 = e−βλiδij, (2.6)

where Ψi are eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian with eigenvalue λi. Due to the fact that
for an arbitrary Hamiltonian the eigenbasis is not typically known, and finding them is
tantamount to exactly solving the problem, this description does not assist us in practice.
Finding the correct eigenbasis is a hard problem, and typically requires techniques like
exact diagonalization or density matrix renormalization group [39, 40]. The SSE allows
us to sample a large class of such Hamiltonians, although there is a class of problems for
which there is a sign problem and quantum Monte Carlo does not work. The sign problem
is often encountered, but not unsurmountable, and there are cases where algorithmic
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advanced allow one to access new problems that were previously thought to contain sign
problems [53].

The description that follows can also be found in the seminal work by Sandvik [45,
46, 47], and is repeated here to focus on core aspects while introducing notation that is
necessary for later chapters. Fundamentally, the SSE is based on the expansion of a general
Hamiltonian in the form

e−βH =
∑
n

(−β)n

n!
Hn, (2.7)

which is simply the Taylor expansion of the exponential. This alone is not enough to build
a simulation on, to do that we have to analyze Eq. (2.1) and see that the proper quantum
analogue takes the form

〈E〉 =
Tr
[
Ee−βH

]
Z

(2.8)

where Z = Tr
[
e−βH

]
is the partition function. Using this idea, the object that “represents”

a contribution to the trace of the quantum partition function takes the form

Z =Tr

[∑
n

(−β)n

n!
Hn

]
(2.9)

=
∑
α

∑
n

(−β)n

n!
〈α|Hn |α〉 (2.10)

=
∑
n

(−β)n

n!

∑
α

n−1∏
i=0

〈αi|H |αi+1〉 , (2.11)

where |α〉 represents any complete set of states, and in the final line we insert n − 1
resolutions of the identity,

∑
α |α〉 〈α|, generating the states |αi〉. There is an important

final restriction, that |α0〉 = |αn〉, thus ensuring that the trace remains satisfied.

In contrast to classical Monte Carlo where the states sampled are simply states from a
convenient basis, |α〉1, in the quantum Monte Carlo we can represent a “state” of the sim-
ulation by the ordered set of states from the same convenient basis |α0〉 , |α1〉 , . . . , |αn−1〉.
If one imagines each of these configurations as being stacked upon each other, we can see
one way in which a D-dimensional quantum system maps to a D+ 1-dimensional classical

1Classical states are a subset of quantum states, and here by convenient basis we mean the classical
one.
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system, although the system it maps to is unusual in the new expansion direction (see
Fig. 2.1).

The need for such a representation in the case of a quantum Hamiltonian can be seen
by looking at a trivial case, a two-site Hamiltonian of the form

H = −σ+
1 σ
−
2 + h.c., (2.12)

with σ+ and σ− are the raising and lowering operators, and h.c. is the Hermitian conjugate
of the first term (a shorthand used in the definition of many Hamiltonians), and 1 and 2
label the two sites of the system. This Hamiltonian can also be written as

H =
1

2

(
−σx1σx2 − σy1σy2

)
, (2.13)

where it can be interpreted as the ferromagnetic quantum XY model for two spins. The
true groundstate for such a system is a wavefunction of the form

1√
2

(|◦•〉+ |•◦〉) , (2.14)

where |•◦〉 represents a spin up state (in the σz basis) on the first spin and a spin down
state on the second spin. The groundstate of this Hamiltonian is clearly not a state in
the classical basis. A well constructed SSE would find that for |α0〉 , |α1〉 , . . . we would get
something of the form above, that is

|α0〉 , |α1〉 , . . . = |•◦〉 , |◦•〉 , . . . , (2.15)

depending on the specific implementation. Different representations might also allow con-
secutive kets of the same state, but overall we expect any sufficiently low temperature
state to have an equal fraction of the two possible Kets in the expansion

If the Hamiltonian had a positive leading coefficient rather than a negative one, naively
it would have a sign problem, meaning that it would not be possible to simulate it using
SSE. In this particular case the sign problem can be resolved since the system is bipartite,
that is to say one can bipartition the system in to two species of sites such that the two
species are only connected to species of the other type. Due to the bipartite nature, we are
guaranteed to always require an even number of off-diagonal Hamiltonian elements in any
expression of the trace, Eq. (2.11), implying that we will have an even number of negative
terms, (−H), ensuring that all non-zero terms contributing to that sum are always strictly
positive.
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One can see how this might go wrong by examining an SSE for the same Hamiltonian
above, except for a three site triangular system and antiferromagnetic coupling.

H = σ+
1 σ
−
2 + σ+

2 σ
−
3 + σ+

3 σ
−
1 + h.c., (2.16)

In this case, a valid simulation cell could be one of the form

|αi〉 = |• ◦ ◦〉 , |◦ • ◦〉 , |◦ ◦ •〉 , |• ◦ ◦〉 . (2.17)

In this case the weight of this configuration is β3(−1)3/3! (including the prefactor), and
is negative. The problem of negative weights is that the detailed balance transition prob-
ability does not make sense for negative weights. Although there are ways to account for
this sign problem, in the naive implementation it is insurmountable. This also makes it
slightly more clear why bipartite lattices do not have this type of sign problem, as in these
systems such configurations do not occur.

2.2 Stochastic series expansion implementation of the

transverse field Ising model

In this section we will describe the detailed algorithm for the transverse field Ising model.
Most of the details for the base algorithm are discussed in a paper by Sandvik [47].

We will attempt to explain the stochastic series method in a contained way, relying
only on basic concepts from classical Monte Carlo approaches. The first modification that
is necessary in quantum Monte Carlo is that, for reasons evident later, we cannot directly
simulate any Hamiltonian, but typically sample from a Hamiltonian that is modified by
the addition of constants. For the transverse field Ising model, the modified Hamiltonian
that we sample is of the form

H = −
∑
〈ij〉

Jij(σ
z
i σ

z
j + sgn(Jij))−

∑
i

hi(σ
+ + σ− + sgn(hi)), (2.18)

where again, we typically take Jij = J and hi = h, and in the case where J > 0 and h > 0,
the sign of both terms is positive, and the additive constant to the Hamiltonian is equal
to −NBJ −Nsh, where NB is the number of bonds and Ns is the number of spins.

The reason for the modification of the Hamiltonian in this way is convenient for the
algorithm, as we will see later, but an initial motivation can be seen as the following. In
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this form each individual term of the Hamiltonian takes only one non-zero value. Looking
at a single bond, the term HJ = Jij(σ

z
i σ

z
j + sgn(Jij)) can only take two terms, −2 |Jij|

when the bond is satisfied–aligned if Jij is negative, anti-aligned if Jij is positive–and zero
in the other case. If we draw this relationship (assuming a positive J) out it takes the
form

〈◦◦|HJ |◦◦〉 = 〈••|HJ |••〉 =− 2J (2.19)

〈◦•|HJ |◦•〉 = 〈•◦|HJ |•◦〉 = 0, (2.20)

where we have omitted all off-diagonal terms, which have value zero for HJ .

Looking at a single spin term Hh = hi(σ
+ +σ−+sgn(hi)) is even more straightforward.

Since the direction of the transverse field is irrelevant to the physics of the problem, the
physics of the system is symmetric under h → −h, we will assume h is positive2. In this
case, in our convenient basis, the only value the term takes for any bra and ket is −h.
Writing this in the same form as above we get

〈◦|Hh |◦〉 = 〈•|Hh |•〉 =− h (2.21)

〈◦|Hh |•〉 = 〈•|Hh |◦〉 =− h. (2.22)

With the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian well defined, we can discuss the repre-
sentation of the simulation cell and how to construct the updates needed to simulate it
effectively. In a classical system the simulation cell consists of a classical configuration,
that is a specification of all the spins of the system. As mentioned earlier, the quantum
simulation cell consists of a D+1 set of ordered classical configurations. In practice, rather
than storing the set of all configurations |αi〉, we only store |α0〉 and the specific operators
(shown below) that connect the |αi〉. In this way we can reconstruct the states if they
are needed, but minimize the amount of information that needs to be stored to run the
simulation. We label the Hamiltonian elements in the following way

〈•i•j|H0,ij |•i•j〉 =− 2J (2.23)

〈◦i◦j|H0,ij |◦i◦j〉 =− 2J (2.24)

〈•i|H0,i |•i〉 =− h (2.25)

〈◦i|H0,i |◦i〉 =− h (2.26)

〈•i|H1,i |◦i〉 =− h (2.27)

〈◦i|H1,i |•i〉 =− h (2.28)

H−1,0 ≡1 (2.29)

2Taking h negative in Eq. (2.18) natively gives us a sign problem, but it is related by symmetry to the
opposite sign of h, and can be safely ignored.
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which is essentially a site specific relabelling of the terms above. We add the operator
H−1,0 for convenience of the algorithm when discussing updates later. Using this above
notation we can re-write the Hamiltonian as

H =
∑
ij

H0,ij +
∑
i

(
H0,i +H1,i

)
. (2.30)

This set of relations is an arbitrary labelling scheme for convenience, and defines all the
non-zero weights that must be sampled in the simulation. These weights are necessary for
the diagonal update, discussed below. With this specific labelling, if we specify a state and
an ordered string of n operators, we know precisely the state and product of weights we
have at the end, assuming we haven’t applied any operators that annihilate the state. In
construction of simple updates it will be convenient to treat the diagonal and off-diagonal
terms in the Hamiltonian on equal footing. Between any two elements of the in the set
of ordered states we will only ever insert a single term of the Hamiltonian. In addition, a
configuration with multiple diagonal operators between two elements 〈αi| and |αi+1〉 can
be transformed in to a normal configuration by additional resolutions of the identity to
restore exactly one operator per step in the expansion direction.

To give a trivial example of the above, let us consider the initial state 〈•0 •1 ◦2•3|.
Given the ordered set of operators H0,0, H0,01, H1,2, H1,0 (applying them from left to right
on the state) we would have a weight of h3J and a new state 〈◦0 •1 •2•3|. Such a string
of operators would not represent a valid simulation cell, as the initial state is not identical
to the final state, so in that language it would have weight zero due to the boundary
condition being unsatisfied. The constraint on the states, that |α0〉 = |αn〉, can be viewed
as enforcing periodic boundary conditions if we imagine the states being arranged in a
circle that connects back to itself after n links. Keeping in mind that we only wish to
sample simulation cells with non-zero weight in respect to the trace, we will discuss the
updates that allow us to generate states and strings of operators in such a way that this
boundary condition is automatically satisfied.

The two updates we need to be ergodic in the quantum system are referred to as the
diagonal update and off-diagonal update. In the case of the transverse field Ising model the
off-diagonal update is referred to as the deterministic loop algorithm, but other systems,
such as the XXZ model, generally require different types of off-diagonal updates such as
the directed loop algorithm [45, 46].

Let us imagine we already have a valid simulation cell (a set of identity operators
with an arbitrary |α0〉 is a trivial example) that we will assume has the ordered set of M
Hamiltonian elements, SM . If our original list of operators has less than M elements we
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can imagine appending the operator list with H−1,0 until we have a list of M operators. If
we define the number of non-identity operators in SM as n, we are allowed to choose an
M > n such that there are always some H−1,0 elements in the list. Using this idea of a
fixed list length, we can rewrite Eq. (2.11) as

Z =
∑
α

∑
SM

(−β)n(M − n)!

M !

M1∏
i=0

〈αi|Hi |αi+1〉 , (2.31)

where n is now the number of non-identity operators in SM and Hi specifies the type of
operator at each step in the expansion (see a list of operators types on page 24). The factor
of M ! and (M−n)! are a result of combinatorics, representing the number of ways in which
the (M − n) identity operators can be inserted into a list of n operators. The sum over
SM samples all valid choices3 of Hi (see Eq. (2.23) and those below it) for a given choice
of |α〉. SM is a somewhat complex “dummy index”, including the sampling over initial
states |α0〉 as well. Although the notation is a bit obtuse, in practice the implementation
is straightforward. One more concept we must define before moving forward is the weights
of the Hamiltonian, which is the sum of all diagonal terms in the full Hamiltonian matrix.
We will define the total weight as

∑
iWi where i goes over all possible indices for the

Hamiltonian elements H0,i and H0,ij.

2.2.1 Diagonal update for the transverse field Ising Model

The diagonal update allows us to change all of the diagonal Hamiltonian elements in the
list SM , generating a new simulation cell. Given this ordered list SM the diagonal update
proceeds as follows, starting at the first operator in the list SM and with knowledge of the
state |α0〉

1. Examine the current operator.

(a) If the operator is off-diagonal, H1,i, update our knowledge of the current state
|αi+1〉 = H1,i |αi〉.

(b) If the operator is diagonal, H0,ij or H0,i, replace the current operator with
operator H−1,0 with probability [47]

Prem =
M − n+ 1

β
∑

iWi

. (2.32)

3That satisfy the boundary conditions.
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(c) If the operator is the identity, H−1,0, choose the operator H0,a with probability
Wa/

∑
iWi, where Wa = 2J for the two site operators and Wa = h for the

single site diagonal operators. One must keep in mind that there are typically a
different number of two site and single site operators depending on the type and
dimension of the lattice one is using. If a two site operator is chosen, ensure that
the state on i and j (of the current |αi〉, assuming a ferromagnetic J) matches–
if not, do not add the operator and go to the next step. If the operator is
compatible with the configuration, replace the current operator with H0,a with
probability [47]

Padd =
β
∑

iWi

M − n . (2.33)

2. Update the number of non-identity operators in the list n.

3. Move to the next operator in the list until all operators have been visited.

By using this procedure we are able to modify all of the diagonal and identity operators
in SM . As a final step, the value M is typically4 increased if n/M > 0.75 at the end of
the diagonal update, ensuring the finite size of the list is not biasing the simulation. If M
were too small, then this would restrict the growth of operators n as there would be no
free room for inserting operators, and cause the simulation to give back incorrect results.
As a result, the value M can change during a simulation, but this fact does not affect the
collection of statistics or change anything fundamental when it occurs. This update alone
is trivially non-ergodic, as the state |α0〉 (and in fact all |αi〉) is left unmodified, although
the weight (see Eq. (2.11)) is potentially changed. To elaborate, changing the diagonal
operators does not change what |αi〉 is compared to before the diagonal update, but |αi〉
may be different than |α0〉 due to off-diagonal operators present in SM , and the diagonal
update is not capable of modifying these operators. The deterministic loop update on the
other hand is designed in such a way that it samples the states in SM without changing
the weights. To discuss this algorithm we have to examine the topological nature of the
simulation cell, defined by the sites of the lattice that the operator list SM interacts with.

2.2.2 Off-diagonal update for the transverse field Ising Model

In addition to the diagonal update, that is the update that modifies the diagonal opera-
tors, an off-diagonal update is needed. Fundamentally, the off-diagonal update transforms

4By convention, see Fig. 4.7 for the convergence as a function of “filling” of the list.
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diagonal operators into off-diagonal ones (and vice-versa). This procedure, along with
the diagonal update, allow for sampling of all possible contributing configurations of the
operator list.

Fig. 2.1 shows a simulation cell, the operator expansion, and the modification of the
state |αi〉 as a function of the operator expansion. In this D + 1 simulation cell, a cluster
can be constructed following a simple set of rules. We must first define some terminology:
a Hamiltonian element connecting n spins has 2n legs. These legs connect to the next (or
previous) operator in the expansion that operators in the same spin. Fig. 2.2 shows how
these legs are defined and how a cluster it built using the algorithm below. To enumerate
all the clusters we use the following procedure.

1. Find a leg of any operator not currently in a cluster, this will define a new cluster.

2. If that operator is two spin operator, add all other legs of the operator to the cluster.

3. For every leg in the cluster, find the corresponding leg on another operator5 it con-
nects to, and add those legs to the cluster.

4. For every leg added to the cluster, check the type of operator it belongs to and add
legs if there are any two spin operators.

5. Repeat the above two steps until no more legs are added to the cluster.

The above algorithm defines a cluster, and as such two properties emerge: all legs on a two
spin operator are a part of the same cluster and the two legs of a single spin cluster may be
a part of different clusters. The leg that an operator connects to is the next (or previous,
depending if the leg is directed up or down the set of states |αi〉) leg that connects to the
same spin; Fig. 2.1 shows this where the bottom left leg of H0,23 connects to the upper
leg of H1,2 three layers below it. In this particular realization of the TFIM, a cluster also
defines a set of spins of the same orientation in the simulation cell, but this is not a general
characteristic, and changing to the antiferromagnetic TFIM will change this property.

The off-diagonal update is now trivial–for every cluster, flip the orientation of all spins
in that cluster, and modify the attached operators appropriately, with probability 1/2.
The only operators that may be modified (or equivalently, the only operators a cluster can
end on) are those of type H0,i and H1,i, which can be transformed into each other by the
process of flipping these clusters. If we look at how H0,i and H1,i interact with the D + 1

5Technically a leg can connect to another leg on the same operator in the case where the number of
operators is small, i.e. at high temperature. See Eq. (2.32),(2.33).
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Figure 2.1: An example of a simulation cell for the transverse field Ising model. The state
|αi〉 is represented by the spin up (filled) and spin down (empty) circles at each vertical
layer. The block between layers represent operators, diagonal (empty) and off-diagonal
(filled). Each unique cluster is marked with a different color, of which there are three for
this particular configuration.
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3
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Figure 2.2: The construction of clusters for the off diagonal update. The four numbers
show the four legs of a two site operator. Starting at the blue leg, we immediately add
the other three legs because the current operator involves two spins. From there all the
other red circles represent legs that are sequentially added to the cluster. Sometimes the
new legs end the cluster on single site operators and when the legs are a part of two site
operators they cause the cluster to branch and continue.
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expansion, it becomes clear that if the spin above or below the operator in the expansion
flips, we can change the operators into one another to locally satisfy the configuration.
Flipping entire clusters ensures that the boundary conditions in the expansion direction
remain satisfied, and the definition of the clusters is in such a way that both states have
precisely equal weight, and it is for this reason that we can flip each cluster with probability
one half. It should be noted that since we keep track of the spins at |α0〉, if any cluster
that crosses that layer flips, we must record that change.

With these two updates we can sample states from Eq. (2.11) in an ergodic and efficient
way. In this framework we will discuss the typical observables in SSE and how they are
measured, although discussion of entropy measures will be left to Ch. 3.

The most fundamental observable in most Monte Carlo algorithms is the energy of
the system. For observables that are composed of the Hamiltonian or diagonal within
the working basis, measurement is easy. In the TFIM, this means that the energy, z-axis
polarization and x-axis polarization are all trivial to measure. Starting with the energy,
the operator form of this observable is simply the Hamiltonian used in simulation6. This
means

〈E〉 =

〈∑
ij

H0,ij +
∑
i

H0,i +H1,i

〉
, (2.34)

and so if we can find the expectation value of each operator independently, we can find
the energy as the sum of all these results. Directly expanding Eq. (2.8) into something
looking more like Eq. (2.11) we get

〈Ha〉 =
∑
n

(−β)n

n!

(∑
α

n−1∏
i=0

〈αi|Hi |αi+1〉
)
〈αn|Ha |αn+1〉 (2.35)

=
∑
m

(−β)m

m!

−m
β

∑
α

m−1∏
i=0

〈αi|Hi |αi+1〉 (2.36)

=

〈{
−m
β

if Hm−1 = Ha

0 otherwise

〉
. (2.37)

In the second line we let m = n + 1 as a new dummy index to make the expression look
like the normal partition function. The above naive measure is quite inefficient, as we add
a large factor, −m/β only when the operator is at the end of the list we sample. Due to

6Up to overall sign and a constant shift.
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the symmetry in permuting the list, that is if we arbitrarily define |αi〉 = |α0〉 and permute
the operator list, we arrive at another state with equal weight. We can use this idea to
average over all permutations of the list, arriving at equation

〈Ha〉 =

〈−ma

β

〉
, (2.38)

where ma is the expectation of the number of that particular type occurring in the list,
which can also be written as (ma/m)(m/β), where the first term is the density of the
operator and the second is the prefactor from Eq. (2.37). This is actually quite remark-
able: for an observable whose operator is in the Hamiltonian no modification is required
to measure it, and we can simply count the occurrence of that operator in the normal
simulation divided by the inverse temperature. For the expectation of the transverse field,
this is equivalent the spatial average of the operator H1,i over all sites of the lattice.

Going back to the energy, which as we stated is merely the sum of all possible operators,
we arrive at the simple expression

〈E〉 =

〈−n
β

〉
, (2.39)

where n is just the number of non-identity operators in the list. This also implies that
the energy is strictly negative, as the number of operators is strictly positive, but this
is an artifact of simulating a modified Hamiltonian for which we have added sufficient
negative constants to facilitate simulation. This reveals another interesting property, that
the energy of the system is directly related to the average size of the operator expansion
given a particular β. Conversely, for a system at a low enough temperature to be near its
ground state energy the expected size of the operator expansion one must sample grows
linearly with β.

For operators that are diagonal in the basis representation measurement is much easier.
In this case the operator does not interfere the |α〉 expansion, and it can be measured
anywhere in this list without affecting the topology of the simulation. Formally, one has

〈Odiag〉 =
∑
n

(−β)n

n!

∑
α

n−1∏
i=0

〈αi|H |αi+1〉
n∑
k=0

Ok

n
, (2.40)

where Ok = 〈αk|O |αk〉, corresponding to one additional insertion of an identity operator
and the measured operator averaged over all permutations of the list. In practice Ok may
have very weak k dependence for a particular simulation cell. In this case, we may avoid
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Figure 2.3: The phase diagram of the two dimensional transverse field Ising model on the
square lattice. When the transverse field is small there is a continuous phase transition
from a high temperature paramagnetic phase to an ordered phase (ferromagnet or antifer-
romagnet). Moving along the zero temperature axis there is a quantum phase transition
from the ordered phase to a transverse polarized phase through a quantum phase transi-
tion. The effects of the critical point can be noticed in the finite temperature regime above
it, as shown in Ch. 5.

measuring O at every |αi〉, and may instead just measure O at |α0〉. If the measurement of
O is computationally expensive this can greatly increase the efficiency of the simulation.

Finally, although it is possible to measure off-diagonal operators that are not in the
Hamiltonian, this is not typically done, and requires a non-trivial modification to the
algorithm.

2.3 Phase transitions in simulations of the transverse

field Ising model

As a final part of this chapter, we will discuss how the two phase transitions, the thermal
and quantum phase transitions, manifest themselves when simulating the TFIM in two
spatial dimensions. For the TFIM in 2D, there is a quantum critical point at hc/J ≈ 3.044
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[54]; for h > hc there is no thermal phase transition and the phase is polarized in the
x-axis at low temperature, while for h < hc the system goes through an Ising transition
to a ferromagnetic (or antiferromagnetic, depending on the sign of J) ground state. This
phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2.3. Since the TFIM SSE works for all choices of h and
J , including h = 0, we can discuss the thermal phase transition in the pure Ising model
limit.

In this picture, the simulation cell only has a single type of operator, H0,ij, which
connects two neighbouring spins on the lattice at some slice of the expansion. During the
diagonal update these operators are removed and new operators are placed wherever the
local conditions in |α〉 allow. When temperature is very high (small β), there are very few
operators, and in the extreme limit of infinite temperature there are none at all. If we view
the off-diagonal update in this context, each spin is an independent cluster and can freely
flip. Compare this to the high temperature phase of the classical Ising model, in which
every spin can equally take both up or down configuration independent of its neighbours.

As we decrease the temperature we introduce a finite density ofH0,ij operators, reducing
the number of independent clusters. Each cluster must now flip together during the off-
diagonal update. If we examine this in the classical picture, this represents the development
of tiny clusters with some characteristic, but finite, correlation length. The ferromagnetic
low temperature phase has a similarly simple picture, as it is the case where the number
of operators is so large that every spin in the system is in a single cluster. In this case,
this single cluster may be flipped with probability one-half, corresponding to a move that
takes the system from one ferromagnetic ground state to the other.

Finally, the most interesting point is the thermal phase transition itself. At this point,
classically, we know that the system becomes scale-invariant, that is clusters of spins of
all sizes should exist. Since the operators in the 2 + 1 expansion tie clusters together,
this thermal phase transition in two spatial dimensions corresponds to the percolation
transition of our three dimensional simulation cell. I use this term as, in an infinite system,
this temperature is the point at which the first arbitrarily large clusters form. Prior to this
temperature (when approaching from the high temperature phase) the clusters are finite
in size even in an infinite system.

We can also look at the transition at zero temperature from the classical Ising model
through the quantum phase transition. In this case, we start in the regime where the
system is in a single large cluster and we increase the relative density of H0,i and H1,i

operators compared to the H0,ij operators. These single spin operators define possible
boundaries between clusters, and so we see that the ferromagnetic state is destroyed when
the relative density of these operators is sufficient to break up the large single cluster. In
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this way the quantum phase transition is also a percolation transition, although instead
of connecting all the spins at some finite number of operators this argument holds at an
infinite number of operators where only the relative density of the two types changes.

This possible alternative picture of the transitions in the simulation may be useful when
examining dual models for which the statistics of the cluster structure itself is interesting
[55].

With the framework for quantum Monte Carlo discussed (and the assumption of a
basic understanding of classical Monte Carlo), we can now discuss the various modifica-
tions needed to examine the Rényi entanglement entropy in classical and quantum systems.
These modifications are straightforward, and only require minor modification to the normal
simulation to calculate these quantities. The following chapter discusses the implementa-
tion and procedure for calculating these quantities, as well as examples of the results that
can be expected on a variety of standard Monte Carlo systems.
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Chapter 3

Rényi entanglement entropy and
mutual information in simulation

In this chapter we discuss the modifications and measurements needed to measure the
Rényi entanglement entropy (REE) and the mutual information (MI) in both classical and
quantum Monte Carlo methods. The essence of the numerical approach is the adaptation
of the replica trick from field theory, a standard approach in that field for calculating the
Rényi entropies through the use of a modified partition function (see [56] for a relevant
example). The formulation of the replica trick in numerics is a direct implementation of
these modified partition functions in Monte Carlo [43]. Since Monte Carlo methods can
access some of the models that can be exactly calculated in field theory, this comparison
sets precedent for making comparison in cases where the field theory solutions are ap-
proximate or where no field theory solutions are possible. In particular, this opens up the
possibility of studying interacting models in higher dimensions, something that pure field
theory techniques often have trouble even approximating.

In the field theory approach of calculating the REE, the relevant calculation requires
taking the logarithm of a ratio of partition functions. Using the properties of the log, this
is equivalent to the difference of the logarithm of these two partition functions. Recalling
thermodynamic relations, the log of a partition function can be related to the free energy
(up to a factor of kbT ), and so we can relate the calculation of the REE to a calculation
of a free energy difference between two systems. Unfortunately, in Monte Carlo methods
we rarely have access to the free energy. To calculate the free energy we would need to
be able to calculate the partition function, and in Monte Carlo this is our normalization
factor, and so it cannot be easily calculated directly. We can get around this by integrating
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the energy from a point where the partition function is known (see Eq. (3.9)), typically at
infinite temperature.

For this chapter we assume that thermodynamic integration will be used to calculate
the log of the partition function, as this requires the least modification to a typical Monte
Carlo. Using this technique we will describe the algorithm used to calculate the REE in
Monte Carlo and the results for a set of basic models. Other techniques are discussed in
Ch. 4,5,6, but all of them require knowledge of the framework discussed here.

Included in this chapter is the demonstration of the calculation of the REE for the
Ising model and the classical XY model. In these systems we show that crossings of the
mutual information per boundary length can be used to detect thermal phase transitions.
In addition, for the Ising model we show that the scaling of the REE follow universal
predictions for the universality class it belongs to.

3.1 Rényi entropy and mutual information

The REE is defined as [57]

S(A)α =
1

1− α ln Tr
[
ραA
]
, (3.1)

where ρA is the reduced density matrix of some subregion A, defined as

ρA = TrĀρ, (3.2)

where Ā represents all the degrees of freedom contained in the complement to region A
and ρ is the full density matrix of a system. For a classical system, we can define the full
density matrix as

ρi,j = δi,je
−βEi/Z, (3.3)

which has the property that it is diagonal by construction. To contrast, for a quantum
system the density matrix is, in general, a Hermitian matrix that can have complex off-
diagonal components.

The mutual information is a symmetrized analogue of the REE, defined as

Iα(A,B) =Sα(A)− Sα(A|B) (3.4)

Iα(A,B) =Sα(A) + Sα(B)− Sα(A ∪B). (3.5)
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The entropy Sα(A|B) is the entropy of region A given knowledge of region B, and as a
whole the mutual information quantifies how much the configuration space of region A
and B are dependent on one another. Formally this conditional entropy is defined as [58]

Sα(X|Y ) =
∑
i

P (Y = Yi)Sα(X|Y = Yi). (3.6)

In the case that Sα(A|B) = Sα(A), that is to say that the entropy of a region A is
independent of the configuration in region B, then the mutual information is trivially
zero.

The reason these REEs are interesting from a numerical point of view is that for integer
REEs of two or greater, they can be measured easily in a Monte Carlo simulation [8, 43]
and in field theory [56]. Compare this to the calculation of the von Neumann entanglement
entropy where calculation of the reduced density matrix is needed, and typically requires
either exact diagonalization or density matrix renormalization group methods to calculate
[59, 60]. To calculate the REE we use a mapping known as the replica trick [56, 43], which
defines

Tr
[
ραA
]

=
Z[A,α, β]

Z(β)α
(3.7)

where Z(β)α is the normal partition function at inverse temperature β raised to the power
α and Z[A,α, β] is the partition function of α copies of the system with some special
boundary conditions in region A. It should be noted that Z[∅, α, β] = Z(β)α, and corre-
spondingly Z(β) = Z[U, n, β/n], where U is the set containing the entire system. Since
the natural log of the reduced density matrix is what is needed to calculate the REE,
this corresponds to the log of this ratio of partition functions. To calculate the log of the
partition function we can rewrite the thermodynamic relationship

〈E〉 =− ∂ lnZ

∂β
(3.8)

lnZ(β) = lnZ(β → 0)−
∫ β

β=0

〈E(β′)〉 ∂β′, (3.9)

where lnZ(β → 0) = S(β → 0) is just the infinite temperature entropy of the system, a
quantity that is proportional to the number of degrees of freedom in the system. Eq. (3.9)
is valid for both the regular partition function and for Z[A,α, β], and so the problem of
calculating the REE is reduced to the problem of calculating the energy of the normal and
modified simulation over a range of temperatures and performing numerical integration.
In this way we are able to (effectively) calculate the free energy difference for these two
partition functions and the logarithm of the ratio of partition functions.
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3.2 Rényi entanglement entropy in classical simula-

tions

The modification to the classical simulation for the partition function Z[A,α, β] is very
straightforward [8]. This section discusses the formulation of the modified partition func-
tion and its realization in simulation, the necessary considerations needed to perform the
simulation, and present results using the Ising model and the XY model. For simplicity
we will discuss the second Rényi entropy and mutual information, although extensions to
higher Rényi entropies in the classical language are very straightforward.

It is easiest to see the nature of the modified simulation by writing out the trace over
ρ2
A from a classical perspective. We remind that since ρ for a classical system is purely

diagonal (see Eq. (3.3)), we can formulate the modified simulation in term of its diagonal
elements, pi. Writing it out in full we have

pi =e−βEi/Z (3.10)

piA,iĀ =e−βEiA,iĀ/Z (3.11)

piA =
∑
iĀ

e−βEiA,iĀ/Z (3.12)

p2
iA

=
∑
iĀ

e−βEiA,iĀ/Z
∑
jĀ

e−βEiA,jĀ/Z. (3.13)

In the first step we split the index i summing over states to iA, iĀ which sums over the
states with a particular configuration in region A and region Ā. This assumes the system
can always be written as the tensor product of some configuration in region A and some
other configuration in the complementary region, but this is typically the case for the
lattice systems we deal with1. The probability p2

iA
defines the set of states that we need

to sample in order to calculate Z[A, 2, β]. This can be seen by writing out the trace of pi
and p2

iA
, each of which define a partition function

Z(β) =
∑
iA,iĀ

e−βEiA,iĀ (3.14)

Z[A, 2, β] =
∑

iA,iĀ,jĀ

e−βEiA,iĀe−βEiA,jĀ . (3.15)

1For a discussion on systems which do not necessarily admit this description, see appendix A.
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Figure 3.1: The modified classical simulation cell of a 2D square lattice Ising model,
viewed edge on. The blue and red circles represent up and down spins, while the grey
bonds represent the square lattice on which the Hamiltonian acts. The black bonds in the
left area outlined in red, region A, represent the hard constraint between the replicas. In
the right area outlines in green, region Ā, there are no constraints and the two replicas
fluctuate independently.

Fig. 3.1 shows an edge on view of the modified simulation cell for a 2D square lattice
Ising model. Fundamentally the modified simulation consists of two copies of the original
system. For the two dimensional classical lattice models, this means the modified simu-
lation contains two L × L layers of spins. In region A, the degrees of freedom in the two
layers are enforced to be the same; Eq. (3.15) shows this by the matching index iA in the
two energy terms while iĀ and jĀ are different in the two terms.

The hard constraint in region A that the spins must have the same configuration in
both layers must be satisfied at every step of the simulation. For the Ising model, single
spin updates are sufficient to satisfy balance and ergodicity, and so we can discuss how
they must be modified in light of this constraint. In the complement of region A there is no
constraint between the two replicas and updates proceed as they would in the unmodified
system, that is to say that when updating a spin we only examine the neighbouring spins
in the same layer and there is no interaction with the spins in the other replica. In region
A a single spin in one layer cannot be updated in isolation and the constraint requires that
we update spins in both replicas simultaneously. The need to update spins in both replicas
necessarily means that the local configuration in both replicas will affect the acceptance
probability of such an update, and it is in this detail that the modified simulation differs
from the simulation of two completely non-interacting copies of the system.

The constraint on region A also has some generic effects on the dynamics of the system,
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most of which are part of what make it useful as a system to study. Since spins in both
replicas must be updated simultaneously, the number of spins that need to be considered
for an update in region A is twice as many as an update in the complementary region.
For a spin in region A surrounded by other spins in region A, this means that the typical
update will have twice the energy cost when compared to the corresponding move without
the constraint between replicas. To expand on this, let us examine the minimal non-zero
energy update in the two dimensional Ising model on a square lattice. In this case, we will
imagine a central spin up, surrounded by three spin up and one spin down. In a single
replica, the local energy of this configuration is −2J , and flipping the central spin would
take us to a configuration with 2J energy. In region A the energy in both replicas is −4J ,
while flipping the spin takes us to a state with a local energy of 4J . Comparing these two
scenarios, we calculate the acceptance probability of these moves as

PĀ =e−β4J (3.16)

PA =e−β8J = e−2β4J , (3.17)

where we can see where the half temperature (2β) interpretation of region A can be seen.

This factor of two can just as easily be associated with β, in which the interpretation
of region A is that of a single replica at half the temperature connected to two replicas
at the normal temperature. The effective half temperature in region A is emergent in the
design of the simulation cell, and does not require any fine tuning of the updates or the
temperature. What this means is that when region A is large enough it will go through a
thermal phase transition at 2Tc while the unconstrained part of the system will go through
a phase transition at Tc. Using this view of the system we can try to estimate the behaviour
of the mutual information.

3.2.1 Ising model results

First, we can write out the simplified form of the mutual information assuming that region
A and B are related by some symmetry, such as two L/2× L cylinders of an L× L torus
representing a finite size approximation of the 2D Ising model with periodic boundary
conditions. In this case we can write the mutual information as

I2 = −2 ln(Z[A, 2, β]) + 2 ln(Z[β]) + ln(Z[2β]), (3.18)

where Z[2β] = Z[A ∪ B, 2, β], or rather the system in which all spins are a part of region
A is identical to the unmodified system is at half the temperature.
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Figure 3.2: (Reproduced with permission from [61]) The constant part of the mutual
information in the Ising model extracted using L = 20 and L = 30 system sizes. The two
vertical lines represent (left) 2Tc and (right) Tc. The sign of the constant piece is consistent
with predictions from theoretical calculations.
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Above 2Tc both regions of the system are in the high temperature phase, and although
region A is at a lower temperature than the unconstrained region, both are effectively in
the paramagnetic regime and fluctuate randomly with some associated short correlation
length. At these temperatures both region A and its complement are at high enough
temperature that under the renormalization group procedure they flow to the infinite
temperature fixed point. At infinite temperate the log of the partition function is simply
ln(Z) = S = N ln(2) where N is the number of spins in the system. For the modified
simulation this number N is the number of independent degrees of freedom. This means
that spins in region A are only counted once for all replicas, while spins in region Ā are
counted once for every replica in the modified simulation. If we are above criticality it is
reasonable to suggest that the log of the partition function takes the form

ln(Z[β]) ≈(N/ξ2
β) ln(2) (3.19)

ln(Z[A, 2, β]) ≈(N/2ξ2
2β +N/ξ2

β −O(`)) ln(2). (3.20)

These expressions are approximate as they certainly have not only finite size corrections,
but there may be a lattice dependant geometric factor multiplying the correlation length.
The term N/ξ2

β should be interpreted as the effective number of (independent) degrees of
freedom, realized after some number of coarse graining steps in the renormalization group
procedure. The O(`) term in the second line comes from the fact that at the interface
between the constrained and unconstrained region we cannot use the bulk description to
determine the number of degrees of freedom, and we can expect corrections proportional
to the length of the boundary between the two region, `. Plugging this form into Eq. (3.18)
we get

I2 =− 2(N/2ξ2
2β +N/ξ2

β −O(`)) ln(2) + 2(N/ξ2
β) ln(2) + (N/ξ2

2β) ln(2) (3.21)

I2 =O(`) ln(2). (3.22)

Fig. 3.2 shows how this result is consistent with numerics, although near just above Tc
there are O(1) corrections that we cannot explain in this simplified approximation [61].

In the region between 2Tc and Tc the picture of the simulation cell is very different.
In region A the system is below the critical temperature, meaning that the system only
effectively has two states it can access. The unconstrained region is identical to the previous
picture, so the log of the partition function now takes the value of

ln(Z[β]) ≈(N/ξ2
β) ln(2) (3.23)

ln(Z[A, 2, β]) ≈(N/ξ2
β −O(`) + 1) ln(2) (3.24)

ln(Z[2β]) ≈ ln(2). (3.25)
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The additional factor of one in Z[A, 2, β] is from the inversion symmetry for the ordered
region, and it is the same source of the entropy of the system at 2β. Plugging this in to
Eq. (3.18) we now get

I2 =− 2(N/ξ2
β −O(`) + 1) ln(2) + 2(N/ξ2

β) ln(2) + ln(2) (3.26)

I2 =(O(`)− 1) ln(2). (3.27)

This is similar to the result at high temperature except that we have a constant negative
contribution to I2 in addition to the piece proportional to the boundary. A negative
constant piece to the mutual information is seen in this temperature range, and indeed
a brief plateau of the constant piece of the mutual information is seen in numerics (see
Fig. 3.2).

Finally, the last region of interest is at low temperature below Tc. In this range all of
the log of each of the partition functions is simply ln(2), reflecting the inversion symmetry
of the ground state in each case. Calculating the limiting value of the mutual information
in this last regime we get

I2 =− 2 ln(2) + 2 ln(2) + ln(2) (3.28)

I2 = ln(2), (3.29)

which differs from the previous temperature range by the sign of the constant. In addition,
near and below Tc we expect O(`) corrections due to the finite size of the fluctuation corre-
lation length in the ordered phase for the constrained partition function. This saturation
to a constant for the Ising model is the matched in numerical simulation below the critical
temperature (Fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.3 shows the mutual information per boundary length for the classical Ising model
[8]. The finite size corrections give rise to a crossing of the curves near Tc and 2Tc, and
these crossings extrapolate with very high accuracy to the critical temperature. The sign
of the constant part of the mutual information changing sign can also be seen by how the
set of curves fan out in a different direction in the three relevant temperature regimes.

The divergence of the derivative of the total mutual information shown in Fig. 3.3 is
a universal prediction [62, 63] which reinforces the idea that mutual information and the
Rényi entanglement entropy can be used to extract universal quantities from simulation.
The prediction for this divergence comes from the quantum spin-1/2 XXZ model [64, 65].
In that model there is a finite temperature phase transition in the 2D Ising universality
class with a scaling prediction of the entropy of the form [19]

I2 = [c1(t) + t log t]`+ c2(t) +O(1/`). (3.30)
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Figure 3.3: (Reproduced with permission from [8]) (left) The scaling of the mutual in-
formation per boundary length (`) as a function of temperature for the classical Ising
Model. Notice the convergent behaviour of the mutual information per boundary length,
and crossings at Tc and 2Tc (vertical dashed lines). (top right) The derivative of the mu-
tual information with respect to temperature, showing agreement with the expected log
divergence at Tc [62, 63]. (bottom right) The finite size scaling of the crossing of systems
of size L and 2L, as a function of 1/L. Since this is the leading order correction to the
critical temperature for the Ising model, it gives very good scaling to the thermodynamic
Tc (blue dashed line).
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Figure 3.4: (Reproduced with permission from [8]) The scaling of the mutual information
per boundary length (`) as a function of temperature for the classical XY Model. Notice
that in this case the crossings appear much further from the BKT-transition temperature,
a result of the larger finite size corrections for this model. (inset) The crossings of the
mutual information of the quantum XY model (H = −∑〈ij〉 σ+

i σ
−
j + h.c.) using a Wang-

Landau technique [65, 8], for comparison. The critical temperature is not universal, and
in the case of the quantum XY model it occurs at Tc/J ≈ 0.68 [66].

Taking the derivative of the above expression one expects a divergence of the form log(t)
which can be seen in Fig. 3.3. This suggests that this feature is universal to the 2D Ising
universality class for the transition, and can be used as an strong indicator for classification.

3.2.2 XY model results

In addition to the Ising model, the classical XY model

H = −JXY

∑
〈ij〉

cos (θi − θj) , (3.31)

with 0 ≤ θi < 2π is also examined to see if the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless vortex
binding transition can be observed using the method of examining crossings in the mutual
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Figure 3.5: (Reproduced with permission from [8]) Finite size scaling of the crossings
of system size L and 2L in the mutual information for the classical XY model near Tc
(horizontal dashed line). Fit 1 assumes a leading order correction of 1/ log(L)2, while Fit
2 also assumed a term proportional to 1/ log(L)5 (see appendix C), each of these derived
by examining the renormalization group flow for the XY model. (inset) A close-up of the
crossings with arrows pointing out each crossing, and visible error bars on the data.
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information. Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 show the mutual information per boundary length as a
function of temperature and system size as well as the scaling of the crossings of system
size L and 2L as a function of 1/ log(L)2, the leading order finite size correction. Although
the finite size effects are much larger, there is a convincing fit–using the finite size scaling
from KT renormalization group theory (see appendix C)–that shows the crossings scale to
the thermodynamic transition temperature. This phase transition is typically very difficult
to detect without measuring the spin stiffness [67], and this demonstrates precisely how
useful the mutual information might be in more general applications.

3.3 Modifications to the quantum simulation cell

The modification to the quantum simulation is similar in spirit to the modification to the
classical simulation, but the D+1 expansion in β changes the details of the implementation.
Specifically, in the classical case the modification is realized as a hard constraint between
the replicas, while in the quantum simulations the replicas are not flat objects. The
special boundary conditions still apply to the quantum simulation cell, but instead affect
how the expansions are connected together, modifying the D+ 1 topology of the quantum
simulation as a whole. In the language of field theory these changes are usually discussed
in terms of the modified boundary conditions of a n-sheeted Riemann surface [56], and
that picture is very similar to the implementation for quantum systems.

These modifications are discussed in the context of the transverse field Ising model
in Ch. 2, but familiarity with stochastic series expansion methods should be enough to
understand the implementation presented here. These methods were adapted [43] from
field theory approaches [68], but we will attempt to motivate them here using the same
language as the classical approach.

Similar to the classical system, in the modified quantum simulation we take α copies
of the system, two for the second Rényi entropy, and the geometry of region A determines
how we join these replicas together. If we examine Eq. (2.31), for a normal simulation
there is the restriction that |αn〉 = |α0〉, or periodic boundary conditions in the expansion
direction. This condition is derived from the property that while taking the trace we
sum over the weights, in the stochastic series expansion of e−βH , using some orthonormal
basis. Without having the trace in mind, the stochastic series expansion of e−βH has
effectively open boundary conditions in the expansion direction. Since e−βH = ρ (up to a
normalization factor), if we wish to calculate ρA, then we must again trace over the degrees
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Figure 3.6: The modified quantum simulation cell, with regions and (some) clusters
drawn explicitly. The labels, A0, A1, Ā0, Ā1, represent where the boundary conditions
are enforced to match, either due to the partial trace (Ā0, Ā1), multiplication (A1) or the
full trace (A0). Colors mirror this information, differentiating region A (green) and region
Ā (blue and red) for the first and second replica. The number of operators in the quantum
simulation is roughly proportional to the temperature, so region A is at effectively half
the temperature as the complementary region. Boundary conditions affect the formation
of clusters, especially when operators cross between region A and it’s complement (red
cluster).
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of freedom in Ā. This means,

ρA =TrĀ[e−βH ] (3.32)

=
∑
α

∑
SM

(−β)n(M − n)!

M !

〈
α0Ā

∣∣ [M1∏
i=0

|αiA〉 ⊗
∣∣αiĀ〉 〈αiA| ⊗ 〈αiĀ∣∣Hi

] ∣∣α0Ā

〉
, (3.33)

where the modification in notation is to emphasize the that the boundary conditions are∣∣α0Ā

〉
=
∣∣αMĀ

〉
and there are open boundary conditions for |αiA〉. The important concept

is then how we represent ρ2
A, which is for the most part simply writing the above expression

twice. If we write out the square of the reduced density matrix as ρA0ρA1, where A0 and
A1 are simply dummy indices, then the non-zero elements of this product will satisfy
|αMA0

〉 = |α0A1
〉. If we wish to take the trace of this product we then constrain the other

indices, ensuring that non-zero contributions satisfy |αMA1
〉 = |α0A0

〉. Fig. 3.6 shows how
these boundary conditions would be satisfied for a 1 + 1 quantum simulation cell, and how
those boundaries change cluster formation.

With the modified simulation cell we can now calculate the energy of the modified
system and the normal system, and plug this in to Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.9) to calculate the
REE and MI. Updates in the modified simulation are performed in each replica without
knowledge of the other replica, that is to say we still use the local number of operators in a
replica to determine the acceptance rate of new operators rather than the total number of
operators in the combined system. The cluster updates act on the system as a whole, as the
modified boundary conditions determine the cluster topology, as shown in Fig. 3.6. There
are some exceptions to this detail though, as Wang-Landau approaches (see Ch. 4) require
using the total number of operators in all replicas to find the density of states. Observables
other than energy are not as well defined in this strange geometry, and although they can
be measured their interpretation should be considered carefully before comparing them to
results from the normal simulation.

The Rényi entanglement entropy is a phenomenally powerful measure, used for a long
time in field theory techniques and finally available to the broad set of problems in clas-
sical and quantum Monte Carlo. In this basic implementation, there are already incred-
ible results that can be obtained, such as phase transition detection and identification
of universal behaviour at phase transitions. The following chapters build up algorithmic
improvements that let us further probe difficult problems, where the finite size scaling or
very low temperature make this basic approach computationally expensive compared to
improved techniques. The tradeoff is that the improved algorithms are more conceptually
complex, and not as general as the approach in this chapter.
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Chapter 4

Wang-Landau methods in quantum
Monte Carlo

Typical Monte Carlo simulations sample states of a system from the weights of those con-
figurations, such as the Boltzmann weights e−βE. The advantage of such a straightforward
approach is that most of the time sampling is spent in the configurations that probabilis-
tically contribute most to any observable of the system. This is not a rigorous statement
since it is always possible that a rare configuration of the system may have a large contri-
bution for some observable, and so by this mechanism a small weight configuration may
have a large contribution to the expectation value of an observable of the system.

Wang-Landau techniques fall into the broad category of extended ensemble Monte
Carlo [69], in which we move beyond this usual approach, typically at the cost of having
to account for this modification later when calculating expectation values. The advantage
of Wang-Landau in particular is that it allows us to estimate the density of states, g(E).
If we know the density (or number in a discrete system) of states with a particular energy,
we can explicitly sum over all energies using the Boltzmann distribution to find the energy
of the system at any temperature. Recall from the previous chapter that knowledge of
the energy over a large temperature range was precisely what was needed to calculate the
Rényi entanglement entropy. In addition precise knowledge of the density of states allows
direct calculation of the partition function, and by extension free energy, both of which
also allow direct calculation of the Rényi entanglement entropies. This means, instead of
creating a large set of simulations over a wide range of temperatures we could use a single
Wang-Landau simulation and calculate the same information.

This chapter discusses the Wang-Landau implementation for classical and quantum
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systems and demonstrates thermal phase transition detection in quantum models, similar
to last chapter and classical models. This shows that the calculation of REE does not
depend on the classical or quantum nature of the model, but rather on more universal
properties. Finally, we shall discuss the efficiency and practicality of the scheme.

4.1 Classical Wang-Landau

To describe the Wang-Landau algorithm [70] we will use the example of a classical system,
since extending to quantum systems is straightforward after the basic concepts of the
method are understood. The fundamental idea is that we can rewrite the partition function
as

Z =
∑
i

e−βEi

Z
(4.1)

=
∑
E

g(E)e−βE (4.2)

g(E) =
∑
i

δE,Ei

Z
, (4.3)

where g(E) is the normalized density of states. The benefit of converting to this form
is that if one has knowledge of g(E), one can calculate the partition function and any
observable based on the energy, such as specific heat, at any temperature. In principle
there are ways to incorporate other observables, such as magnetization, so they can also be
calculated over a range of temperature. Most crucially, the Rényi entanglement entropy, or
more specifically the logarithm of the partition function, can be calculated with knowledge
of the density of states. More amazing is that this calculation is valid at all temperature,
avoiding the need for thermal integration. In the following sections we will discuss how
one uses a modified Monte Carlo simulation to estimate g(E).

The general outline of the Wang-Landau method is the following

1. Start with an assumed form of the density of states (often g(E) = 1∀E). Overall
normalization is unimportant.

2. Perform typical Monte Carlo updates, except instead of using min(1, e−β(E′−E)) [52]
as the acceptance condition, we use min(1, g(E)/g(E ′)), where E is the energy of
the initial state, and E ′ is the energy of the proposed state.
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E g(E) 〈g(E)〉
−4J 2/16 0.168(2)

0 12/16 1.000(0)
4J 2/16 0.165(2)

Table 4.1: The density of states, g(E), for the one dimensional four site Ising spin chain
with periodic boundary conditions, along with results from a simulation (see appendix B.1).
The Wang-Landau method only gives g(E) accurate up to some overall constant, and in
light of this the above results are consistent between theory and simulation.

3. Whether the move is accepted or rejected, modify g(E) ← kg(E), where k is some
positive factor greater than one, typically starting at two or the natural log. Also,
add one to a counter for the current energy, C(E).

4. Continue the above two steps until
[
min(C(E))−max(C(E))

]
/mean(C(E)) < 0.1 .

5. When the above condition is met, reset C(E) and modify k ←
√
k.

6. Stop when g(E) is converged.

The above outline is the most straightforward implementation of the Wang-Landau ap-
proach. We will discuss optimizations and improvements in Section 4.3, but they do not
change the core concept of the algorithm.

To use a concrete example we will discuss the four-site one dimensional ferromagnetic
Ising model with periodic boundary conditions. In this case we know that the density of
state is exactly, shown in Table 4.1. appendix B.1 has a brief code example that performs
a Wang-Landau for this system. Averaging the results from a few runs of this code gives
us this density of states presented in the above table, which are accurate to the theoretical
results within error bounds.

To examine a bit more closely why this works at all, we can imagine the system when
the internal representation of g(E) is incorrect. If g(E) is incorrect, say that the relative
ratio of g(E) is wrong for some pair of energies E1 and E2, then we can imagine what
happens for the moves connecting these two energies. If the actual ratio of density of
states, g(E1)/g(E2) is lower than the current value assumed in the simulation, then the
acceptance condition will cause the simulation to visit states with energy E1 more often
than it visits states with energy E2. Visiting states causes the density of states to be
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multiplied by the factor k, and visiting E1 more often than E2 will cause g(E1) to become
larger relative to g(E2), increasing the ratio g(E1)/g(E2). In this way all ratios are slowly
and statistically corrected, and the reduction of k through the algorithm attempts to
converge the results.

4.2 Wang-Landau in quantum Monte Carlo

In this section we will describe how one can use Wang-Landau concepts in the context of
quantum Monte Carlo. Specifically, we will discuss how one would modify a code similar to
the transverse field Ising model discussed in Sec. 2.2. This method was implemented prior
[71] to the authors attempt [65], but the purpose of reimplementing is to see if it will allow
for a more efficient method of calculating mutual information without thermodynamic
integration [43].

Compared to the classical Wang-Landau algorithm in which we generate the density of
states as a function of energy, in our quantum Monte Carlo we don’t have direct access to
this quantity. Instead, we take the expansion of the partition function in Eq. (2.11) and
rewrite it as

Z =
∑
n

(−β)n

n!

∑
α

n−1∏
i=0

〈αi|H |αi+1〉 (4.4)

=
∑
n

βng(n), (4.5)

where g(n) is the quantum analogue to the density of states for the classical case. In
practice, quantum Monte Carlo only needs to sample up to a given order n for a particular
value of β, and by using a hard cutoff in g(n) we effectively introduce a low temperature
cutoff below which we generate unreliable results.

The modification to the SSE algorithm from Ch. 2 comes in how the diagonal updates,
those that change the number of operators n, are computed. Eq. (2.32) and Eq. (2.33) are
modified from their original form to

Padd =
g(n)/g(n+ 1)

∑
iWi

M − n (4.6)

Prem =
(M − n+ 1)g(n)/g(n− 1)∑

iWi

. (4.7)
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where the β dependence has been replaced with the density of states, but the weight and
factor due to combinatorics (the M − n) still remain. In the quantum case the density of
states g(n) is updated after every successful or failed attempt to add or remove an operator,
and exactly analogous to the classical case the refinement factor, k, is reduced after the
histogram of sampling, C(n) in this case, is found to be flat within some tolerance. Due
to the fact that the Wang-Landau approach to sample the density of states will mean that
we will necessarily sample all possible number of operators allowed by the system, this
will include configurations where the system is completely empty and completely full. The
approach in Sec. 2.2 using a bounded-length list is inefficient in these two limits, and for
this reason when using Wang-Landau a method with a variable list size is preferred [72].

In addition to the modified diagonal update, the unmodified off-diagonal update–
detailed in Sec. 2.2–is also needed to ensure that the simulation remains ergodic, but
during these updates no modifications to the density of states g(n) takes place. With just
this modification it is possible to use the simulation to calculate the energy as a function
of temperature (down to some cutoff), and hence use that to calculate the Rényi entropy
and mutual information discussed in Ch. 3.

4.3 Convergence of Wang-Landau

Although the above algorithm calculates the density of states, the simple implementa-
tion has problems with convergence. In the example code in appendix B.1, we mitigate
this problem by generating independent samples of the density of states and averaging
them. Nevertheless, each individual simulation eventually stops converging, meaning that
simulation time is being wasted beyond some point in every simulation.

To see why there is a convergence problem, we can construct a simple example. Let
us call the approximation to the density of states that the simulation assumes g′(n) while
the true density of states is g(n). In general we can write

g′(n) = g(n)(1 + ∆(n)) (4.8)

where ∆(n) is how far from convergence we are. The problem now arises if max(∆(n)) <
0.1, since regardless of the value of k the system will seem to be flat within our ten percent
tolerance in point 4 of Sec. 4.1. This means that the flatness condition for sampling all the
energies will be satisfied when statistical noise is overcome by the number of sampling steps
rather than when the distribution has become more converged to the accurate result. What
this leads to in practice is that the refinement factor k quickly approaches unity when the
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deviation of the density of states becomes smaller than our tolerance condition. Although
decreasing the tolerance condition would help mitigate this problem, the tolerance of ε will
always require O(1/ε2) number of steps to converge using a random walk, even in the case
where ∆(n) = 0.

The correction to this problem is to ensure that k does not decrease too quickly. One
proposed algorithm to achieve this is use the above algorithm to reduce k until k < e1/NMC ,
where NMC is the number of Monte Carlo steps performed so far [73]. We will refer to this
as the 1/t algorithm, as log(k) = 1/t after some time, where t represents the time of the
simulation. After this threshold condition is met we simply define k to be

k =e1/NMC (4.9)

at every Monte Carlo step. This means that the flatness condition is left unused after this
condition is met. Under this scheme for k, it reduces more slowly than it would under the
previous scheme assuming the error is lower than the tolerance.

Within the simple Wang-Landau algorithm this improvement is the most straightfor-
ward, and it ensures that there is no wasted computational effort in the simulation. The
next improvements requires a good starting estimate of the density of states as a starting
point, and aims to improve the speed of convergence of the density of states. It is sometimes
referred to as minimum round trip [72], as the objective of the algorithm is to minimize the
number of Monte Carlo steps needed for the system to move from the largest energy state
to the smallest energy state, or vice-versa. Minimum round trip works on the following
idea: instead of keeping track of just the histogram of visits, we keep track of separate
histograms depending on whether the largest or smallest energy state was visited most
recently, calling them Cd and Cu, respectively. The old histogram, C(n) = Cu(n) +Cd(n),
is simply the sum of these two, while we also now have information about the ratio between
the two histograms, C∆(n) = Cu(n)/C(n). A large jump in C∆(n) signifies a point where
the random walk is getting stuck, and minimum round trip uses this condition as a handle
for biasing the simulation.

The minimum round trip algorithm is similar to the Wang-Landau approach, but has
slight modifications. In this algorithm we use a set of weights, w(n), which in Wang-
Landau were simply the inverse of the density of states, 1/g(E), but here may become
different from them.

1. Starting with a good estimate for the weights, w(n) ≈ 1/g(n), sample the system
using the Wang-Landau update probabilities.
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2. After each accepted or rejected diagonal update, or every move in a classical Monte
Carlo, update Cu(n) or Cd(n) depending on whether the full or empty operator string
was most recently sampled. Unlike the Wang-Landau algorithm, the weights are not
updated.

3. After N steps, update the weights as

w(n)← w(n)

√∣∣dC∆(n)/dn
∣∣

C(n)
(4.10)

4. Add to the running total of histograms, CT (E) ← CT (E) + C(E), reset the his-
tograms Cu(E) and Cd(E), double N , and return to step 1.

If we examine when this algorithm converges the weights, it is when

C(n) =

∣∣∣∣dC∆(n)

dn

∣∣∣∣. (4.11)

In this case the converged weights are not the same as the inverse density of states. To
extract the density of states (again, up to an arbitrary multiplicative factor) we multiply
by the total accumulated histogram CT (n). Specifically,

g(n) =CT (n)/w(n), (4.12)

and with the density of state we can calculate the energy and entropy measures over a
range of temperatures.

A good estimate for the density of states is required in this algorithm, as for each set of
simulation steps N , the updating procedure is only valid if multiple round trips occur. For
a large range of n (in g(n)) this can be very computationally expensive. To improve this the
range of n can be sliced up and simulated in many parallel simulations. To recover the full
density of states we can ensure the ranges have enough overlap to recover normalization,
and this method allows for optimization as well as increasing the rate of round trips by
ensuring the range of n remains small. This division of the range has some overlap with
the ratio trick discussed in Ch. 5, although there the range is divided up in to the most
minimal range–one of size two.
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4.4 Observables

After a thorough set of simulations, the Wang-Landau approach leaves one with an estimate
for the density of states. With this quantity for the normal system we can calculate the
Energy and total entropy, and if we also have this information for the modified simulation
(see Ch. 3) we can calculate the Rényi entanglement entropy and the mutual information.

The most fundamental calculation in Wang-Landau is the partition function itself. In
the classical and quantum simulation, the partition function can be calculated as

Z(β) =
∑
E

g(E)e−βE (4.13)

Z(β) =
∑
n

g(n)βn, (4.14)

where g(E) is the classical density of states, and g(n) is the quantum analogue for stochastic
series expansion.

Typically our density of states is only known up to some multiplicative factor, but
such a factor clearly enters the above expression. This is actually helpful, as at infinite
temperature, β = 0, the value the partition function takes is known. Let us take the case
of the 2D Ising model with N spins, and look at both the classical and quantum expression
at infinite temperature. Looking at the above expressions, they become

Z(0) =
∑
E

g(E) = 2N (4.15)

Z(0) =g(0) = 2N (4.16)

. (4.17)

In the classical case this constrains the sum of all terms, but in the quantum case it is
even more straightforward, constraining g(0). The multiplicative factor that takes the
representation of g(0) to the true value must be applied to all elements of g(n) to account
for this unknown overall normalization factor.

An additional constraint arises from our knowledge of the energy at infinite tempera-
ture. Examining the Ising model again, or the transverse field Ising model in the classical
limit (see Ch. 2), we can constrain one more part of the system. Notably, the general
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expression of the energy is

E(β) =
∑
E

Eg(E)e−βE/Z(β) (4.18)

E(β) =−
∑
n

ng(n)βn−1, (4.19)

and examining these in the limit of infinite temperature we get

E(0) =
∑
E

Eg(E)/Z(0) = 0 (4.20)

E(0) =− g(1)/g(0) = −JNb, (4.21)

where we have assumed that the bonds of the classical Ising model take allowed values
of ±J , while for the transverse field Ising model they take values of 0 or −2J on the Nb

bonds of the system due to the constants added to the Hamiltonian needed for simulation.
Since for both the classical and quantum system there is only one free parameter in the
Wang-Landau approach, this second constraint can be used to check if the density of states
is underconverged.

The last quantities of interest are the Rényi entanglement entropies and mutual infor-
mation. Examining the Eq. (3.7), we see that the quantity of interest is the ratio of two
partition functions, or more precisely the log of that ratio. Within the context of the mod-
ified simulations in Ch. 3, the Wang-Landau procedure requires no special modifications,
and a new density of states can be easily extracted. The only point to be careful of is the
normalization using the infinite temperature entropy, as the number of degrees of freedom
in the modified simulation is affected by the hard constraints of the modified simulation
cell. If we consider the normal Ising mode as have N degrees of freedom, one for each spin,
then the modified simulation has less than 2N due to the constraint in region A. For the
case of our Ising model, we have

Z[A, 2, β] = 2NA+2(N−NA), (4.22)

where N is the total number of spins in each replica, and NA is the number of those spins
in region A.

The limits of computational representation also require a small modification to the
Wang-Landau in appendix B.1. As the partition function Z can become extremely large,
for a scalable simulation one must store the log of the density of states, G(n) = ln(g(n)),
rather than the density of states directly [65]. In practice this is straightforward; the
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multiplicative updates to the weights become additive and the acceptance probability
becomes the exponentiation of the difference of the weights. Storing only G(n) requires
that the values be re-exponentiated before summing, and as far as we know there is no
method for avoiding this calculation if one uses the log representation. The equation for
the log of the partition function in this form is

ln[Z(β)] = ln
[∑
n

βneG(n)
]
. (4.23)

If we define G′(n) = G(n) + n ln(β) and K = max
n
{G′(n)} then we can rewrite the above

as

ln[Z(β)] = ln[K] + ln
[∑
n

eG
′(n)−K]. (4.24)

When calculating large quantities such as E or ln(Z) directly, this representation and
subtraction prevents numerical overflow in a limited precision system.

Of final note is the calculation of the error for observables. In a typical simulation, we
generate multiple estimates for the density of states, Gi(n). For any observable that can
be calculated from this density of states, F [G(n)], one should calculate it in Wang-Landau
as

〈F [G(n)]〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

F [Gi(n)] (4.25)

∆ 〈F [G(n)]〉 =
1√
N

([ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(F [Gi(n)])2
]
−
[ 1

N

N∑
i=1

F [Gi(n)]
]2
)1/2

. (4.26)

The reason for this method in the calculation of error over attempting to estimate 〈G(n)〉
and ∆ 〈G(n)〉 is that by construction the estimate of G(n) is highly correlated, that is
to say if a particular Gi(n) is larger than the theoretical value, then Gi(n + 1) will likely
also be larger than the proper value. Another way to state this is that the errors in Gi(n)
are highly correlated in n, and attempting to calculate the error at each point, and then
assuming such error is uncorrelated, will lead to an incorrect result. Fig. 4.7 in the next
section shows this behaviour.

4.5 Results on quantum models

Using the above approach we use Wang-Landau to calculate the mutual information for
variety of prototypical quantum models. In the previous sections, the mutual information
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Figure 4.1: (Reproduced with permission from [65]) The mutual information for the
XXZ model, Eq. (4.27), on the square lattice with ∆ = 4 using the quantum Wang-
Landau method for sizes L = 4 to L = 22 in steps of two. In this limit the model is
Ising like, and we see the mutual information cross near 2Tc and Tc (vertical blue lines).
Scaling of the crossings (inset) of systems of size L and 2L shows that they converge to the
thermodynamic transition temperature in the limit of large L with the 1/L corrections that
are expected for the Ising model transition. See Eq. (3.19) for the theoretical discussion
of these crossings.

is described as being calculated in quantum simulation by calculating the energy over a
large temperature range and integrating the result to calculate the Rényi entanglement
entropy and mutual information (see Eq. (3.9)). The difficulty with this approach is the
discretization of energy as a function of temperature, which then itself has to be integrated.
This naturally leads to a strictly increasing error as temperature is decreased. Since we
can directly calculate the partition function at any temperature using Eq. (4.14), we can
plug this in to Eq. (3.1) using the mapping in Eq. (3.7) to express the Rényi entanglement
entropy in terms of the log of the ratio of two partition functions.
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Figure 4.2: (Reproduced with permission from [65]) The mutual information for the
XXZ model, Eq. (4.27), on the square lattice with ∆ = 1 using the quantum Wang-
Landau method for sizes L = 4 to L = 22 in steps of size two. In this system there is
no finite temperature phase transition, and the system only orders at zero temperature.
The apparent crossings may be a result of the fact that for finite size systems the zero
temperature transition is pushed up to a finite temperature. In this case we expect the
crossings to converge to T = 0 in the limit of large system size.
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Figure 4.3: (Reproduced with permission from [65]) The mutual information for the XXZ
model, Eq. (4.27), on the square lattice with ∆ = 0 using the quantum Wang-Landau
method for sizes L = 4 to L = 22 in steps of size two. In the pure quantum XY model there
is a finite temperature Kosterlitz-Thouless-Berezinskii transition in which vortices become
bound. Although in the quantum simulation we do not have clear crossings between all
systems due to our error resolution, it is plausible from this behaviour that crossings will
occur at Tc and 2Tc. Further work in classical systems confirmed that this is the case
through a more thorough scaling analysis (see Fig. 3.4)
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Figure 4.4: (Reproduced with permission from [65]) The mutual information for the XXZ
model, Eq. (4.27), on the cubic lattice with ∆ = 1 using the quantum Wang-Landau
method for system sizes L = 4, 6, 8, 10 (teal to yellow). Blue lines represent Tc and 2Tc.
Unlike the two dimensional version, the 3D Heisenberg model does have a finite tempera-
ture phase transition to a polarized state. Despite the limited set of sizes that the quantum
Monte Carlo can explore in three spatial dimensions, the Tc crossings are quite clear and
show small finite size effects.
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The XXZ Hamiltonian can be written as

H = J
∑
〈ij〉

(∆Szi S
z
j + Sxi S

x
j + Syi S

y
j ). (4.27)

The S term are spin-1/2 operators, typically described as the three Pauli matrices with
eigenvalues ±1/2. At ∆ = 4 this model acts like an Ising model with a small quantum
perturbation, while at ∆ = 1 we recover the S = 1/2 Heisenberg model and at ∆ = 0
we have the quantum XY model. We remind that for the S = 1/2 Heisenberg model
there is no finite temperature phase transition, while for the quantum XY model there
is a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition. Fig. 4.1 shows the mutual information for
the ∆ = 4 XXZ model on a 2D square lattice, while Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 show the same
results for the Heisenberg model and the XY model. Moving to three dimensions Fig. 4.4
shows the results for the 3D Heisenberg model in which we have a finite temperature
phase transition. All of these results used the simple implementation of the Wang-Landau
algorithm with the 1/t algorithm for refining the density of states, then directly used
this converged density of states, averaged over a few simulations, to calculate the mutual
information. In all the cases where there is a finite temperature phase transition we find
that the mutual information has crossings that converge in system size towards the critical
temperature in the limit of large size.

To test the minimum round trip algorithm we implemented this method for the trans-
verse field Ising model in two dimensions. Similar to the other systems with a finite
temperature phase transition we see well defined crossings at Tc. For large values of J/h
the system has an Ising transition similar to Fig. 4.1, and this can be seen clearly. As
mentioned previously, all of these methods can be sped up through parallelizing the algo-
rithm by ensuring each simulation only explores a small section of the function g(n) and
stitching it back together afterwards.

4.6 Discussion

Overall the implementation of Wang-Landau was successfully able to reproduce full mutual
information curves, with the desired result of capturing crossings through the ability to
generate data at arbitrary temperature in a large range [65]. The method has specific
considerations when scaling to larger systems and lower temperatures, and compared to
the original procedure there are implementation specific details that should be considered if
one wishes to pursue this approach. As an aside, Wang-Landau describes a class of methods
in which one projects a simulation along a particular parameter (energy, magnetization,
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Figure 4.5: (Reproduced with permission from [65]) The mutual information for the
transverse field Ising model with J = h = 1, Eq. (2.4), on the square lattice using the
quantum Wang-Landau method and minimum round trip to refine the density of states,
for sizes L = 6, 8, 10, 12. We again have clear definition of the crossings at 2Tc and Tc,
with the inset showing the error at Tc using this approach. These crossings area near the
pure Ising model crossings (Tc/J = 2.269), which is expected as the perturbation h/J = 1
is far from the quantum critical point at hc/J = 3.044.
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Figure 4.6: (Reproduced with permission from [65]) The mutual information of the 2D
Heisenberg model for a 12 × 12 system calculated with Wang-Landau and by energy in-
tegration. Notice how the results track well down to T/J ≈ 0.15 and then diverge wildly
for the Wang-Landa method.

region size in the modified simulation) and attempts to find the ratio of the density of
states with respect to that parameter. In this light it shares much in common with the
“ratio trick”, a common method for determining the ratio between two partition functions
with different region sizes of a modified simulation (see Ch. 5). Improvements that work
for the ratio trick should then also be efficient for improving Wang-Landau methods, and
vice versa.

In the quantum language the density of states G(n) is effectively the contribution from
the n-th order of the Taylor expansion of Tr[e−βH ]. For any particular order or n there is
a β at which it becomes relevant to calculating the energy. This means that if we cutoff
at some value of n we put an upper limit on the β for which we can generate accurate
results. Fig. 4.6 shows how this cutoff manifests if one attempts to use a truncated density
of states to generate data beyond the intended range. To determine the cutoff in n needed
to generate accurate results at a particular β a non Wang-Landau simulation is used
to generate statistics at the cutoff. The normal simulation will sample a characteristic
number of operators, and this number can be used as a guide for setting the cutoff for the
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Figure 4.7: (Reproduced with permission from [65]) This graph shows the discrete deriva-
tive of the density of states from sixteen simulations of the 32×32 XXZ model. The value
of the derivative is normalized to the value of one of the simulations. The error in the
derivative is randomly distributed, but since we integrate this value to get G(n), the value
of G(n) for large n can differ significantly between different simulations. In the fixed oper-
ator number representation for the quantum Wang-Landau there is also an enhancement
of the error when the operator list is almost empty or almost full. Switching to a variable
length representation has been shown to reduce this error [72].

Wang-Landau.

As mentioned when discussing the convergence of the Wang-Landau algorithm, early
errors can quickly become saturated and take a long time to recover from. Fig. 4.7 shows
the derivative of the density of states for sixteen simulations normalized to the result of
the one of the simulations. What one should gather from this figure is that the derivative
of the density of states for all the simulations converge to a common value up to random
statistical noise. This means that the sampled density of states Gi(n) will have a larger
spread for larger n, and results at lower temperature will tend to have larger uncertainty
than results at higher temperature. Accurate results at small n are a result from the fact
that we have an analytic way to pin G(0) from the high temperature entropy, but if it were
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possible to exactly know G(n) for any other value of n, it would be possible to generate
highly accurate results at a temperature range away from high temperature.

One difficulty with Wang-Landau type approaches is that they, by definition, have to
sample all of the energies and equal number of times. The main difficulty with this is,
ideally, the simulation acts as a random walk in one dimension, meaning that the number
of steps it takes to make a round trip grows with the square of the length of the interval.
For a fixed temperature cutoff, the interval size grows with the number of Hamiltonian
elements in the system, or O(N) for short range Hamiltonians, meaning simulation time
at least grows as O(N2). Recent papers suggest cutting up the density of states in to small
chunks and restricting the Wang-Landau to only operate in that range [72]. By restricting
walkers to small ranges they make round trips more frequently and converge faster. The
full density of states can be built up by having the ranges overlap slightly and recalling
that the difference between adjacent G(n) is converged, rather than the absolute value.
Using this multiple ranges can be stitched together to form the full density of states, which
can then be used to calculate any observables.

Finally, there is one potential extension to Wang-Landau that might allow the use of a
truncated density of states for all temperatures. In finite size systems with discrete degrees
of freedom there always remains a finite size gap from the ground state. This means that at
very low temperature there is an analytic expression for the energy by considering only the
ground state and the low energy excited states. Since this expression is valid precisely in
the region where the Wang-Landau fails due to the cutoff, it could be used to analytically
extend G(n).

In the next chapter we will introduce the ratio trick. Fundamentally, the ratio trick
allows for the direct calculation of the ratio of two partition functions, the quantity needed
to calculate the Rényi entanglement entropy. This direct calculation does not require
thermodynamic integration, but the implementation is not as general as the methods
discussed in Ch. 3. Specifically, we derive general methods for discrete classical systems,
but general quantum systems require a unique algorithm that depends on the particular
implementation of the quantum Monte Carlo.
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Chapter 5

Finite temperature “ratio trick”

Since the concept of measuring the Rényi entanglement entropy in numerics first emerged
in 2010, there have been a variety of methods in which to measure it [74, 75, 59, 60].
The integration approaches in Ch. 3 and the Wang-Landau approaches in Ch. 4 represent
methods for calculating the full partition function at any finite temperature. In this
chapter we will discuss methods that allow direct calculation of the ratios of partition
functions without knowing the magnitude of either. This shares some conceptual overlap
with the Wang-Landau methods for the density of states, but it is applied in a very different
direction.

Conceptually, it is not more useful to know the ratio of two partition functions over
knowing the absolute value of each. The reason the finite temperature ratio trick is useful
is that the full knowledge of the partition function is unnecessary, and by giving up this
information the simulation is much more efficient. Specifically, the problem of thermody-
namic integration is avoided, as is the need to sample all states equally. We benefit from
the efficiency of a normal simulation without needing a large set of simulations to integrate
over1. These algorithms represent the current state of the art for accurate calculations of
the Rényi entanglement entropy, and are well suited for studying criticality and phase
transitions where finite size scaling is typically more difficult.

Using the ratio trick outlined below, we demonstrate its effectiveness by studying the
thermal Rényi entanglement entropy of the one dimensional transverse field Ising model.
We show that above the critical point, in the quantum critical fan, we are able to detect
universal collapse using the finite size and finite temperature form of the REE derived
from field theory calculations. The agreement between the results is remarkable, and

1More accurately, we trade an integration in temperature for one in space.
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shows how even with thermal results the REE can be used to probe the universality of
zero temperature quantum critical points.

5.1 Concepts

At the core of all ratio trick methods is looking at ways to directly compute

Z[A,α, β]

Zα[β]
(5.1)

where α is the Rényi index, we will restrict our discussion to α = 2, and β is the inverse
temperature. Z[A,α, β] here represents the modified partition function in Eq. (3.7), where
A represents some choices of the region A. To calculate the Rényi entanglement entropy
one needs to be able to calculate Eq. (5.1). This is usually done by decomposing the above
ratio into

Z[A,α, β]

Zα[β]
=

N−1∏
i=0

Z[Ai+1, α, β]

Z[Ai, α, β]
(5.2)

where we define AN = A and A0 = ∅ (the empty set, denoting a region containing no
spins). We should also note that, by definition, Z[∅, α, β] = Zα[β], since if A is an empty
region then the α replicas are non-interacting. The reason for decomposing the full ratio
into the above form is that the convergence properties of a ratio where Ai+1 and Ai only
differ slightly are significantly better than those for which they differ by a large amount
(see Fig. 5.5 for a more complete discussion).

This ratio can be calculated in classical and in quantum systems, although the details of
the implementation are not completely general. Often significant progress is made when
specific implementation allows for the efficient calculation of this ratio in new models.
Below we will discuss a variety of Monte Carlo implementations for both classical and
quantum models, as well as potential considerations for further improvements.

5.2 Classical ratio trick

In general, classical ratio tricks work by generating a representative state of the partition
function Z[Ai, 2, β] and attempting to calculate

Z[Ai+1, 2, β]

Z[Ai, 2, β]
(5.3)
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in some way. Let us take the most naive algorithm, which although slow, works. If we
assume Ai+1 is simply the same as region Ai except it contains a single extra spin Si+1,
then in the classical modified simulation we can move from Z[Ai, 2, β] to Z[Ai+1, 2, β] if
that spin matches between the two replicas. To reiterate, if the spin Si+1 matches between
the two replicas, the particular configuration is a valid state of both partition functions.
In this way, a Monte Carlo that runs in the following way can estimate Eq. (5.3):

1. Generate a new random state using single spin flips, cluster moves, or any other
efficient means.

2. If currently in the modified simulation defined by Z[Ai, 2, β], attempt to add Si+1 to
the cluster Ai and change partition functions; this move succeeds if the configuration
of Si+1 is identical in both replicas, and fails if the configuration differs. After this
skip to step 4.

3. If currently in the modified simulation defined by Z[Ai+1, 2, β], remove Si+1 from the
cluster Ai+1 and change partition functions; this move is always accepted.

4. If the current state is in the modified partition function Z[Ai, 2, β], add one to a
counter Ni, otherwise add one to Ni+1, then go to step 1.

5. After many steps, the ratio in Eq. (5.3) is estimated by Ni+1

Ni

This algorithm almost seems too simplistic, but implementation shows that it does
reproduce the correct REE. If one is attempting ratios in which one adds more than one
spin, then all the spins have to match for the move to be accepted. In this light, it is
clear why a large change in the region from Ai to Ai+1 would result in poor statistics.
Imagine the Ising model at high temperature, in which case the chance of N addition
spins matching is roughly 2−N . This means that our Monte Carlo algorithm is attempting
to sample an event with a very rare frequency, and as such we should only expect good
statistics when our sampling is much larger than the inverse of that frequency. There are
two improvements in efficiency to this simple approach that develop additional conceptual
tools for other attempts to calculate the ratio trick.

In this first example the simulation changes what the region size is as part of the
simulation, but the interesting behaviour only occurs when increasing the region size while
decreasing the region size is always a trivial move. In this sense all the information about
the ratio in Eq. (5.3) is contained in how often we can increase the region size, and if we
can directly measure this probability we can expect a large increase in speed. The most
naive algorithm along this line of thinking would operate in the following way:
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W = e−2β W = e2β W = e−2β W = e2β

WT = 2e−2β + 2e2β

WM = e−2β + e2β

Figure 5.1: An improvement to classical calculation of the ratio trick by considering an
ensemble of states closely related to the originally sampled state. Each of the weights
W are calculated by examining the energy of the local configuration. Using this we can
calculate the total weight, WT , and the weight in cases where the spins match, WM . The
ratio gives us the (local) probability of accepting an update to increase the region size.
The cost of such a calculation grows exponentially in the region size, but we can use many
ratio tricks to ensure region growth is bounded in each step.
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1. Generate a new random state using single spin flips, cluster moves, or any other
efficient means.

2. Consider the four states corresponding to all the (weighted) possible configurations
of spin Si+1 in both replicas, and calculate their weights up to an arbitrary constant.
See Fig. 5.1 for an example.

3. Calculate the weight of all matching configurations, WM , and divide by the weight
of all configurations considered, WT . Add WM/WT to R and go to step 1.

4. R/N , where N is the total number of weights sampled, gives an estimate of Eq. (5.3)
after many steps.

Essentially this method differs from the first by sampling the possibility of increas-
ing the region size given some fixed configuration of bath spins, and these bath spins are
sampled over using the Monte Carlo. In principle, if we sampled over all possible configu-
rations of the entire lattice, one wouldn’t need to sample at all, and could exactly calculate
the ratio in a single step. Enumerating over all the configurations of the entire lattice is
an exponentially long process, and fundamentally the opposite of importance sampling in
Monte Carlo, so in this procedure we use the exact procedure to target the type of states
we are interested without biasing the simulation as a whole. There is one more improve-
ment to the above train of thought in which we can eliminate the exponential growth of
the exact calculation in some special cases.

If the region Ai+1 only differs by Ai by the addition of some one dimensional strip of
spins, then we can calculate the weights WM and WT using a transfer matrix approach.
This approach comes from methods used in simulations of digital memory in computation,
where the channel capacity, or ability of a medium to function as a storage device, is
calculated using this method [76]. Let us refer to the strip of spins as S{i}, the procedure
works exactly the same as above, except since the row of spins is one dimensional we can
calculate the weight over all configurations by taking the trace over the product of a set of
matrices. There are two partition functions we calculate using the transfer matrices, one
with the spins connected and one as the product of two separate strings of spins that are
completely unrelated. Fig. 5.2 shows these two scenarios, and like the previous example
the rest of the system acts as a static bath during this calculation. Appendix B.2 has an
example code in which we demonstrate the use of transfer matrices to calculate the finite
temperature Rényi entropy in the two dimensional Ising model. Fig. 5.3 shows the result
of running the test code for the parameters given, reproducing the general behaviour and
the proper low temperature limiting value of ln(2).
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Figure 5.2: The modified simulation of Ai is shown, the with strip of spins S{i} highlighted
in the box. We use a transfer matrix approach to calculate the two weights over this row
of spins, one case in which they are (lower right) unconnected and one in which they are
(lower left) connected. This transfer matrix is used to calculate the partition function
assuming the rest of the system as a fixed bath. The ratio of these two partition functions
approximates Eq. (5.3) after sampling over many configurations of the surrounding lattice.
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Figure 5.3: A short test using transfer matrices to calculate the total mutual information
in the 2D Ising model for a 10 × 10 lattice. Notice that unlike the integration approach,
error can decrease as we go to lower temperature, as each temperature point is gener-
ated separately and independently from every other point. When our primary interest is
low temperature mutual information this method may be much more efficient than the
integration approach.
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The general concept of both of these improvements is that, instead of sampling a single
state and examining if it satisfies the conditions for changing region size, we sample over
an ensemble of states generated from a reference state, and measure the probability of
changing region size within that ensemble. This concept of sampling over a large set of
states at once rather than a single state is facilitated by the existence of methods such
as transfer matrix that allow the calculation of the probability in a straightforward way.
In the next section describing the same techniques for quantum Monte Carlo this concept
of sampling over an ensemble of states will arise again, and it will be at the core of an
efficient algorithm for calculating the Rényi entropy for the transverse field Ising model.

5.3 Quantum ratio trick

For the modified quantum simulation (see Sec. 3.3) we will start by explaining the trivial
implementation of the ratio trick, Eq. (5.3), and then move on to a particular implemen-
tation for the transverse field Ising model.

The trivial implementation of the ratio trick will be explained in the same way as
before, by examining the result of attempting to add a single spin, Si+1, to the region A.
Implementations of this have been shown to accurately reproduce the Rényi entanglement
entropy for a variety of quantum models [77]. In the classical simulation, there are two
copies of the spin Si+1, one in each replica, and if they matched we are allowed to add the
spin to region A, otherwise it is a forbidden move. In the quantum language, we have the
stochastic series expansion representation, and the configuration of Si+1 changes depending
where in that expansion we look. If we compare two modified simulations, Z[Ai, 2, β] and
Z[Ai+1, 2, β], that differ by only a single spin in region A, then the only difference in
the set of allowed states these two partition functions can represent is defined by the
boundary conditions on the spin Si+1. In the case of the two replica modified simulation,
the condition for adding or removing a spin from region A is the same: the configuration
at the bottom slice of each expansion must match between the replicas. Using Fig. 3.6 as
a reference, in the case of spins already in region A, this means that the configuration at
A0 and A1 match, while for spins not in region A this means that the configurations at
Ā0 and Ā1 match.

Using this we can again construct a simulation using the following basic algorithm:

1. Generate a new random state using diagonal updates and off-diagonal updates.

2. If the current state is in the modified simulation defined by Z[Ai, 2, β], attempt to
add Si+1 to the cluster Ai and change partition functions.
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3. If instead the current state is in the modified simulation defined by Z[Ai+1, 2, β],
remove Si+1 from the cluster Ai+1 and change partition functions.

4. If currently the modified partition function Z[Ai, 2, β], add one to a counter Ni,
otherwise add one to Ni+1, then go to step 1.

5. After many steps, the ratio in Eq. (5.3) is estimated by Ni+1

Ni
[77].

The difference when compared to the classical analogue is the both the addition and
removal of spins from region A is non-trivial, and in fact the condition is symmetric. Even
though the condition for increasing or decreasing the region size is the same, the probability
of acceptance is not identical since we are drawing states from different partition functions.

The conceptual hurdle comes when attempting to examine the modified quantum sim-
ulation cell and examining it in such a way that lets one imagine a particular configuration
as a representation of some large ensemble of states in some tractable way. This concept
is necessary for an efficient calculation of the ratio of the partition functions, similar to
how the transfer matrix approach in classical systems let us consider a large set of related
states. The transverse field Ising model is fortunate in this regard, as the off-diagonal
updates precisely give us a route to this concept. If we examine the off-diagonal update,
Fig. 2.1, it is designed so that every distinct cluster can be flipped independently, each
one generating a new state with equal weight. This means that in a system with NL total
clusters, this state is easily connected to an ensemble of 2NL states, each generated by
choosing whether or not to flip each of the clusters.

Even though we are connected to 2NL states, the difficulty comes in calculating the
probability of adding a single or set of spins, S{i}, to region A or removing that set from
region A. Fig. 5.4 shows a representative example of the interface between two replicas in
a modified quantum simulation cell. For a given configuration there is a well defined loop
structure. Restricting ourselves to the boundary, and furthermore to the spins of interest
we are attempting to add to region A, there are a specific number of total states possible
given the loop configuration, 25 in the example. For each pair of spins, a connection is
only allowed when spins on both side of the boundary match, which can be achieved by
enforcing that the spin be a part of the same cluster2. Once the new clusters are formed
the number of unique clusters is decreased or remains the same due to the fact that we
assume reconnecting only combines clusters. The reason we assume reconnecting cannot

2Even in the case where the spins are in the opposite configuration initially, we can simply imagine
a different state in which they match by flipping one of the loops, which is topologically identical to the
representative state we are using.
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Figure 5.4: The probability of increasing the region size for a given configuration of the
transverse field Ising model. For a given loop configuration we can examine what fraction
of the total set of states generated by all possible configurations of all clusters will allow
an increase in region A. The only relevant loops are those that intersect the boundaries
where the difference between region A and the new region, in this case the region where
all spins are in region A, is actually realized. In this case the number of distinct loops
intersecting the boundary is 5. Matching boundary conditions is identical to enforcing
that spins on each side be a part of the same cluster, and counting the number of clusters
after we have two unique clusters (or loops) crossing the boundary of interest. Using
this idea, we get that the fraction of allowable overlap states as 22−5 for this particular
configuration. Decreasing the size of region A is identical in practice, except we operate
on the spins being removed from the region rather than those being added. Note that the
cluster index is from |α0〉 in each replica, so the clusters won’t necessarily match in region
A even though the boundary conditions connect the replicas.
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disconnect clusters is that we are examining the probability of changing the region size
rather than the number of possible states in the reconfigured topology3. The reduced
number of clusters gives us the fraction of available states after enforcing the connection,
and since all states had the same weight we get an estimate of the probability of this move,
and in the case of Fig. 5.4 this is 2−3.

The algorithm for calculating Eq. (5.3) would proceed as follows

1. Generate a new random state using diagonal updates and off-diagonal updates.

2. During the last off-diagonal update, store the loop numbering at the boundary be-
tween the two replicas. The boundary is defined as the loop configuration at |α0〉 for
both replicas. The number of unique loops at this point is L0.

3. Connect the set of spins S{i}. This means for each spin that is added (or removed)
from the cluster identify the clusters attached to each spin as being the same cluster.
Once completed, we have a reduced number of clusters Ls.

4. Measure 2Ls−L0 , and go to step 1.

5. Defining Zr =
〈
2Ls−L0

〉
, after many steps, Eq. (5.3) is approximated by Zr/Zr−1

Again, conceptually this loop counting before and after changing the topology tells us
what fraction of states allow for the reconnections to occur, and allow sampling of the
ratio of partition functions at finite temperature. Here Zr−1 is the calculated expectation
value of the reverse move of Zr. That is, instead of starting at region Ai and adding the
spins S{i} to get to region Ai+1, we start at region Ai+1 and remove the spins S{i} from it
to reach region Ai. In the classical case4 Zr−1 = 1, but as mentioned earlier this move has
a probability of acceptance in the quantum case. Sampling of Zr−1 is identical to sampling
Zr, except that the reference and target regions of consideration are reversed. One can
relate this to measuring Ni+1

Ni
by viewing Zr as the transition rate to state labelled by Ni+1

from the state labelled by Ni, but since these transition rates are always fractional, we
gain accuracy by measuring that fraction directly over attempting the high rejection move
of actually changing the region size.

With this construction it seems reasonable to ask why a large region size cannot be
done at once, as there is nothing specific to this algorithm that requires the region be one
dimensional or even contain a large or small number of spins. Practically, the reason for

3This is an important distinction when examining zero temperature methods later.
4Assuming that Zr is the move increasing region size and Zr−1 is decreasing region size.
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Figure 5.5: The distribution of L0 − Ls for different sized ratio tricks for the one di-
mensional transverse field Ising model at h = J = 1, L = 128, and β = 100. The three
graphs show the distribution of L0 − Ls and 2−(L0−Ls) for ratio tricks where the change
in region size, ∆A, is twelve, twenty four, and thirty six spins, normalized to their peak
value. Notice for the larger changes in region size that, although the statistics of L0 − Ls
are quite smooth, the factor of 2−(L0−Ls) means that the distribution is dominated by rare
events in the tail of the distribution where statistics are much worse. It is for this reason
that we restrict ourselves to small changes in region size.
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using small changes in region size is mostly empirical. From a technical standpoint, as long
as both J and h are not zero, for any size region there is a non-zero probability of sampling
states in which 2Ls−L0 ranges from 20 to 2−Ns where Ns is the number of spins being added
or removed from region A. Even if Ls−L0 is a smooth function with a well defined mean,
2Ls−L0 may be very noisy when the domain of values is large. This is because if the mean
of Ls − L0 is large and negative, the function will be strongly affected by the tail in the
positive direction. In this sense, the larger the domain and magnitude of the mean, the
more difficult it is to converge statistics on the ratio. Fig. 5.5 shows the distribution of
Ls − L0 the 1D transverse field Ising model.

5.4 Finite temperature Ising model at criticality

As part of the zero temperature projector quantum Monte Carlo work (see Ch. 6), the
finite temperature method was used to compare results for the one dimensional transverse
field Ising model at criticality. Even though the finite temperature code is not ideally
suited for zero temperature results, for small systems the zero temperature behaviour is
reproduced when β is taken large enough. In this way, the comparison between the two
methods is possible. This serves as one check to ensure that the results from simulation are
reliable, as the codes were developed and implemented separately, and they were unlikely
to share any errors.

As an additional check, we examined the Rényi entanglement entropy of the one dimen-
sional transverse field Ising model at finite temperature. At zero temperature a conformal
field theory assumes a scaling of the form [10]

Sα(A) =
c

6

(
1 +

1

α

)
log
(x
a

)
+ c′α, (5.4)

where α is the Rényi index, c is the central charge, A is a region of length x, a is the lattice
spacing of the model and c′α is a non-universal constant. The one dimensional transverse
field Ising model corresponds to a conformal theory with a central charge of c = 1/2.

Fig. 5.6 shows the scaling of the second Rényi entropy for one dimensional systems
at a low temperature. The form of Eq. (5.4) fits well, that is to say the data collapses
well to the shape of log(x). Deviations occur when the region size approaches L/2, which
is the right end of each data set. Considering the above equation is only valid in the
thermodynamic limit at zero temperature, this deviation is expected.
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Figure 5.6: The second Rényi entropy of the one dimensional transverse field Ising model
at β = 100 and J/h = 1. System sizes range from L = 48 to L = 160, and region A size
from x = 4 to x = L/2 for each system size, in steps of four or eight, depending on system
size. Notice how the results tend to collapse until x/L ≈ 0.5 (the right end of each line).
This makes sense, as we expect results to follow the form of Eq. (5.4) as long as the region
size is small compared to the size of the entire system and the region size is smaller than
the inverse temperature (up to some scaling factor).
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Moving beyond this limit, we can examine the form of the entropy at finite temperature,
but infinite size, get the form [10]

Sα(A) =
c

6

(
1 +

1

α

)
log

(
β

πa
sinh

πx

β

)
+ c′. (5.5)

For small values of x/β this reduces to the form of Eq. (5.4), as one should expect.

Using Eq. (5.5) we can attempt to collapse the data by rewriting it as

S2(A)− c

4
log β =

c

4
log

(
sinh

x

β

)
+ C ′, (5.6)

where C ′ has absorbed various constants. In this form, knowing the central charge c
allows us to collapse all system sizes L, cut lengths x, and β as long as x/L is small
enough. Fig. 5.7 shows this collapse, and using c = 0.5 for the transverse field Ising
model gives a remarkable collapse over a large range of system size, temperature and cut
size. We emphasize that this collapse has no free parameters and demonstrates that a
finite temperature, finite size lattice model agrees remarkably well with predictions from
continuum conformal field theory.

The effect of using the full data set is shown in Fig. 5.8. The collapse is still reason-
able, but if data for strips larger than half were included a very large deviation would be
apparent, due to the decreasing S2 with increasing region size.

In the limit of zero temperature and finite size, there are also predictions of the entan-
glement entropy. The general form in that case can be written as

Sα(A) =
c

6

(
1 +

1

α

)
log

(
L

πa
sin

πx

L

)
+ c′. (5.7)

This looks almost identical to Eq. (5.5) except that L replaces β and sin replaces sinh.
This form also reduces to Eq. (5.4) when x/L is small.

We can attempt collapse for Eq. (5.7) by writing it as

S2(A)− c

4
logL =

c

4
log

(
sin

x

β

)
+ C ′, (5.8)

where again C ′ has absorbed various constants. Fig. 5.9 shows this collapse using all the
data for which x/β ≤ 1/8, again using the same c = 0.5 for the transverse field Ising model
critical point. Again, this collapse has no free parameters, and is simply fitting to the zero
temperature finite size form of the scaling.

If we examine all of the temperature data in this manner, as opposed to only the low
temperature data, then we get Fig. 5.10. In this case there is no collapse at all, with the
high temperature data vastly deviating from the low temperature result.
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Figure 5.7: The second Rényi entropy of the one dimensional transverse field Ising model
at h/J = 1 when x/L ≤ 1/4, with L = 48 to L = 160, and β = 1 to β = 400. Even
though this represents systems quite far from the thermodynamic limit, the collapse of the
data when plotted as a function of x/β is quite good. This suggests that corrections to
Eq. (5.5) are not very large. The constant subtraction uses c = 0.5, the central charge for
the one dimensional transverse field Ising model, and this collapse has no free parameters
except for the cutoff in x/L.
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Figure 5.8: The second Rényi entropy of the one dimensional transverse field Ising model
at h/J = 1 with L = 48 to L = 160, and β = 1 to β = 400. Using the full data up to
x = L/2 the collapse only deviates slightly, suggesting that the cutoff in x/L for which
the system is still in the infinite size limit is quite large. Including larger than half strips
would show a strong deviation, as S2 decreases when the region size grows larger than half
the system, as S(x) = S(L− x) due to symmetry.
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Figure 5.9: The second Rényi entropy of the one dimensional transverse field Ising model
at h/J = 1 when x/β ≤ 1/8, with L = 48 to L = 160, and β = 1 to β = 400. The
collapse is good here as well, although not as impressive as Fig. 5.7. The corrections to
Eq. (5.7) are likely larger than in Eq. (5.5), but there is likely a coefficient of conversion
between lattice spacings x and inverse temperature β responsible for this. The constant
subtraction uses c = 0.5, the central charge for the one dimensional transverse field Ising
model, and this collapse has no free parameters except for the cutoff in x/β.
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Figure 5.10: The second Rényi entropy of the one dimensional transverse field Ising model
at h/J = 1 with L = 48 to L = 160, and β = 1 to β = 400. In this case, without restricting
the data there is no collapse whatsoever; notice the scale of this plot is much different than
that of Fig. 5.9.
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5.5 Discussion

The important point from this analysis is that using a lattice model and Monte Carlo
methods we are able to very accurately reproduce the thermal Rényi entropy in both
the limit of small region size and low temperature. Despite the availability of a finite
temperature and finite size form of the Rényi entropy [10], it is formally only valid for
c = 1 systems. In the case of the infinite size form, this is reproduced well by only using
data where the strip size is much smaller than the region size. When trying to collapse
to the infinite β form, we again find good agreement when the ratio of the strip size and
inverse temperature is small. Although there is no prediction for what the cutoff should
be, this procedure can easily be repeated for other systems. In addition, the constant
subtraction needed for the collapse is itself a measure of the universal central charge.
With high enough accuracy this means thermal results well in to the quantum critical fan
can be used to extract the central charge. This extraction is more accurate when the rate
of change with S2 with x/β is high, something that occurs at low temperature, but in cases
where it is very difficult to extract low temperature results, using high accuracy thermal
results is a viable alternative.

In the next chapter we discuss the scaling behaviour at the zero temperature critical
point of the two dimensional square lattice transverse field Ising model. Zero temperature
methods require a small conceptual step from finite temperature methods, but the gains
in speed allow us to study the complex geometrical properties of the Rényi entanglement
entropy. This geometric dependence at criticality shows insight into two dimensional
universality, and demonstrates quantities of interest that should be considered in any
further studies.
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Chapter 6

Zero temperature 2D transverse field
Ising model at criticality

In addition to finite temperature quantum Monte Carlo methods, we use a zero temper-
ature Quantum Monte Carlo method [78] to examine the Rényi entanglement entropy in
the two dimensional transverse field Ising model at its quantum critical point. The zero
temperature method has the advantage of faster convergence when examining zero tem-
perature properties compared to a finite temperature method pushed to very large β. The
drawback is that, when a finite temperature method uses a smaller number of operators,
the result can be related to a smaller β, where as when a zero temperature method uses
too few operators it is simply underconverged, and the results cannot (or rather should
not) be related to any physical quantity.

We will discuss the importance of the zero temperature entropy for this model, then
describe the zero temperature algorithm and its application to examining the shape de-
pendence and universal terms in the Rényi entanglement entropy for the two dimensional
transverse field Ising model at criticality. Remarkably, we find that the one dimensional
shape function, log(sin(πx/L))), does not seem to have a universal coefficient when exam-
ining strip geometries in two dimensions. This function has been used in various studies
to examine the shape dependence of the subleading term in the REE in two dimensions,
but never over the range of sizes in this study [79]. Instead, a shape function from the
quantum Lifshitz free field theory (see Eq. (6.5)) shows a better fit along with a convergent
coefficient when finite size scaling. This suggests this alternate shape function is more ap-
propriate for the 2D TFIM, and more importantly this might represent a universal shape
function in two dimensions.
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6.1 Zero temperature entropy at criticality

In the case of two dimensional systems without a Fermi surface [80, 81], it is believed that
the ground state entanglement obeys an area law [82, 83], that is the leading order term in
the entanglement scales proportional to the boundary separating two regions. In gapped
systems the entanglement is short ranged, and the area law is trivially satisfied since any
entanglement is restricted to the volume near the boundary of the regions, as shown in
Fig. 1.2. In the case of gapless systems, the assumption is that all length scales contribute
equally to the entanglement as a result of the scale invariance typically seen at criticality.
If we imagine a realspace renormalization procedure, the number of bonds crossing the
boundary should scale like the logarithm of the region length in one dimension and the
surface area of the region in two dimensions. Fig. 1.2 shows how this entanglement counting
argument follows from an assumption of scale invariance in entanglement, and how the log
correction to the area law in one dimension does not occur in two dimensions under the
same assumption. Although there are a great deal of predictions for contributions to the
entanglement, not all continuum geometries can be studies in lattice models [84, 85], but
cornerless regions and those with right angles can be still be studied using square lattice
geometries.

At two dimensional quantum critical points the entropy can generally be written as

Sα =a`+ . . . , (6.1)

where the a coefficient is not universal, but parts of the subleading term can be. The term
` represents the boundary between region A and its complement, and in two dimensions
this is the boundary length separating two regions.

At the two dimensional quantum critical point of the transverse field Ising model, there
are no exact results for the scaling of the entanglement entropy or Rényi entanglement
entropy from analytical work. There are theoretical results that we can compare to from
related models [85], but it is unclear whether the universal results found in these cases
should apply to the transverse field Ising model. The reason one might suspect the results
hold is if the transverse field Ising model is connected to the related models by some
irrelevant or marginal perturbation and the universal characteristics from these related
models might be stable to these modifications. To put it in context, in one dimension
all conformal field theories have the same functional form [9, 86], differing only in the
leading coefficient, the central charge of the conformal field theory. The two universal
quantities relevant are subleading terms in the Rényi entanglement entropy related to the
geometry of the entangling region. One contribution is due to the presence of vertices
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Figure 6.1: (Reproduced with permission from [79]) A square region embedded in a
toroidal geometry. The four corners of the square give four times the contribution expected
from an isolated corner, as long as they are far enough apart. This allows comparison to
predictions for the entanglement entropy of sharp edges in theoretical models.

[87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. Fig. 6.1 shows an example of the square geometry we use to study
the vertex contribution to the entanglement entropy. By examining the entanglement
entropy of a square patch in a toroidal geometry we expect a contribution from each of the
four corners and through careful subtraction schemes we can compare this to theoretical
results. Fig. 1.3 shows how the same idea of scale invariance can lead to a subleading log
contribution to the REE.

The other geometric contribution to the entanglement entropy that we can measure
comes from examining a torus geometry split into two cylinders. In 1+1 models, the Rényi
entanglement entropy takes the form [9, 86] (see also Sec. 1.5)

Sα =
c

3η

(
1 +

1

α

)
log
[ηL
πa

sin
πx

L

]
, (6.2)

where c is the central charge, L is the total size of the one dimensional system, a is the
lattice spacing and x is the size of region A. The η term is one for open boundary conditions
and two for periodic boundary conditions. Results in 1+1 have lead people to examine
2+1 data in a similar way, and attempt to fit to the form

Sα = a`+ c log

(
sin

πx

L

)
+ d, (6.3)
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x

Figure 6.2: (Reproduced with permission from [79]) Splitting the torus into two cylin-
ders. This choice of region A is closest to the geometry chosen in studying periodic one
dimensional systems. The relevant parameter is the fraction of the torus of either region.
Due to the symmetry of the entanglement entropy, one expects results for regions of size
x/L to be identical for regions of size (L− x)/L.
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where the assumption is that although the a term is not universal, the c term should be
universal, and L now refers to the length of an L × L system. In general for this two
dimensional geometry we expect a scaling of the form

Sα = a`+ γ

(
x

Lx
,
Lx
Ly

)
+ d, (6.4)

where the common assumption is that this γ function was well approximated by the log(sin)
from one dimensional results. Fig. 6.2 shows how these two cylinders are mapped onto
the torus. Using this assumption groups have tried to extract c numerically and show
that it is a constant in the limit of large L [84], but in two dimensions the density matrix
renormalization group methods used in one dimensional systems grow exponentially slow in
the width of these systems, and so have difficulty scaling to large two dimensional systems.
For this reason many of those results look at the long cylinder limit of this problem and
attempt to draw results from there, but even in that case it is not clear if the coefficient c
is saturating in the models of interest, something that would be necessary for it to be the
analogue of the one dimensional case.

To extract the subleading terms in numerical studies requires the precise measurement
of the entanglement entropy. We calculate the entanglement in a given finite size system
and scale the region size and total system size up to accurately capture the part of the
entropy that scales with the size of the interface between the regions. The difficulty of
dealing with a finite size system is that there may be other subleading effects in the scaling
not accounted for in the continuum theory. This means that although the smallest size
systems are the most accurate in numerics, the largest size systems are the most useful for
scaling. In addition, most smooth geometries discussed in continuum theories cannot be
realized in lattice systems, dictating the use of the cylindrical and square patch geometries
to test the predictions from these models. Along with the continuum results, we can also
compare to other numerical results, such as high temperature expansion [75] and cluster
expansion techniques [74], which approach the thermodynamic limit in different ways than
the quantum Monte Carlo.

For the two cylinder geometry there are two effects that we can examine. One is the
presence of an “even-odd” effect. In wavefunctions derived from the resonating valence
bond (RVB) picture, there is an effect where there is an oscillation in the entanglement
depending on whether the region size is even or odd [37, 92, 85]. This effect is smaller the
larger the region is, and can be used to diagnose how RVB like the wavefunction is. The
second effect is the shape dependence of the entanglement entropy [85, 37]. Eq. (6.3) shows
one form of the entropy that depends on the size of the cylinder, but the log(sin(πx/L))
term could be replaced by other aspect ratio dependent γ(x/Lx, Lx/Ly) functions as well.
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One possibility is the shape function for the quantum Lifshitz free field theory [85], a
function that has similar shape to the log(sin) but is still fundamentally different.

The shape function Jα(y) from the quantum Lifshitz model for an even region size
takes the form

Jα(y) =
α

1− α log

[
η(τ)2

θ3(2τ)θ3(τ/2)

θ3(2yτ)θ3(2(1− y)τ)

η(2yτ)η(2(1− y)τ)

]
, (6.5)

where y = x/L, η is the Dedekind eta function and θν is the Jacobi-Theta function. For
an odd size there is an alternate form [85], but the important distinction is that there
are large even-odd oscillations between the two functions at small y, and such behaviour
does not describe the transverse field Ising model. When fitting two dimensional data the
assumption is to fit to the form

Sα =a`+ cJα(y) + d. (6.6)

This is similar to Eq. (6.3) except that the dependence on the aspect ratio, y, is given by
a slightly different function.

Finally, in systems such as the Heisenberg model at zero temperature, we know that
the scaling of strip geometries is fit well to the form [92]

Sα = a`+ b log(`) + c log

(
sin

πx

L

)
+ d, . (6.7)

In the Heisenberg model the non-zero b term is argued by the presence of Goldstone modes
in the groundstate of the model due to the continuous degrees of freedom [38]. There are
unproven predictions that b = 0 in the case of the transverse field Ising model critical
point, and we examine this possibility (see Fig. 6.5).

In the next section we describe the zero temperature algorithm. The projector quan-
tum Monte Carlo is very similar to the finite temperature methods, with some unique
modifications that allow for an increase in efficiency. Using this method we are able to
test the predictions for the scaling of the REE in the two dimensional TFIM.

6.2 Zero temperature projector quantum Monte Carlo

At the core of the finite temperature stochastic series expansion is an attempt to expand
the partition function in a tractable form so that one can measure observables of a system
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in an efficient way. Eq. (2.11) is the result of that expansion, written in a way that
facilitates simulation. Based on ideas from [78] and unpublished work by Sandvik, in the
zero temperature projector methods the setup is different; we instead wish to look at the
expectation of observables in the groundstate〈

Ô
〉

=
〈ψ0| Ô |ψ0〉
〈ψ0| |ψ0〉

, (6.8)

where |ψ0〉 is the ground state wavefunction. There is an efficient way to sample this
quantity that is conceptually very similar to the finite temperature methods described in
Ch. 2.

In general we can write any wavefunction out as a superposition over the energy basis,

|ψ〉 =
∑
i

ci |i〉 , (6.9)

where |i〉 is the energy eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian. If we add a constant to the Hamil-
tonian so that all energies are negative, then large application of the Hamiltonian to any
trial state gives us

(−H)n |ψ〉 =
∑
i

ci(−Ei)n |i〉 (6.10)

=c0(−E0)n
[
|0〉+

∑
i=1

ci
c0

(
Ei
E0

)n
|i〉
]
. (6.11)

The restriction that all energies are negative means that Ei/E0 < 1 and when taken to
a very high power these coefficients become very small. This means that sampling the
groundstate wavefunction requires the ability to apply a high power of the Hamiltonian to
a trial state, but this is precisely what the stochastic series expansion framework allows.

Formally, we sample the sum

∑
SM

〈ψL|
(∏

iHi

)
Ô
(∏

j Hj

)
|ψR〉

〈ψL|
(∏

iHi

)(∏
j Hj

)
|ψR〉

, (6.12)

where SM is shorthand for sampling over all possible trial states 〈ψL| and |ψR〉, as well
as all possible operator expansions Hi and Hj. This is essentially identical to how SM is
used in Eq. (2.31). There are, however, a few differences between this formulation and the
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finite temperature one. The first is that in the zero temperature method the far left and
right states, 〈ψL| and |ψR〉 do not need to be the same. As a shorthand, we will designate

〈0L| = 〈ψL|
∏
i

Hi (6.13)

|0R〉 =
∏
j

Hj |ψR〉 , (6.14)

representing the left and right projection of the ground state. In the finite temperature
method we are sampling the trace, and so these states are enforced to be identical (see
Sec. 2.2), but in the projector implementation there is no such restriction. This essentially
modifies the boundary conditions in the expansion direction from periodic to open.

The second modification is that we only want to sample from wavefunctions that have
a very high power of the Hamiltonian applied to them. This means we do not allow the
identity operator, H−1,0 (see Eq. (2.29)), in the expansion, and modify the diagonal update
so that failed insertion steps are repeated until a successful operator insertion occurs, and
operator removal is immediately followed by new operator insertion. Results must be
converged in the number of operators, and the relevant scale that sets this cutoff is the
inverse of the gap to the first excited state, as suggested by Eq. (6.11).

For describing the partition function of this simulation, the bottom part of Eq. (6.12),
we proceed using the following steps for the diagonal update [79] (contrast this with the
finite temperature algorithm in Sec. 2.2)

1. Starting at 〈ψL|, step to the next operator in the list.

2. If the operator is diagonal, remove it, if it is off-diagonal, update the state and go to
the step 1.

3. If an operator was removed, insert a new diagonal operator Ha with probability
Wa/

∑
iWi, where these are the weights of all the diagonal operators over all possible

locations they can be inserted. These weights are 2J for two site operators and h
for single site operators.

4. If the operator cannot be placed due to local constraints, choose a new operator
using the probability above until one is placed, and then proceed to step 1 until |ψR〉
is reached.

In this algorithm all diagonal operators are forced to change, although replacing an oper-
ator by itself is permitted, and the total number of operators remains fixed.
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The off-diagonal update proceeds identically as in the finite temperature case (see
Sec. 2.2), but with the exception that cluster now also end when they reach the end of
the expansion, 〈ψL| or |ψR〉. The clusters connect 〈0L| and |0R〉, and we can designate the
division between the two by counting the number of operators we pass starting from either
side. Connecting the left and right part of the expansion will be important when discussing
the modified simulations necessary for examining the Rényi entropy. Clusters ending on
these layers allow the off-diagonal update to change the local configuration at the end of
the left and right projected states, and are an important part of the sampling procedure.
With the diagonal and off-diagonal update we can sample the partition function for this
construction.

Although many observables can be measured with the above construction, we will again
restrict ourselves to measuring the Rényi entanglement entropy. The zero temperature
method still makes use of the replica trick and ratio trick, and the methods presented in
Ch. 5 also work here, but independent development historically lead to a slightly modified
algorithm that we will discuss here. In the zero temperature algorithm we directly measure
the ratio in Eq. (5.3), similar to the transfer matrix method discussed for classical systems
except that there is no restriction on the regions Ai and Ai+1 like the classical case.
The ratio of partition function is related to the expectation value of a quantum swap
operator [43], an operator that, in the context of the modified simulation, can be viewed
as reconnecting the system with a modified region A.

The swap operator defines a region A in the modified simulation in the same way that
the special boundary conditions do for a finite temperature simulation (see Sec. 3.3). To
use the swap operator, one must have multiple replicas of the system, similar to the finite
temperature approach. Fig. 6.3 shows what the zero temperature modified simulation
looks like and what role the swap operator plays. To calculate the expectation of the
swap operator, we simulate the system assuming a topology (or equivalently, assuming a
particular swap operator inserted) and then calculate swap

1. Generate a new state using the diagonal and off-diagonal update and a choice of
SWAPA.

2. During the off-diagonal update, keep all of the cluster numbering. By this we mean
record what cluster each spin in layer |α0〉 belongs to, on each replica of the simulation
(see Sec. 2.2 for the off-diagonal update and Fig. 2.2 for how clusters are built)
Modify the numbering so that clusters in each expansion and each replica have a
unique numbering, i.e. if a cluster connects 〈0L| in replica one to |0R〉 in replica two,
we would give them unique labels despite belonging to the same cluster.
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L R

Figure 6.3: A modified zero temperature simulation cell of two replicas of four spins
representing 〈ψL|

(∏
iHi

)
SWAPA

(∏
j Hj

)
|ψR〉 for different choices of region A. In this

case, the region A differs between the two replicas by the spins (and lines) in red, and
in the upper simulation the region A is empty. The figure shows the modified topology
for the second Rényi entropy; for higher Rényi entropies the swap operator permutes the
connection between he α copies. We generate the left and right half of the simulation
using a particular topology, then calculate the number of loops crossing the boundary
given different method of reconnecting. The weight of a configuration is to 2NL , where NL

is the number of loops crossing the center cut. Fig. 5.4 shows how this number of loops
can be calculated using only local boundary information. The difference between that case
and this one is that we label loops in each cluster as distinct, and then explicitly calculate
reconnections for all different topologies (or choices of swap) rather than just the change
in number of loops.
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3. Using the new numbering, calculate the number of loops crossing the center using
the original topology, 〈0L| SWAPA |0R〉, and the modified topology, 〈0L| SWAPA′ |0R〉
(see Fig. 5.4).

4. The expectation of the ratio is given by

〈SWAPA〉
〈SWAPA′〉

=2NA−NA′ , (6.15)

where NA and NA′ represent the number of loops crossing the center given different
choices of region A, or equivalently different choice of swap.

Unlike the case used at finite temperature where we measured a transition probability
that was strictly less than one, in the zero temperature approach we directly sample the
ratio in one step. This does open the interesting question of what topology one should use
the generate the states. In the current work, states are always generated using the modified
simulation with a smaller region size, and then the ratio in Eq. (6.15) is sampled. In theory,
one could generate the states using the modified simulation with the larger region size, or
even an arbitrary region size, and then calculate the same ratio. The rationale for using
one of the regions as a reference is because such a choice should bias the simulation towards
regions where 〈0L| |0R〉 is large, and those parts of the space contribute most significantly
to the sum we are attempting to approximate. A rigorous study of whether this is accurate
has not been performed to our knowledge. In principle, as long as for any choice of region
A the configurations in the left and right projection are ergodic, the choice of reference
region A should only bias the rate of convergence of the simulation, but not the result
itself.

Developing this method allows us to study a fundamental but yet unexplored problem,
the scaling of entropy at the critical point of the two dimensional transverse field Ising
model at zero temperature, which we will discuss in the next section.

6.3 Results

We implement the zero temperature algorithms for the two dimensional transverse field
Ising model and use it to examine the scaling of the entanglement entropy as a function
of size and shape at the critical point.

The first necessary check is to ensure that we are working in the regime in which the
results for the entanglement entropy are converged. The only parameter we have to tune
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Figure 6.4: (Reproduced with permission from [79]) The normalized zero temperature
entanglement entropy for different system sizes as a function of the number of operators
applied to the trial state. For the two dimensional transverse field Ising model at criticality
scaling the number of operators with N results in consistent saturation when m/N > 160
(dashed blue line). Inset shows the entanglement entropy calculated with and without
the ratio trick, showing the large increase in error when not used, similar to the result in
Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 6.5: (Reproduced with permission from [79]) The residual of fitting all of the
x = L/2 and x = L/4 cylinders to the form S2 = a` + d. Since the aspect ratio, x/L,
is fixed in both cases, and c term in Eq. (6.3) or 6.6 will be absorbed into the d term,
as it will only contribute a constant. As this graph shows, the data is consistent within
the form provided. If we also allow for a log(`) term in the fit, we would find that it
would be very small and negative. Compared to the Heisenberg model where there is a
known subleading log term [38, 92], the log term found here is smaller by two orders of
magnitude. In addition, when examining the full strip data, the log is inconsistent. From
this we conclude that no such term should be allowed in the fit.

is the number of operators, m, and the assumption is that for a large enough m the results
will saturate. Eq. (6.11) shows how the error relates to the gap in the system, and for finite
size systems we expect such a gap, although it may scale with system size. Fig. 6.4 shows
how the entanglement entropy saturates to its low temperature value when the ratio of
N/m (where N is the number of spins in the system) is below some threshold value. This
result is important as it allows us to fix the number of operators and avoid an additional
scaling in all of the results of the simulation.

The next characteristic to examine is whether the transverse field Ising model has
log(`) terms in the entanglement entropy, similar to the Heisenberg model. Fig. 6.5 shows
the residual, that is the data minus the fit, of fitting many system sizes using two fixed
aspect ratios, x = L/2 and x = L/4. Using these cuts of the data, any shape dependence
of the entanglement, that is terms that only depend on x/L, will be captured by the
constant term in the fit. This allows us to determine the presence of a log(`) term while
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Figure 6.6: (Reproduced with permission from [79]) The entanglement entropy of systems
of size L = 28, 32, 36 fit to (orange) Eq. (6.3) and (teal) Eq. (6.6). The important part of
this fit is that in the raw data (dots) there is no even-odd effect, as seen in other systems
such as pure resonating valence bond wavefunctions [37].

fitting a minimal number of other parameters. The data shows that the absence of such
a term is consistent with the data, but allowing the presence of such a term finds a small
negative coefficient for it. This coefficient is much smaller than in other systems where
there is theoretical motivation for such a term, and this combined with the full fitting later
suggest that the coefficient for the log(`) term should be set to zero. All other fits for the
data assume that this is the case.

In the theoretical work examining the quantum Lifshitz free field theory, there is a
prediction of strong even-odd effects in the region size [85]. Fig. 6.6 shows the entanglement
entropy as a function of region size for both even and odd regions, and within the precision
of the Monte Carlo there is no detectable even-odd branching behaviour. The even branch
of the scaling used for the Lifshitz theory in Eq. (6.5) is shown to capture the data very well,
capturing the small x/L and large x/L slightly better than the log(sin) function. With
even-odd effects ruled out, we can quantitatively compare the two functions attempting
to fit the two cylinder geometry shown in Fig. 6.2.

To compare the two fitting function, Eq. (6.3) and Eq. (6.6), requires a somewhat non-
standard approach. We are looking for a function that captures the physics of all possible
system sizes and bipartitions using only three coefficients. There are a few ways to make
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Figure 6.7: (Reproduced with permission from [79]) On the left we have the fit residual
from fitting all system sizes to the form from (orange) Eq. (6.3) and (teal) Eq. (6.6). The
right graph shows how the size-specific coefficient of the shape term depends on the system
size. To reiterate, the area law term, a, and the constant term, d, are fit for all system
sizes, while the system size specific coefficient, c, is fit for each system size individually.
This is done for each shape function separately, allowing us to use the size dependence of
the c-term to diagnose the quality of the fit.
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such a comparison. One would be to fit the entire data set, all system sizes, using only
three parameters, and then looking at the residuals over all system sizes. The fit with
smaller residuals would better capture the physics of the system. Although this approach
is possible, it does not tell us how well either shape function captures the nature of each
system, but only gives us a comparison between the two shape functions and tells us which
is better. A second approach would separately fit each system size using the functional
form and examine the coefficient of the shape function from every fit. This is a fairly
straightforward approach, but it has an unfortunate possibility for failure. The coefficient
c that is chosen is highly sensitive on the coefficients a and d. That is to say, if we impose
a constraint on either coefficient a or d it will have a strong effect on the c chosen for
the fit. In fact, for a single system size the area of contact between the two regions, `,
is constant, and so we have no way of distinguishing a and d. Although a and d are not
universal, they should be consistent for a particular choice of Hamiltonian, and should be
extractable within a set of simulations.

The method we choose to extract the coefficient of the shape term is a combination
of fitting all the systems together and fitting them all independently. We fit the function
using a form

Sα = a`+ cLf(x/L) + d, (6.16)

where f(x/L) are the specific functions from Eq. (6.3) and Eq. (6.6) and cL is a coefficient
that can be different for each size. Fig. 6.7 shows the residual for each of these fits on
the left and cL for each function on the right. Using this method we can examine the
residual from each fit while also examining if the coefficient cL is size independent. The
fitting process shows that although both functions are able to capture the behaviour of
the function fairly well, the residuals are comparable, the coefficient for the log(sin) shape
function, the result in one dimension, varies almost linearly with system size, while the
shape function from the quantum Lifshitz free field theory only varies marginally as a
function of system size. This result strongly suggests that the Lifshitz shape function may
be more appropriate for the critical transverse field Ising model. It should be noted that
the result for the entanglement entropy is only valid for the Rényi entanglement entropies
with α ≥ 2, and there is no analytic form for the von Neumann entanglement entropy.
Many other results look directly at this quantity [84], and a direct comparison of these
results to the von Neumann entanglement entropy is not possible.

The other interesting geometry that we examine is that of a square region embedded
in the torus. In this geometry we expect a scaling of the form

S2 = a`+ γ(x/L, y/L) + nca2(π/2) log(`) + d, (6.17)
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Figure 6.8: (Reproduced with permission from [79]) Extraction of the corner log term
using a 36× 36 system and scaling a square of size `/2× `/2 (total perimeter `) inside to
extract the corner term. Notice the shape of the raw data does not seem consistent with a
log shape, suggesting this geometry of extraction is not well suited to capture the corner
term. In addition, by fitting only the smaller squares we get a different sign of the log
term, negative as opposed to positive. Formally the results for the corner term in theory
are for an isolated corner far from other geometrical factors, so the more reliable results
should be from larger squares rather than smaller ones.
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Figure 6.9: (Reproduced with permission from [79]) Extraction of the corner term using
L/2×L/2 squares. The difference between “Square” and “Small Squares” is in the defini-
tion of the boundary length; for “Squares” it is the average of the number of sites on the
outer and inner perimeter, while for “Small Squares” it is the inner, or smaller, perimeter
which is used. By keeping the fractional size of the square fixed any contribution from
the coefficient c in Eq. (6.17) will be absorbed into the constant part of the fit. Using this
geometry we get a value for the corner term of a2(π/2) = −0.006(2) after accounting for
size exclusion and different definitions of boundary length.

where γ(x/Lx, y/L) is some unknown aspect ratio function contribution for a general
rectangle (we assume a square L×L system in this case), nc is the number of corners and
a2(π/2) is the coefficient of a ninety degree corner. The aspect ratio function is necessary
for the same reason the shape function for the cylinder geometry is necessary, and it is
natural to assume that for a general rectangle both fractional widths matter in a finite size
system. If one assumed that the function γ is zero, then the simplest scaling uses a fixed
system size and increases the size of the square inside to extract the corner term. Fig. 6.8
shows this scaling using a 36×36 system and squares up to half that size. It is immediately
obvious that this scaling does not capture a simple log(`) scaling, and that there are other
factors influencing the scaling in a strong way. This may mean that the function γ in
Eq. (6.17) is non-zero or there are further corrections that make this extraction difficult.
Previous QMC work [77] used this approach to attempt extraction of the corner term, but
the resolution of the REE in this study is higher, and able to resolve the shape dependence
more clearly.
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Fig. 6.9 shows one fit of the square region data using an L/2× L/2 square embedded
in an L × L system. There are a few details that make this extraction of the corner
term non-trivial. First is the definition of the boundary length. Although typically the
boundary length has been defined as the average of the number of sites on either side of
the boundary, there are arguments that it should be the minimum of the two [77]. One
can see that for very small regions, such as a one dimensional strip of spins, it is unclear if
one should count each side of the spins as part of the boundary, or simply the number of
spins. Clearly in the case of very large regions the different between these two definitions
is trivial, but typically we deal with small regions where these definitions have a noticeable
effect. Our analysis shows that the extraction of the corner term coefficient is sensitive to
this definition for the sizes of interest.

The second factor that adds difficulty is that the form of the entanglement entropy
contribution from corners is only accurate for a system in which the corners are very far
apart. Clearly a 4 × 4 square in an 8 × 8 system is not in this limit, but the question is
how do these corrections affect the fitting procedure. We can eliminate such corrections
by ignoring small system sizes in the fitting procedure, but by doing so we also eliminate
the most highly accurate data. This is the primary reason that the result for the corner
term is so large; the best estimate for the corner term from this Monte Carlo work is
a2(π/2) = −0.006(2) [79].

This result for the corner term can be compared to other work. At the non-interacting
Gaussian fixed point, the estimate for a2(π/2) = −0.0064 [88], while numerical series
expansion for the interacting quantum critical point of the transverse field Ising model give
a2(π/2) = −0.0055(5) [75]. Numerical linked cluster expansion methods give a2(π/2) =
−0.0053 [74]. Previous Monte Carlo working using the fixed-systems scaling generate
a result of a2(π/2) = −0.0075(25) [77], but reproducing this analysis we find that this
geometry is ill-suited to extract the corner term.

6.4 Discussion

By using a zero temperature projector quantum Monte Carlo we have performed a detailed
study of the Rényi entanglement entropy of the two dimensional transverse field Ising model
at criticality. We examined two geometries amenable to large scale simulation on L × L
lattices with periodic boundary conditions.

Using a fixed size of square region in the toroidal geometry, we confirm a scaling of the
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form

S2 = a`+ 4a2(π/2) log(`) + d, (6.18)

with a as a non-universal coefficient of the area law and

a2(π/2) = −0.006(2) (6.19)

is our best estimate for the universal coefficient of the subleading logarithmic term asso-
ciated with corners. It is consistent with the result from series expansion and numerical
linked cluster expansion, both of which approach the thermodynamic limit in a very dif-
ferent way. The difference between this result and that from the Gaussian fixed point
is small. Since the Wilson-Fischer fixed point of the transverse field Ising model can be
perturbatively reached in ε-expansion from the Gaussian fixed point, perhaps this result
is unsurprising.

When bipartitioning the system into two cylinders of size x × L and (L − x) × L
we get two systems with a smooth vertexless boundary between them. This geometry
allowed us to show there is no resonating valence bond like character in the wavefunction,
something that would cause noticeable even-odd oscillations. In addition, we were able to
examine the shape function and quantitatively compare the log(sin) subleading term in
Eq. (6.3) and compare it to the shape function from the quantum Lifshitz free field theory
in Eq. (6.6). This analysis suggests that the quantum Lifshitz shape function is more
appropriate, although it can only be applied to the Rényi entanglement entropies. The
approach used to generate the shape function in the case of the Lifshitz free field theory also
uses a replica trick, and so the results rely on the multi-sheeted Riemann surface for the
calculation. For this reason they cannot be easily extended to the von Neumann entropies.
Even if one has access to the von Neumann entropy, the Rényi entropies are often more
amenable to numerical simulation, and may even have realization in experiment.

Finally, the accuracy of the shape function from the quantum Lifshitz free field theory
suggests that this might be a more appropriate function for all fixed points in 2+1, a point
that could be examined in other numerical and theoretical studies. For one dimensional
result, the log(sin), is typically used to examine the scaling of cylinders in two dimensional
systems. In the case of gapless systems it fits the data fairly well, but the full scaling
analysis shows that the leading coefficient is not universal in the case of the REE of the
Wilson-Fischer fixed point. Since the shape function for the Lifshitz free field theory is
derived from a fundamentally two dimensional system, it may be that the small deviations
between the two fits (see Fig. 6.6–they are quite similar) contains the essential difference
between one and two dimensional systems. If that is the case it should be unsurprising
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if this shape function is applicable to a larger class of two dimensional systems, and with
this study we demonstrate a comprehensive approach to examining the scaling of a two
dimensional system. If this shape function is universal to 2 + 1, there are a wide variety of
systems for which it can be examined. Along the lines of the previous chapter, universal
collapse can also be examined by adding a finite temperature to the model.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Although entanglement measures are not in themselves new, their incorporation into Monte
Carlo techniques is, and the development of algorithms to accurately measure entanglement
is crucial. We have demonstrated a variety of methods for calculating the entanglement
entropy and mutual information in classical and quantum Monte Carlo. Furthermore, the
entanglement measures show potential for classifying critical phases and detecting phase
transitions. These all point to further development, both numerically and theoretically, of
entanglement as a resource in condensed matter physics.

The most promising aspect of modifications to Monte Carlo algorithms to allow for
measuring the Rényi entanglement entropy is that they are simple. The modifications to a
classical or quantum Monte Carlo are conceptually no more difficult than the construction
of the Monte Carlo itself. In the simplest approach, the only quantity needed is the energy
of the normal and modified simulation, and for most Monte Carlo techniques this is already
available as it is needed to generate the acceptance rate of proposed updates.

The ability to detect phase transitions without knowledge of an order parameter, or for
that matter without knowledge of the existence of a phase transition, is truly remarkable.
Two point correlation functions and other traditional measures remain necessary, as much
of our understanding of criticality and phase transitions comes from examining these quan-
tities, but the existence of these new observables provides a invaluable window in systems
where little else is understood or traditional measures fail. Along with the detection of
phase transitions the finite size scaling of transitions shows universal behaviour that can be
used to identify the universality class of the model. This is demonstrated by logarithmic
divergence in the derivative of the mutual information in the Ising model phase transition.

Broad histogram techniques represent progress towards efficient calculation of the ther-
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mal Rényi entanglement entropy, and future techniques may rely on a combination of this
combined with conventional methods to quickly measure it in Monte Carlo. In principle,
such broad histogram techniques could be used in other parameters, such as the region
size. Doing so recovers the ratio trick from a different starting point, but given the highly
efficient methods for directly calculating these ratios it is unlikely this direction will lead to
a more efficient implementation. That being said, biasing the sampling of the simulation
may lead to possible improvements if done in a more directed method than Wang-Landau,
and is discussed in Sec. 7.1.

The finite temperature ratio trick methods are very new. This is partially because for
most models of interest the naive approach works sufficiently well. For models with a first
order transition or with difficult dynamics for a particular temperature range, integration
approaches will necessarily have more trouble. It is for these cases that the finite temper-
ature ratio trick might be far more useful. In addition, the integration approach is not in
competition with direct calculation at a specific temperature, but rather complementary.
As long as the Rényi entropy or mutual information is known at some temperature, the
integration approach can use that point as a reference. This means the integration is only
needed in a small range where we wish to examine crossing or scaling behaviour. The
infinite temperature point is used because it is trivial to calculate both the mutual infor-
mation and Rényi entropy at these points, but by using a numerical value near the critical
point it is possible to use integration methods to examine crossings without simulating the
entire temperature range of the model. The behaviour of the classical mutual information
at critical points has only been studied in a very limited set of cases, and how it will
manifest in the more general case may reveal entirely new applications for this quantity.

Using this finite temperature approach we have shown agreement with the analytical
predictions of the finite temperature and finite size corrections to the transverse field Ising
model at criticality in one dimension. This is one of the first attempt to match correc-
tions to the thermodynamic limit for the scaling of the Rényi entanglement entropy, and
demonstrates how this quantity can be used to directly examine the universal behaviour
in critical systems. This suggests that in addition to the scaling of the REE across a phase
transition that the scaling at a phase transition as a function of geometry can generally
explore universal quantities. We have just begun to explore this with the zero tempera-
ture methods, but examining these quantities at classical thermal critical points should
also probe universality in an interesting way.

Conceptually, the zero temperature methods are very similar to the finite temperature
methods for quantum Monte Carlo systems. The faster convergence of this type of Monte
Carlo is the main benefit, leading to the ability to generate results accurate enough to
examine subleading terms in the Rényi entanglement entropy. Even so, this part of the
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work, representing over 300 cpu-years of computational effort, highlights the amount of
effort needed to accurately extract these universal parts of the entropy. Analysis of entropy
in two dimensions is itself relatively new, with many of the possible geometric effects
unexplored, along with nuances in the scaling and shape functions. The difference of
two shape functions, as shown in Fig. 6.6, shows how similar different proposals can be.
That small difference is sufficient to change the behaviour of the subleading constant from
trending with system size to saturating. Hopefully this work prompts deeper exploration
of interacting theories in 2 + 1, and leads to a more comprehensive theory of universality
in these cases.

We hope that these techniques continue to be developed and refined, and that the
success thus far leads to a more complete theoretical understanding so that these methods
may be applied to an even wider range of applications with confidence and understanding
in the results found.

7.1 Future Directions

As with any project exploring new methods, there are often many avenues to explore,
but we choose those we think will be the most interesting or necessary. In this section we
discuss concepts for projects that have not, to our knowledge, been pursued by the scientific
community. Any person with a working of the material in this manuscript should be able
to make progress on these problems.

This ease of implementation of the classical mutual information makes the method
available to a wide range of application. Models with hidden transitions are of immediate
interest [93], as well as fundamental loop [94, 95] and dimer models [96, 97] that may
hold universal properties of related critical systems [98]. Of course glassy and disordered
systems [99, 100, 101, 102] represent an old problem where the existence of a transition
itself is unclear, and the Rényi entanglement entropy and mutual information may be
able to shed some light [103]. In addition, there are non-condensed matter systems such
as financial markets [104] where the mutual information may act a resource to herald
collective behaviour. Techniques from information theory [76] also inspire addition route
to calculating these information quantities, and will likely be a rich resource for new
algorithms and perspectives.

An interesting problem is examining two cylinder partitioned systems using a 2L× L
geometry as opposed to an L×L geometry, or in general examining different aspect ratio
geometries. The specific quantity of interest is the constant part of the mutual information
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through a phase transition, as the crossings in the mutual information are caused by this
constant piece changing sign. Fig. 3.2 shows the numerical extraction of the constant part
of the mutual information for the Ising model. If we recall the classical formulation of the
replica trick, half of the systems is effectively at half the temperature of the other half
of the system. Examining the behaviour of the constant piece we see it move away from
zero before crossing through it at each transition as β is increased. Part of this behaviour
may have to do with the aspect that each region of the system is an L/2 × L strip in
these geometries. This squished geometry may come in to play when we imagine how it
interplays with the growing correlation length at criticality. In the shorter direction the
correlation length will see the boundary with the other system before the correlation length
grows larger than L in the long direction of each region. Although the two temperatures
at which these occur will likely be very close, as the correlation grows exponentially fast as
one approaches criticality, it may contribute to the behaviour of the constant piece. The
study of different aspect ratio systems might help examine if this theoretical approach to
understanding the crossings of the mutual information is a useful direction to pursue.

The quality of the thermal results in one dimension outline a methodical way to ap-
proach two dimensional systems. The zero temperature work gives a good baseline of the
limiting behaviour of any function also valid away from the thermodynamic limit, and
suggest that the best way to examine thermal crossover functions as a function of strip
size over the finite system size or strip size times temperature. By doing this we may
learn if the quantum critical fan in two dimensions has similar behaviour to the one di-
mensional case. Conceptually the two dimensional code is no more challenging than the
one dimensional code, but if the interesting behaviour is subleading the difficulty of accu-
rate subtraction still precedes a universal collapse. As a possible benefit, if the quantum
critical fan influences a large temperature range, modestly low temperatures may be able
to access this physics, meaning that the thermal Monte Carlo algorithm might benefit
from not necessarily needing to access the zero temperature physics. This is a benefit as
the scaling of the finite temperature Monte Carlo is O(Nβ), where N is the number of
Hamiltonian terms, proportional to the number of spins for short range models.

With the rise of numerical approaches to numerically measure the Rényi entropy, the-
oretical proposals for physical experiments are also following, in some cases looking philo-
sophically similar to the numerical approach [12, 11, 13]. Pursuit along this direction, that
is examining connections between numerical and experimental realization, should offer a
rich variety of potential realizations. Along that direction, the ability of the classical Rényi
entropy to detect the thermal phase transition may be related to the realization of a system
where only some of the system is critical. The simulation of a system without an effectively
uniform temperature implies that the temperature at which critical physics occurs may
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be smeared out. If instead of the two replica system, we imagine a single system with
a gradient of temperature from T to 2T , then whenever the critical temperature lies in
that range, part of the system will experience an effect from the critical phase. Whether
such formulations lead to any interesting behaviour or are realizable in physical systems
is uncertain, but they can be simulated without much difficulty.

Finally, Fig. 5.5 illustrates why the ratio trick is necessary, but perhaps it is possible
to address the problem of sampling directly rather than relying on the ratio trick. The
fundamental problem is that the primary contribution to the observable is very different
than the natural weights of the system. To rephrase: if all the states, labelled by some
index i, have weight Wi, then the states with large Wi are not the largest contributors
to OiWi, which is the quantity we are measuring. Sampling with probability OiWi could
help this, but since we still need to know the weights Wi to normalize this simulation, just
doing this is as equally problematic as the original formulation. What needs to be done is
ensure that the sampling procedure spends equal time sampling the states that contribute
strongly to OiWi and to Wi. Looking at the bottom graph in Fig. 5.5, this would mean
spending equal time sampling around L0 − Ls = 5 and L0 − Ls = 16. In principle this
is not difficult, since only the diagonal updates can change the number of loops crossing
the boundary, but there is a non-trivial part. Implementing such an approach requires
that the change in the number of loops crossing the boundary for the insertion or removal
of an operator is a fast calculation, otherwise the entire simulation becomes significantly
slower. Although it is not clear to the author whether this is straightforward or not, solving
this problem would potentially allow faster calculation of Rényi entropies than with ratio
trick methods, by specifically targeting the distribution of interest during the sampling
procedure.
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Appendix A

Entanglement in model systems

Here we present the calculation of the entanglement entropy of one of the spatial regions
of a simple harmonic oscillator with the conjugate region of the same oscillator.

In the zero temperature limit, that is a single particle in the ground state of a simple
harmonic oscillator, the density matrix describing the system takes the form

ρ(q, q′) =
( mω

π~eβ~ω
)1/2

exp
[
−mω

2~
(
q2 + q′2

)]
(A.1)

ρ(q, q′) =

(
1

π

)1/2

exp

[
−1

2

(
q2 + q′2

)]
, (A.2)

by taking m = ω = ~ = 1 for simplicity. This function is simply the product of the
groundstate wavefunction and itself for two arguments q and q′, and so equivalent to
|0〉 〈0|, except written in the real space basis. The full density matrix then would be the
sum of all such terms, and could be written as

ρ =

∫∫ ∞
−∞

dqdq′
(

1

π

)1/2

exp

[
−1

2

(
q2 + q′2

)]
|q〉 〈q′| . (A.3)

This above representation is correct, but does not lend itself to easy calculation of the
entanglement entropy given a particular real space cut of the system. The most straight-
forward way to do this is to extend to the grand canonical ensemble.

Before we start, we should note that to fully describe an arbitrary one particle wave-
function formally requires an infinite set of coefficients, whether these are the amplitude
and phases in the simple harmonic oscillator energy level basis, or complex wavefunction
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in the real space basis. To describe an arbitrary two particle wavefunction would require
either the full value of the wavefunction for all possible positions of the two particles or
the set, but to describe the wavefunction of zero particles should require zero parameters.
That is to say, there is only a single state in the zero dimensional space – let us call it |∅〉,
and define it such that

〈∅ |ψ〉 =0 (A.4)

〈∅ | ∅〉 =1, (A.5)

where here |ψ〉 represents an arbitrary one particle wavefunction. Using this notation we
can now rewrite the density matrix of a system partitioned at x as

ρ =


∫∫

dqdq′ρ(q, q′) |∅〉A |q〉B 〈∅|A 〈q′|B if q > x and q′ > x∫∫
dqdq′ρ(q, q′) |∅〉A |q〉B 〈q′|A 〈∅|B if q > x and q′ < x∫∫
dqdq′ρ(q, q′) |q〉A |∅〉B 〈∅|A 〈q′|B if q < x and q′ > x∫∫
dqdq′ρ(q, q′) |q〉A |∅〉B 〈q′|A 〈∅|B if q < x and q′ < x

, (A.6)

where the subscripts A and B define the region less than and greater than the dividing
point x. These subscripts act in such a way that 〈ψ|i |φ〉j = δij 〈ψ |φ〉.

To calculate the entanglement entropy we have to trace out all the states in a subregion
of the system. The addition of the state |∅〉 into our Hilbert space means that it is also
another vector we need to include in our trace. Tracing over the states in region B to give
us the reduced density matrix in region A gives us

TrBρ =

∫
dz 〈z|B ρ |z〉B + 〈∅|B ρ |∅〉B (A.7)

=c |∅〉A 〈∅|A +

∫∫
A

dqdq′ρ(q, q′) |q〉A 〈q′|A , (A.8)

where ρ(q, q′) is the same one from Eq. (A.2) and the constant c is equal to
∫
B
dqρ(q, q).

Note that in this density matrix is only defined for values of q, q′ ∈ A, as if the particle
is not in region A then we default to the function |∅〉 which effectively states there is no
particle in region A.

If we attempt to solve the eigenvalue equation using the vector |ψ〉 = |∅〉 we get

ρA |ψ〉 =λ |ψ〉 (A.9)

c |∅〉 〈∅| |ψ〉+

∫∫
A

dqdq′ρ(q, q′) |q〉 〈q′| |ψ〉 =λ |ψ〉 (A.10)

c |∅〉 〈∅| |ψ〉 =λ |ψ〉 (A.11)

c =λ. (A.12)
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We can solve for the second eigenvalue assuming it is a vector from the single particle
wavefunction basis

ρA |ψ〉 =λ |ψ〉 (A.13)

c 〈q′′| |∅〉 〈∅| |ψ〉+

∫∫
A

dqdq′ρ(q, q′) 〈q′′| |q〉 〈q′| |ψ〉 =λ 〈q′′| |ψ〉 (A.14)∫
A

dq′ρ(q′′, q′) 〈q′| |ψ〉 =λ 〈q′′| |ψ〉 (A.15)

π−1/2e−q
′′2/2

∫
A

dq′e−q
′2/2ψ(q′) =λψ(q′′) (A.16)

π−1/2e−q
′′2/2

∫
A

dq′e−q
′2/2e−q

′2/2 =λe−q
′′2/2 (A.17)

π−1/2

∫
A

dq′e−q
′2

=λ, (A.18)

where at Eq. (A.17) we assume a form of the solution and plug it in to both sides, giving us
a closed solution on the following lines. For any such infinite dimensional density matrix,
there should be, correspondingly, an infinite number of eigenvalues. In the construction
above, the two eigenvalues correspond to the weight of the wavefunction left and right of
the point x. Due to normalization these two eigenvalues add to one, and since the sum of
the eigenvalues of a density matrix add to one, we can say that we have found all of the
non-zero eigenvalues.

One can repeat this analysis for single particle in any eigenstate of a simple harmonic
oscillator or a particle in a box and the derivation holds. In fact, since any single particle
pure state can be represented as some wavefunction ψ(x), this derivation should also hold
for any single particle pure state – that is to say, the reduced density matrix will only have
two eigenvalues, where the eigenvalues are

c1 =

∫
A

|ψ(x)|2 (A.19)

c2 =

∫
B

|ψ(x)|2 . (A.20)

With these quantities we can easily calculate arbitrary Rényi entropies, including the von
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Neumann entropy

S1 =−
∑
i

ci log ci (A.21)

Sα =
1

1− α log
∑
i

cαi (A.22)

In principle, one should be able to use the above formalism to write out a density
matrix appropriate for bipartitioning given an arbitrary density matrix. The problem with
a general density matrix is that if it does not correspond to a pure state then the original
density matrix may have multiple non-zero eigenvalues, suggesting that the bipartitioned
wave function will have more than the two eigenvalues shown above. If one is able to
decompose the mixed state density matrix into the pure states it is composed of, then one
may be able to repeat the above derivation on each pure component. It is plausible (but
not proven or even attempted here) that the pair of eigenvalues generated for each pure
component are simply multiplied by their weight in the density matrix, giving the result
that starting from a density matrix of n pure states we end up with 2n eigenvalues in the
new bipartitioned system.

The final complication comes in wavefunctions of many particles. In this case instead
of each side of the system only containing a zero particle and one particle wavefunction,
each side of the system will need to contain wavefunctions from zero to N particle number,
where N is the total number of particles in the system. From here one has a framework
to make progress on the entanglement, as tracing out over a region of the space is at least
more well defined from this starting point than previously.
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Appendix B

Code Examples

In this section we will present code snippets that help clarify some of the algorithms
mentioned in this thesis using minimal examples. Most of the code is written in python,
not for its efficiency, but rather because minimal functional examples are very short.

If you would like to test any of these codes yourself, they are freely available here
https://github.com/dartonias/phd-samples

B.1 Wang-Landau

Below is a minimal Wang-Landau code, written for Sec. 4.1.

1 """

2 Short test code demonstrating Wang -Landau method on a 1D Ising chain

3 Stephen Inglis , 2013 """

4

5 import random

6

7 class SIM:

8 def __init__(self,N=4):

9 # Define the spins , 0 for spin up and 1 for spin down

10 self.spins = [0 for i in range(N)]

11 self.N = N

12 # Define the modification to weights

13 self.k = 2.

14 # Define the weights -- we don’t know the valid energies to

start
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15 self.g = {}

16 # Define the counter for bins

17 self.C = {}

18 def calc_E(self):

19 E = 0

20 for i in range(self.N):

21 # Calculate the energy of all pairwise ferromagnetic

interactions

22 E += int((( self.spins[i]+self.spins [(i+1)%self.N])%2)*2 - 1)

23 return E

24 def spinflip(self):

25 currE = self.calc_E ()

26 try:

27 currW = self.g[currE]

28 except:

29 self.g[currE] = 1.

30 currW = 1.

31 x = random.randint(0,self.N-1)

32 self.spins[x] = (self.spins[x] + 1)%2

33 newE = self.calc_E ()

34 try:

35 newW = self.g[newE]

36 except:

37 self.g[newE] = 1.

38 newW = 1.

39 # Check the old and new weights to see whether to accept the

proposed move

40 if random.random () < (currW / newW):

41 self.g[newE] *= self.k

42 try:

43 self.C[newE] += 1

44 except:

45 self.C[newE] = 1

46 else:

47 self.g[currE] *= self.k

48 self.spins[x] = (self.spins[x] + 1)%2

49 try:

50 self.C[currE] += 1

51 except:

52 self.C[currE] = 1

53 def renorm(self):

54 minW = self.g[0]

55 for i in self.g:

56 self.g[i] /= minW

57 minC = self.C[min(self.C,key=self.C.get)]
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58 maxC = self.C[max(self.C,key=self.C.get)]

59 avgC = 0

60 for i in self.C:

61 avgC += self.C[i]

62 avgC /= len(self.C)

63 if (maxC - minC)/avgC < 0.1:

64 self.k = self.k**0.5

65 for i in self.C:

66 self.C[i] = 0

67

68 def main():

69 bins = 50

70 reconfig = 1000

71 numsteps = reconfig *20

72 stats = {}

73 for j in range(bins):

74 s = SIM()

75 for i in range(numsteps):

76 s.spinflip ()

77 if i%reconfig == reconfig -1:

78 s.renorm ()

79 if stats == {}:

80 stats = s.g

81 stats2 = {i:s.g[i]**2 for i in s.g}

82 else:

83 stats = {i:stats[i] + s.g[i] for i in s.g}

84 stats2 = {i:stats2[i] + s.g[i]**2 for i in s.g}

85 stats = {i:stats[i]/bins for i in stats}

86 stats2 = {i:stats2[i]/bins for i in stats2}

87 error = {i:( stats2[i] - stats[i]**2) **0.5/( bins **0.5) for i in stats

}

88 minW = stats [0]

89 for i in stats:

90 stats[i] /= minW

91 error[i] /= minW

92 print sorted(stats.items (),key=lambda x:x[0])

93 print sorted(error.items (),key=lambda x:x[0])

94

95 if __name__ == "__main__":

96 main()
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B.2 Classical ratio trick using transfer matrices

Below is a minimal code implementing the transfer matrix method of calculating the
ratio of modified partition functions described in Sec. 5.2. Everything needed is provided,
although only the first code represents the simulation.

1 """ Simple ising model code to try to calculate S_2 / MI_2 without

integration

2 in temperature , but instead using replica -like methods.

3 Author: Stephen Inglis

4 Date: July 19, 2012 """

5

6 import random

7 import math

8 import numpy as np

9 from xml.dom.minidom import parse

10

11 class PARAM:

12 """ Loads running controls from a parameter file ’param.xml’

13 Suggest modifying param.xml by script for batch jobs , to keep

14 track of running conditions.

15 Check param.xml for variable definitions."""

16 def __init__(self):

17 dom = parse(’param.xml’)

18 node = dom.getElementsByTagName(’vars’)[0]

19 self.mcs = int(node.getAttribute(’mcs’))

20 self.eqs = int(node.getAttribute(’eqs’))

21 self.beta = float(node.getAttribute(’beta’))

22 self.J = float(node.getAttribute(’J’))

23 self.L = int(node.getAttribute(’L’))

24 self.ANum = int(node.getAttribute(’ANum’))

25 self.random = int(node.getAttribute(’random ’))

26 self.bins = int(node.getAttribute(’bins’))

27

28 class MEASURE:

29 """ Observable tracking for statistics.

30 overlap - overlaps between the current topology (ANum)

31 and (ANum - 1 layer)

32 overlap_c - number of times overlap was measured """

33 def __init__(self):

34 self.overlap = 0.0

35 self.overlap_c = 0

36 self.fout = open(’data.txt’,’w’)

37

38 def Reset(self):
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39 self.overlap = 0.0

40 self.overlap_c = 0

41

42 class BONDS:

43 """ Bond tracking for the lattice.

44 a - first spin on a bond

45 b - second spin on a bond

46 Spin a < Spin b (typically) in the construction."""

47 def __init__(self,i,j):

48 self.a = i

49 self.b = j

50

51 def __repr__(self):

52 return "(%d, %d)" % (self.a, self.b)

53

54 class SIM:

55 """ Class containing everything needed to do the ferromagnetic Ising

model."""

56 def __init__(self):

57 """ Initialize the simulation with random bits and

58 using the data from the parameter file (notably , ANum).

59 Bits on both layers of the simulation are set to be the same

60 initially to make connecting arbitrary regions up trivial."""

61 self.p = PARAM ()

62 self.m = MEASURE ()

63 random.seed(self.p.random)

64 L = self.p.L

65 self.nSpins = L*L

66 self.Spins = []

67 self.Spins.append ([ random.randint (0,1) for i in range(self.

nSpins)])

68 self.Spins.append(list(self.Spins [0]))

69 self.inA = [i<self.p.ANum for i in range(self.nSpins)]

70 self.Bonds = []

71 for i in range(self.nSpins):

72 if (i%L)==L-1:

73 j = i+1-L

74 else:

75 j = i+1

76 self.Bonds.append(BONDS(i,j))

77 if ((i/L)%L)==L-1:

78 j = i+L-L*L

79 else:

80 j = i+L

81 self.Bonds.append(BONDS(i,j))
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82 self.Energy = self.Calc_E ()

83

84 def Calc_E(self):

85 """ Calculate the energy by summing over all bonds."""

86 E = 0

87 for i in self.Bonds:

88 E += self.p.J*(((( self.Spins [0][i.a] + self.Spins [0][i.b])

%2)*2) -1)

89 E += self.p.J*(((( self.Spins [1][i.a] + self.Spins [1][i.b])

%2)*2) -1)

90 return E

91

92 def __repr__(self):

93 """ Show the configuration of both layers of the lattice."""

94 r = "E = %0.2f\n" % self.Energy

95 r = "ANum = %d\n\n" % self.p.ANum

96 for i in range(self.p.L):

97 for j in range(self.p.L):

98 r += "%d " % (self.Spins [0][i*self.p.L + j])

99 r += "\n"

100 r += "\n"

101 for i in range(self.p.L):

102 for j in range(self.p.L):

103 r += "%d " % (self.Spins [1][i*self.p.L + j])

104 r += "\n"

105 return r

106

107 def Bonds_on_spin(self,i):

108 """ Return a list of all the bonds connected to spin i."""

109 bond1 = self.Bonds [2*i]

110 bond2 = self.Bonds [2*i+1]

111 if (i%self.p.L)==0:

112 bond3 = self.Bonds [2*(i-1+ self.p.L)]

113 else:

114 bond3 = self.Bonds [2*(i-1)]

115 if (i/self.p.L)==0:

116 bond4 = self.Bonds [2*(i-self.p.L+self.p.L*self.p.L)+1]

117 else:

118 bond4 = self.Bonds [2*(i-self.p.L)+1]

119 return [bond1 ,bond2 ,bond3 ,bond4]

120

121 def MCS(self):

122 """ The usual Monte Carlo step , attempting to flip a single spin

as an update."""

123 spin = random.randint(0,self.nSpins -1)
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124 dE = 0

125 if self.inA[spin]:

126 z = random.randint (0,1)

127 for i in self.Bonds_on_spin(spin):

128 dE += -2*self.p.J*(((( self.Spins[z][i.a] + self.Spins[z

][i.b])%2) *2) -1)

129 if random.random () < math.exp(-self.p.beta*dE):

130 self.Spins[z][spin] = (self.Spins[z][spin] + 1)%2

131 self.Energy += dE

132 else:

133 for i in self.Bonds_on_spin(spin):

134 dE += -2*self.p.J*(((( self.Spins [0][i.a] + self.Spins

[0][i.b])%2) *2) -1)

135 dE += -2*self.p.J*(((( self.Spins [1][i.a] + self.Spins

[1][i.b])%2) *2) -1)

136 if random.random () < math.exp(-self.p.beta*dE):

137 self.Spins [0][ spin] = (self.Spins [0][ spin] + 1)%2

138 self.Spins [1][ spin] = (self.Spins [1][ spin] + 1)%2

139 self.Energy += dE

140 if __debug__:

141 if self.Energy != self.Calc_E ():

142 raise Exception("Energy does not match after update")

143

144 def WolffAddNeighbor(self,bonds ,spinlist ,(spin ,z)):

145 """ Recursive helper function called by Wolff."""

146 if (spin ,z) in spinlist:

147 return

148 spinlist.append ((spin ,z))

149 bondlist = self.Bonds_on_spin(spin)

150 nBond = -1

151 for i in bondlist:

152 nBond += 1

153 if ((i.a,z) in spinlist) & ((i.b,z) in spinlist):

154 if (i,z) in bonds:

155 bonds.remove ((i,z))

156 continue

157 if self.Spins[z][i.a] != self.Spins[z][i.b]:

158 bonds.append ((i,z))

159 else:

160 if random.random () > (1-math.exp(-self.p.beta *2* self.p.J

)):

161 bonds.append ((i,z))

162 else:

163 if nBond /2 == 0:

164 addme = i.b
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165 else:

166 addme = i.a

167 if self.inA[addme]:

168 self.WolffAddNeighbor(bonds ,spinlist ,(addme ,z))

169 else:

170 self.WolffAddNeighbor(bonds ,spinlist ,(addme ,0))

171 self.WolffAddNeighbor(bonds ,spinlist ,(addme ,1))

172

173 def Wolff(self):

174 """ Wolff algorithm: starting on a random spin (in a random layer

), build

175 a bluster of spins that can all be flipped.

176 This helps especially at very low temperatures and near criticality to

speed

177 the equilibriation and reduce autocorrelation time."""

178 spin = random.randint(0,self.nSpins -1)

179 bonds = []

180 spinlist = []

181 if self.inA[spin]:

182 z = random.randint (0,1)

183 self.WolffAddNeighbor(bonds ,spinlist ,(spin ,z))

184 else:

185 self.WolffAddNeighbor(bonds ,spinlist ,(spin ,0))

186 self.WolffAddNeighbor(bonds ,spinlist ,(spin ,1))

187 dE = 0

188 for (i,z) in bonds:

189 dE += -2*self.p.J*(((( self.Spins[z][i.a] + self.Spins[z][i.b

])%2) *2) -1)

190 self.Energy += dE

191 for (i,z) in spinlist:

192 self.Spins[z][i] = (self.Spins[z][i] + 1)%2

193 if __debug__:

194 if self.Energy != self.Calc_E ():

195 raise Exception("Energy does not match after update")

196

197 def Try_change(self):

198 """Use a transfer matrix approach to look at the difference in

partiton functions

199 when examining the difference between a layer being or not being in the

simulation."""

200 # We’ll look at the ration of Z_new / Z_current , where Z_new has

one extra layer of connected spins in it

201 # starting from Anum+1

202 # Start by calculating Z_current with the free layer being the

free variable
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203 # Since the two layers don’t interact , the total partition

function over those layers is simply the

204 # product of the upper and lower partiton function.

205 spins = [self.p.ANum -1-i for i in range(self.p.L)]

206 Z_new = 0.0

207 Z_curr = 0.0

208 temp_Mat = np.matrix ([[1. ,0.] ,[0. ,1.]])

209 for i in range (2):

210 for s in range(len(spins)):

211 # Build the matrix connecting this spin and the next

212 bonds_a = self.Bonds_on_spin(spins[s])

213 bonds_b = self.Bonds_on_spin(spins[(s+1)%len(spins)])

214 tMat = np.matrix ([[np.exp (-1.0* self.p.beta*self.p.J

*(-1.0 + ((self.Spins[i][ bonds_a [1].b]+0) %2+( self.

Spins[i][ bonds_a [3].a]+0) %2 -1.0) + ((self.Spins[i][

bonds_b [1].b]+0) %2+( self.Spins[i][ bonds_b [3].a]+0)

%2 -1.0))),

215 np.exp (-1.0* self.p.beta*self.p.J*(1.0 + ((self.Spins[i][

bonds_a [1].b]+0) %2+( self.Spins[i][ bonds_a [3].a]+0)

%2 -1.0) + ((self.Spins[i][ bonds_b [1].b]+1) %2+( self.

Spins[i][ bonds_b [3].a]+1) %2 -1.0)))],

216 [np.exp( -1.0* self.p.beta*self.p.J*(1.0 + ((self.Spins[i

][ bonds_a [1].b]+1) %2+( self.Spins[i][ bonds_a [3].a]+1)

%2 -1.0) + ((self.Spins[i][ bonds_b [1].b]+0) %2+( self.

Spins[i][ bonds_b [3].a]+0) %2 -1.0))),

217 np.exp (-1.0* self.p.beta*self.p.J*(-1.0 + ((self.Spins[i

][ bonds_a [1].b]+1) %2+( self.Spins[i][ bonds_a [3].a]+1)

%2 -1.0) + ((self.Spins[i][ bonds_b [1].b]+1) %2+( self.

Spins[i][ bonds_b [3].a]+1) %2 -1.0)))]])

218 temp_Mat = temp_Mat * tMat/tMat.max()

219 Z_new += np.log(tMat.max())

220 Z_new += np.log(temp_Mat.trace ()[0 ,0])

221 temp_Mat = np.matrix ([[1. ,0.] ,[0. ,1.]])

222 for s in range(len(spins)):

223 bonds_a = self.Bonds_on_spin(spins[s])

224 bonds_b = self.Bonds_on_spin(spins[(s+1)%len(spins)])

225 tMat = np.matrix ([[np.exp (-1.0* self.p.beta*self.p.J*(-2.0 +

((self.Spins [0][ bonds_a [1].b]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [0][

bonds_a [3].a]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [0][ bonds_b [1].b]+0)%2 +

(self.Spins [0][ bonds_b [3].a]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [1][

bonds_a [1].b]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [1][ bonds_a [3].a]+0)%2 +

(self.Spins [1][ bonds_b [1].b]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [1][

bonds_b [3].a]+0) %2 -4.0))),

226 np.exp (-1.0* self.p.beta*self.p.J*(-2.0 + ((self.Spins [0][

bonds_a [1].b]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [0][ bonds_a [3].a]+0)%2 +
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(self.Spins [0][ bonds_b [1].b]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [0][

bonds_b [3].a]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [1][ bonds_a [1].b]+0)%2 +

(self.Spins [1][ bonds_a [3].a]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [1][

bonds_b [1].b]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [1][ bonds_b [3].a]+1)

%2 -4.0)))],

227 [np.exp( -1.0* self.p.beta*self.p.J*( -2.0 + ((self.Spins [0][

bonds_a [1].b]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [0][ bonds_a [3].a]+1)%2 +

(self.Spins [0][ bonds_b [1].b]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [0][

bonds_b [3].a]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [1][ bonds_a [1].b]+1)%2 +

(self.Spins [1][ bonds_a [3].a]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [1][

bonds_b [1].b]+0)%2 + (self.Spins [1][ bonds_b [3].a]+0)

%2 -4.0))),

228 np.exp (-1.0* self.p.beta*self.p.J*(-2.0 + ((self.Spins [0][

bonds_a [1].b]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [0][ bonds_a [3].a]+1)%2 +

(self.Spins [0][ bonds_b [1].b]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [0][

bonds_b [3].a]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [1][ bonds_a [1].b]+1)%2 +

(self.Spins [1][ bonds_a [3].a]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [1][

bonds_b [1].b]+1)%2 + (self.Spins [1][ bonds_b [3].a]+1)

%2 -4.0)))]])

229 temp_Mat = temp_Mat * tMat/tMat.max()

230 Z_curr += np.log(tMat.max())

231 Z_curr += np.log(temp_Mat.trace()[0,0])

232 self.m.overlap += np.exp(Z_curr - Z_new)

233 self.m.overlap_c += 1

234

235 def main():

236 sim = SIM()

237 for i in range(sim.p.eqs):

238 sim.MCS()

239 if (i%sim.nSpins)==0:

240 sim.Wolff()

241 for j in range(sim.p.bins):

242 for i in range(sim.p.mcs):

243 sim.MCS()

244 if (i%sim.nSpins)==0:

245 sim.Wolff()

246 sim.Try_change ()

247 sim.m.fout.write(’%0.8e \n’ % (sim.m.overlap / sim.m.overlap_c))

248 sim.m.fout.flush()

249 sim.m.Reset()

250

251 if __name__ == "__main__":

252 main()

Using the parameter file below.
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1 <params >

2 <!--

3 L - Linear size of the square system

4 ANum - the size of region A (in spins)

5 grow - how large we attempt to grow the system (scales as 2^N)

6 beta - the inverse temperature of the simulation

7 J - the coulping strength

8 mcs - Number of total monte carlo steps

9 eqs - Number of total equilibration steps

10 bins - Number of bins of data collection

11 random - random seed for the simulation

12 -->

13 <vars

14 L="20"

15 ANum="aaa"

16 beta="bbb"

17 J="1.0"

18 mcs="1000"

19 eqs="10000"

20 bins="200"

21 random="6546"

22 />

23 </params >

It can be run with this code, generating a script runme to be run locally for Unix or
Mac systems supporting bash shell.

1 import numpy as np

2

3 fout = open(’runme’,’w’)

4 regions =

[400 ,380 ,360 ,340 ,320 ,300 ,280 ,260 ,240 ,220 ,200 ,180 ,160 ,140 ,120 ,100 ,80 ,60 ,40 ,20]

5

6 numsteps = int ((5. -1.) /0.2)

7 temps = [1.0+0.2*i for i in range(numsteps +1)]

8 temps [-1:] = [np.exp(np.log (5.) + 0.1*i) for i in range (1 ,10)]

9 temps = np.array(temps)

10 temps = 1./ temps

11 temps.sort()

12

13 for b in temps:

14 fout.write(’mkdir %4f\n’ % b)

15 fout.write(’cd %4f\n’ % b)

16 for r in regions:
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17 fout.write(’mkdir %03d\n’ % r)

18 fout.write(’cd %03d\n’ % r)

19 fout.write(’cp ../../ sim.py .\n’)

20 fout.write("sed -e’s/bbb /%4f/’ -e’s/aaa/%d/’ <../../ param.xml >

param.xml\n" % (b,r))

21 fout.write(’python sim.py\n’)

22 fout.write(’cd ..\n’)

23 fout.write(’cd ..\n’)

Finally, this code will analyze and create a plot of the results

1 import numpy as np

2

3 from matplotlib import use

4 use(’agg’)

5

6 from matplotlib import rc , rcParams

7 rc(’font’ ,**{’family ’:’serif’,’serif’:[’Computer Modern ’], ’size’:24})

8 rc(’text’, usetex=True)

9 rc(’xtick.major’,pad =10)

10 rc(’ytick.major’,pad =10)

11 c1 ,c2,c3,c4 = ’#007 c7c’,’#ce5e00 ’,’#430 a8c’,’#cebd00 ’

12 rcParams[’axes.color_cycle ’] = [c1,c2,c3,c4]

13

14 from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

15

16 regions = [100 ,90 ,80 ,70 ,60 ,50 ,40 ,30 ,20 ,10]

17 numsteps = int ((5. -1.) /0.2)

18 temps = [1.0+0.2*i for i in range(numsteps +1)]

19 temps [-1:] = [np.exp(np.log (5.) + 0.1*i) for i in range (1 ,10)]

20 temps = np.array(temps)

21 temps = 1./ temps

22 temps.sort()

23

24 fout_all = open(’all_data.txt’,’w’)

25 fout_f = open(’plot_data.txt’,’w’)

26 plot_me = []

27

28 plt.figure(figsize =(8,4))

29

30 for b in temps:

31 count = 0

32 p = 1.0

33 pe = 0.0

34 for r in regions:

35 filename = ’%4f/%03d/data.txt’ % (b,r)
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36 try:

37 temp_data = np.loadtxt(filename)

38 except IOError:

39 break

40 avg = temp_data.mean()

41 err = temp_data.std()/np.sqrt(len(temp_data))

42 count += 1

43 p = p*avg

44 pe = pe + err/avg

45 fout_all.write(’%4f %02d %8f %8f\n’ % (b,count ,-np.log(p),pe))

46 if r == 60:

47 mid_data = (p,pe)

48 if r == 10:

49 final_data = (p,pe)

50 fout_f.write(’%4f %8f %8f\n’ % (b,-2*np.log(mid_data [0])+np.log(

final_data [0]) ,(mid_data [1]**2+ final_data [1]**2) **0.5))

51 plot_me.append ((b,-2*np.log(mid_data [0])+np.log(final_data [0]) ,(

mid_data [1]**2+ final_data [1]**2) **0.5))

52 fout_all.close ()

53 fout_f.close()

54

55 plot_me = np.array(plot_me)

56

57 plt.gca().set_xscale(’log’)

58 plt.errorbar (1.0/ plot_me [:,0], plot_me [:,1],yerr=plot_me [:,2])

59 plt.xlabel(’Temperature ’)

60 plt.ylabel(’$I_2$’)

61 plt.xlim(xmax =10)

62 plt.ylim(ymin =0)

63 plt.savefig(’transfer_test.pdf’, bbox_inches=’tight’)

B.3 Numerical approaches to fitting

Although not directly related to the topic of information or entanglement, one of the minor
developments was the adaptation of optimization schemes to provide good estimates for the
error of a fitting procedure. Good methods for this exist, typically by using the covariant
matrix and residuals to estimate the error, but these often rely on the assumption that the
error is small. Given that we rely so much on Monte Carlo approaches, it is convenient to
also use them for the calculation of error.

The concept is simple, given a set of data and some measure of errors, typically the
standard deviation of the mean, determine the best fit parameters and a reasonable error
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bar for the fit parameters. Reasonable here would suggest that, larger error bars on initial
data should typically suggest larger error bars on fit parameters. A simple algorithm to
achieve this uses the following algorithm

1. Generate a new data set using by adding Gaussian noise to the measured data. The
width of the Gaussian distribution for each data point should be the “error bar” for
each data point.

2. Fit this noisy data, extracting optimal fitting parameters

3. Repeat the above two steps until we have at least a hundred samples of the optimal
fitting parameters.

4. Extract the mean and standard deviation of the optimal fitting parameters.

This is essentially the brute force procedure of re-sampling the data to get an estimate
of error. One could even look at the distribution of the fitting parameters or the covariance
of different parameters, but unless one has reason to expect these to be interesting they
are not typically done. Below is a sample code showing the a general implementation of
the above.

1 """A brute force approach to finding the error of a fitting procedure

2 by refitting the raw data with noise added.

3 Does not rely on the assumption of small errors , but does assume that

4 errors are uncorrelated.

5 Stephen Inglis , 2013 """

6

7 import numpy

8 from scipy.optimize import leastsq

9

10 def refit(x,y,dy ,errf ,c_guess ,N_steps =100):

11 """ Main module to fit the data , assuming one -dimensional data.

12 x - dependant variable of some data

13 y - independant variable

14 dy - standard deviation of the mean of the independant data

15 erry(C,x,y,dy) - error function of the fit , typically of the form (fitf

(...) - y)/dy

16 c_guess - list of intial guess of the solution C for fitf (...), [c1 ,c2

,...]

17 N_steps - number of trials of the noise adding procedure , default 100"""

18 # Ensure the data is in numpy arrays , for easier manipulation

19 x = numpy.array(x)

20 y = numpy.array(y)
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21 dy = numpy.array(dy)

22 psum = None

23 for _i in range(N_steps):

24 # Generate data with noise , assuming each data point is

uncorrelated

25 ny = numpy.array([ numpy.random.normal(loc=z[0], scale=z[1]) for z

in zip(y,dy)])

26 # Main workhorse from scipy , minimizing the sum of the squares

from ’errf’ by modifying the first parameters of the function

27 # Insert your favourite minimization routine here

28 res = leastsq(errf , c_guess , args=(x,ny ,dy), full_output =1)

29 (popt , pcov , infodict , errmsg , ier) = res

30 if psum == None:

31 psum = numpy.array(popt)

32 psum2 = numpy.array(popt)**2

33 else:

34 psum += numpy.array(popt)

35 psum2 += numpy.array(popt)**2

36 psum /= N_steps

37 psum2 /= N_steps

38 perr = (psum2 - psum **2)

39 # In the case of data without error , this prevents errors

40 perr = (perr*(perr >0))**0.5

41 return psum ,perr

42

43 def main_test ():

44 """A simple experiment.

45 Imagine we have 3 independent methods for calculating a value X.

46 We assume no systematic bias , but we assume they have different accuracy

47 Let us see how using a flat average and weighted average compare for

finding the true mean."""

48 x = numpy.array ([1. ,2. ,3.])

49 error = numpy.array ([1. ,5. ,25.])

50 numtrials = 10

51 y = [0,0,0]

52 dy = [0,0,0]

53 for i in range (3):

54 temp = numpy.random.normal(loc=10., scale=error[i],size=numtrials

)

55 y[i] = numpy.mean(temp)

56 dy[i] = numpy.std(temp)/( numtrials **0.5)

57 # 1-parameter fit , the average

58 fitf = lambda fc ,fx: fc[0]

59 print main_test.__doc__

60 print ’Real mean = 10.00 ’
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61 print ’Meaningful Error < %f’ % dy[0]

62 # Using a weighted average

63 errf = lambda fc ,fx ,fy ,fdy: (fitf(fc ,fx) - fy)/fdy

64 popt ,perr = refit(x,y,dy ,errf ,[10])

65 print ’Weighted Mean = %f +- %f’ % (popt[0],perr [0])

66 # Using an unweighted (flat) average

67 errf2 = lambda fc ,fx ,fy ,fdy: (fitf(fc,fx) - fy)

68 popt ,perr = refit(x,y,dy ,errf2 ,[10])

69 print ’Flat Mean = %f +- %f’ % (popt[0],perr [0])

70

71 if __name__ == "__main__":

72 main_test ()

By “Meaningful Error” we mean that the aggregate knowledge of multiple experiments,
assuming no systematic error, should produce a result with less error than any of the
individual input data. The “Meaningful Error” is the theoretical error of the most certain
data point, and so by combining that with less accurate data it provides an upper bound
on the error bar of the final average. Since the data is generated numerically, the actual
error may be larger than this value in some fraction of cases. Note that the mean value of
the fit and the optimal value of the fit may differ if the final distribution of values is not
symmetric, and differentiating between the two can be important, as they do not always
converge.
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Appendix C

Finite size scaling of the XY model
from renormalization group

Here we discuss the finite size scaling of the XY model using renormalization group (RG).
This argument was originally laid out by Jason Iaconis, but was not published as part of
any document. It is included here for completeness, as the finitesize scaling derived is used
in matching the results from the classical XY model presented earlier.

For concreteness, we will discuss the classical XY model as an example of the XY
universality class. This model is described by the Hamiltonian

H = −J
∑
〈ij〉

cos(θi − θj) (C.1)

For the XY model we can define three parameters necessary in the RG procedure: the
vortex fugacity y = e−Ec/T , the temperature T , and the renormalization parameter b = e`.
Since the XY model permits arbitrarily small excitations in th form of Goldstone modes,
the next non-trivial excitation corresponds to that of a vortex. A vortex corresponds
to a non-zero lattice curl around some plaquette, and cannot be removed by smoothly
deforming the spins locally, but can be annihilated by combination with another vortex
of opposite vorticity. The low temperature phase of the XY model corresponds to the
absence or vortices, or equivalently that they are bound. In the high temperature phase
vortices unbind and proliferate.
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The RG equations for the XY model using the above variables is

dy

d`
=

(
2− π

T

)
y (C.2)

dT

d`
=
y2

2T
, (C.3)

the folowing substitution is useful

z = y2 , x = 2− π

T
, (C.4)

giving us the new equations

dz

d`
=2xz (C.5)

dx

d`
=
π

T 2

dT

d`
=

π

T 2

y2

2T
(C.6)

≈ π

2(π/2)2
z =

(
2

π

)2

z, (C.7)

where we use the approximation of assuming that T is near the critical temperature TBKT =
π/2

We can solve these last two equations to get

dz

dx
=
π2

2
x (C.8)

z =
π2

4
x2 + σ. (C.9)

Using equation, we wish to look at the behaviour of the flow near the critical point (z =
x = 0). To do this, we will look at the equation z(`) = π2/4x(`)2 + σ and integrate with
respect to `. Re-writing the solved equation we get

z =
π2

4
+ x2 + σ (C.10)

x =
2

π

√
z − σ (C.11)

dz

d`
=2xz (C.12)

=
4

π
z
√
z − σ. (C.13)
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We wish to find the value of ` such that z(`) = 1∫ `

0

d`′ =
π

4

∫ z(`)

z(0)

dz′

z′
√
z′ − σ (C.14)

` =
π

4

[
2 tan−1

(√
z−σ
σ

)
√
σ

]1

σ

(C.15)

=
π

4

[
2 tan−1

(√
1−σ
σ

)
√
σ

− 2 tan−1(0)√
σ

]
(C.16)

=
π

2

tan−1
(√

1
σ
− 1
)

√
σ

. (C.17)

Since σ = (T − Tc)/Tc is taken to be small, then 1/σ should be large, and the typical

RG treatment is to approximate tan−1
(√

1
σ
− 1
)
≈ tan−1(∞) = π

2
, set ξ = b = e` and

solve for t = σ as a function of ξ. We need to find the higher order contributions of ξ to
t, and taylor expand around tan−1(x) for large x.

tan−1(x) =
π

2
− tan−1

(1

x

)
(C.18)

tan−1(x) =x− 1

3
x3 +

1

5
x5 + · · · for |x| < 1. (C.19)

Applying this approximation to Eq. (C.17) we get

tan−1

(√
1− σ
σ

)
≈π

2
−
√

σ

1− σ (C.20)

≈π
2
−√σ

(
1− 1

2
σ
)

(C.21)

≈π
2
−√σ +

1

2
σ3/2. (C.22)

Plugging this in to the original form we find

` =
π

2

( π
2
−√σ + 1

2
σ3/2

√
σ

)
(C.23)

=
π2

4
√
σ
− π

2
+
πσ

4
. (C.24)
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From here, the typical procedure associates the correlation length ξ with the renor-
malization parameter b. Using this association and substitution the definition for σ = t =
(T − Tc)/Tc we find

ξ ≈ e` = exp
( c1√

t
− c2 + c3t

)
(C.25)

ξ = L/L0, ln(L/L0) =
c1√
t
− c2 + c3t (C.26)

ln(L/L′0) =
c1√
t

+ c3t, (C.27)

where we have absorbed all the constants into the definition of ln(L′0) (which we will
immediately rename ln(L0)). What we desire is a relationship relating L and t, so that
we may make a statement about the finite size corrections to the critical temperature. We
should keep in mind that our parameter t is small, and we will use this detail to ignore
higher orders of tn when convenient.

Solving the above equation for t we get

c1 + c3t
3/2 =

√
t ln(L/L0) (C.28)

c2
1 =(
√
t ln(L/L0)− c3t

3/2)2 (C.29)

c2
1 = ln2(L/L0)t− 2c3 ln(L/L0)t2 + c2

3t
3 (C.30)

If we drop the t3 term under the assumption it is small, we get

2c3 ln(L/L0)t2 − ln2(L/L0)t+ c2
1 = 0 (C.31)

which we can then solve using the quadratic equation

t =
ln2(L/L0)

4c3 ln(L/L0)
±

√
ln4(L/L0)− 8c3c2

1 ln(L/L0)

2c3 ln(L/L0)
(C.32)

4c3 ln(L/L0)t = ln2(L/L0)− ln2(L/L0)

√
1− 8c3c2

1

ln3(L/L0)
(C.33)

4c3 ln(L/L0)t ≈ 4c3c
2
1

ln3(L/L0)
− 1

8

(
8c3c

2
1

ln3(L/L0)

)2

(C.34)

t ≈ c′1
ln2(L/L0)

+
c′2

ln5(L/L0)
. (C.35)
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This relationship gives us the finite size scaling by associating the finite size transition
temperature with t given a particular value of L. Writing this out explicitly, we have

TBKT (L) = TBKT (∞)

[
1 +

c1

ln2(L/L0)
+

c2

ln5(L/L0)

]
. (C.36)

This fitting form is shown in Fig. 3.5 as the two fitting curves for the finite temperature
crossing, and shows good agreement with the critical temperature from other studies.
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